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Letter from the Editor
This July, we are excited to present the Georgetown Security Studies Review Volume 9, Issue 1.
This cycle, we received many high-quality pieces. With articles on the Russian military, gender
issues in the Middle East, both domestic and foreign terrorism, the pandemic, and more, this issue
will address a wide array of national security issues. I would like to thank each author for exuding
incredible patience as editing and publication processes followed a slower timeline due to the
coronavirus pandemic. I would also like to thank the GSSR editorial board for dedicating many
hours of editing and refining these pieces for publication. Moreover, I would also like to thank
Annie Kraft for her leadership and support in ensuring GSSR operations run as smoothly as
possible amid the uncertainties this year has brought. This publication would not have been
possible without the unrelenting dedication of our entire team, so once again, thank you.
I want to emphasize the impact the coronavirus pandemic has had on GSSR operations, and that,
in light of the many complications it has brought about for authors, editors, and GSSR operations
alike, we were unable to publish in our normal format. However, without publishing parameters,
we were also able to include lengthier works with meticulous analyses, and we hope our readers
are able to dive into the themes and issues in each of these works more deeply in turn.
I sincerely hope that the ideas presented in this issue allow you to deepen your understanding of
some of the most pressing national security issues of our time.
Thank you for reading our work! Wishing you all healthy and happy summers.
All the best,
Caroline C. Nutt
Editor-in-Chief
Georgetown, Washington D.C.
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Russian Military Modernization From 2007-2020: Mixed Results or a Quantum
Leap in Power?
Altan A. Ozler
This paper begins by providing the historical evolution of Russian military power from the Soviet
period, through the collapse of the 1990s until the Russo-Georgian War of 2008. This paper then
introduces the two main pillars of Russia’s military modernization program in the new
millennium: 1) organizational reform and 2) materiel modernization through the State Armament
Programs (SAPs). The stated policy goals of each pillar are then compared to the outcomes
achieved across the armed services over the 2007-2020 period. Finally, this paper broadly
assesses the impact of Russian military modernization and reform over this period and its
implications for the future. Overall, it is clear that however imperfect or at times inconsistent their
implementation has been, Russia’s organizational reform and two SAPs spanning from 2007-2020
have transformed the Russian Armed Forces from an institution in shambles into a highly lethal
instrument of state power potent enough to be recognized as a “near-peer adversary” by US
military officials.

I.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, Russia’s flexing of its
military power has become a driver of global
headlines. In this year alone, Moscow’s cyber
espionage operations, military buildup in the
Arctic, and threat of military escalation in
Ukraine, have all been fixtures in the news
cycle. This flurry of events has muddied the
consensus regarding the true state of Russia’s
military
strength
and
operational
effectiveness. While in the past Russia has
been derided as a military “paper tiger” in the
popular press, discourse has now moved to
the other extreme with some making
exaggerated claims that Western militaries
have fallen behind.i Despite this cacophony
of views, a key to understanding and arriving
at an assessment of Russian military power
today lies in studying the evolution of the
Russian Armed Forces since the onset of the
new millennium.
At the crux of this evolution lays the
Russian military modernization and reform
program from 2007-2020, which sought to
materially and institutionally transform the
crumbling post-Soviet force into a potent
instrument of state power. Evaluating these
reform efforts and assessing their impact

serves as a viable framework with which to
assess Russian military power over time.
II.
HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF
THE RUSSIAN ARMED FORCES
To fully understand the context of the
Russian modernization program undertaken
during the Putin era, one must begin by
examining the Soviet legacy of the Russian
military, followed by the experience of
institutional collapse in the 1990s, and finally
the impact of Vladimir Putin’s first term and
the 2008 Russo-Georgian War.
A.
SOVIET LEGACY
The armed forces of the Soviet Union was a
conscript military centered around a doctrine
of mass mobilization, overwhelming
firepower, and rapid deployment of large
scale armored and mechanized formations.
This Soviet doctrine and force structure
derived from the experiences of the Second
World War and was continuously refined
over time in anticipation of a presupposed
continental war with the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO). To illustrate,
by 1991 the Soviet military had 4.23 million
active-duty personnel, whereas the United
States had only 1.9 million.ii The potential of
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nuclear warfare during the Cold War
propelled the Soviet military to place a
tandem emphasis on developing its strategic
missile forces, ballistic missile submarines,
and strategic bombers, in addition to its
conventional land warfare capabilities.
After the armed forces, the second
pillar of the USSR’s military power was its
military industrial complex. It supplied the
Soviet military machine and represented a
substantial portion of economic activity, as
the USSR devoted anywhere between 15% to
25% of its GDP towards military production,
R&D, and related activities.iii The Soviet
military industrial complex churned out
equipment and platforms, which were
consistently peer to their NATO counterparts
in lethality; the Mig-29 jet fighter, Mi-24
attack helicopter, and T-72 tank were all
stalwart platforms from this period. Yet, due
to the growing innovation gap between the
USSR and the West, Soviet weapons
platforms were skewing towards firepower,
ruggedness, and numbers, over technological
sophistication.

itself into financial solvency through
international sales and foreign arms deals,
and by the year 2000, exports accounted for
approximately 66% of all industry revenue.v

A Snapshot in Time: Assessment from
the Early 2000s
“By the beginning of the 21st Century […] over
a decade of governmental neglect, military
incompetence, corruption and failure to
adjust to changing conditions, and popular
hostility/indifference had combined to break
a once impressive military machine. It would
take at least 20 years to restore even a
scaled-down but modernised version. [...] By
2020, Russia cannot aspire to be more than a
fairly modest regional power, save in the
admittedly important area of nuclear
capabilities.”
– CJ Dick, Future of Conflict, 2003
C.
VLADIMIR PUTIN’S FIRST TERM
AND THE 2008 RUSSO-GEORGIAN WAR
As Vladimir Putin ascended to the office of
president and the beginnings of assertive
governance in Russia emerged, military
reorganization and modernization became an
early priority in the first decade of the new
millennium. In this first attempt to
modernize, in lieu of large expenditures in
the area of procurement, focus was placed
instead on R&D.vi This was particularly
consequential given it reactivated numerous
Soviet-era weapons programs, which had
been in the pipeline since the 1980s but had
fallen dormant during the tumult of the
1990s. Another aim of this early reform was
to reorganize the military away from the
Soviet conscription model towards one that
valued increased professionalism and
operational readiness. However, this early
attempt at organizational reform was
hamstrung by the ingrained opposition

B.
INSTITUTIONAL COLLAPSE
When the Soviet Union collapsed in 1991,
the institutions of its armed forces and the
military industrial complex inevitably
collapsed along with it. For the next decade,
the Russian Armed Forces, much like the
Russian state, suffered a period of endemic
corruption, low morale, resource shortages,
and
general
mismanagement.
The
catastrophic operational performance in the
First Chechen War in the 1990s and the
setbacks in the early years of the Second
Chechen War in the 2000s were indicative of
how severely Russian military capabilities
had eroded over this period.
The Russian military industrial
complex found itself in similarly dire straits
in the 1990s. With Russian defense spending
only at 10% of Soviet levels, the defense
industry entered a state of prolonged
depression.iv The industry managed to claw
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towards reform within the Russian military
establishment; infighting, corruption, and
general staff pushback within the Ministry of
Defense (MOD) became major obstacles to
these efforts. Nevertheless, in 2007 the Putin
administration continued its modernization
efforts and established the State Armament
Plan of 2007-2015, focusing on materiel and
weapons platforms procurement.
A major turning point in Russian
military modernization occurred in the
summer of 2008 when, for the first time since
the Cold War, the Russian military waged
conventional war beyond its borders.
Although the Russo-Georgian War resulted
in a decisive military victory for Moscow, the
Russian
Armed
Forces’
operational
performance during the war was seen by
observers as wholly unimpressive. The
Russian Air Force was seen as having
underperformed after losing seven aircraft
within five days with many cases of friendly
fire reported.vii Furthermore, during the
course of the war, Russian military
communications had broken down to such an
extent that many Russian officers were
forced to rely on their personal mobile
phones to maintain communications
throughout the campaign.viii Another
anecdote from the war illustrating the
conditions of the Russian military occurred
when Russian soldiers uploaded onto social
media their lament and consternation at the
superior quality of Georgian military
equipment and infrastructure as they
proceeded to loot a captured barracks.ix
Despite these failings, the Georgian
experience served as a major catalyst for
accelerating Russian military reform and
modernization. The setbacks suffered during
the war gave military reformers a sense of
urgency, which was previously absent, and
discredited those showing intransigence
within the Russian military establishment.
More so, a period of sustained high energy
prices throughout the 2000s provided the

Russian state with the fiscal resources needed
to increase defense spending and accelerate
military modernization.
III.
THE TWO PILLARS OF
RUSSIAN MILITARY
MODERNIZATION AND REFORM:
OBJECTIVES AND RESULTS
To assess the impact of Russian military
modernization and reform, the following
sections compare the original objectives of
each policy initiative and provide a
contextual analysis of their end results.
The overall effort for Russian military
modernization and reform can be broken
down into two pillars. The first pillar
involves the attempted organizational reform
of the Russian Armed Forces, beginning with
the 2008 “New Look” reform program
launched under Defense Minister Anatoly
Serdyukov and subsequent reforms under his
successor Sergei Shoigu. The second pillar
involves the attempted modernization of
materiel and platform procurement in the
form of two overlapping programs: the State
Armament Program (SAP) of 2007-2015,
known as SAP-2015; and the SAP of 20112020, known as SAP-2020.x
A. ORGANIZATIONAL REFORM OF THE
RUSSIAN MILITARY
The military reform program of 2008
represented the first major overhaul of the
Russian military since the breakup of the
USSR. Based on the experience of the 2008
Russian-Georgian War, the program had six
objectives:
1. Reorganize and reduce the number of
formations and units
2. Reorganize and downsize command
structures
3. Ensure “permanent readiness” status
of all units
4. Institute military education reform
5. Improve terms and conditions of
personnel
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By the end of President Medvedev’s
term, the military establishment once again
pushed back and levied a series of incendiary
accusations
of
corruption
towards
Serdyukov. It is difficult to ascertain the
veracity of these accusations or how flagrant
they were in comparison to the actions of
other Kremlin officials at the time. However,
what is certain is that upon Vladimir Putin’s
return to the presidency in 2012, Serdyukov
was quickly sacked. Yet, in due time the
former Defense Minister was amnestied and
later appointed to the position of senior
director at Rostec, a state-owned defense
conglomerate, which often doubled as an
Elysium of sorts for former Kremlin officials.
This turn of events implied that Serdyukov
had managed to remain in Putin’s good
graces.
Serdyukov’s replacement was Sergei
Shoigu, former Governor of Moscow and
Minister of Emergency Situations. Similar to
his predecessor, Shoigu was a civilian with
no military pedigree. However, he had a
reputation
for
being
a
hands-on
administrator, maintaining good relations
between state institutions, and remaining
neutral when it came to the factions
jockeying for power among the political elite.
The
new
Defense
Minister
immediately began a partial reversal of his
predecessor’s reforms; he walked back major
elements of the military education reform,
ballooned the number of low level officers,
and reversed the quality over quantity
paradigm that had been dominant since
2008.xvi Furthermore, Shoigu indulged the
institutional old guard by maintaining many
of the articles on mass mobilization in
Russia’s military doctrine and watered down
attempts to modernize the system for
reservists.xvii By 2020, the majority of what
would be considered NCO positions in the
NATO militaries were mainly filled by junior
officers, while most technically complex
roles were filled by enlisted Kontraktniki.

6. Limit peacetime forces to one million
personnelxi
Appointed by Vladimir Putin in 2007, the
new Defense Minister Anatoly Serdyukov
had previously served in the Tax Ministry.
Like most Putin appointees, Serdyukov had
ties to the Saint Petersburg political class
from which Putin built his inner-circle.
Despite his lack of experience in military
affairs, Serdyukov saw his mandate as to
bring long overdue fiscal and bureaucratic
accountability to the MOD and transform the
Russian Armed Forces from a conscriptbased military to one that was professional,
specialized, and in a high state of readiness.xii
Almost immediately, the proposals by
this civilian reformist outsider were met with
recalcitrance from the Russian military
establishment, which perceived its privileges
as being threatened. Despite institutional
resistance, Serdyukov was able to produce a
substantial list of achievements over the next
five years during the presidency of Dimitry
Medvedev. He successfully reduced forces
down to 900,000 and employed initiatives to
shift away from mass conscription to the
Kontraktniki model, which entailed the
enlistment
of
professional
military
xiii
personnel. During this period, Serdyukov
had also axed the bloated officer corps,
reforming cadet schooling and eliminating
135,000 of 355,000 officer positions. xiv To
promote flexibility and readiness, Serdyukov
championed the formation of “permanent
readiness brigades” as an objective.
However, in practice, the Russian
Ground Forces still heavily relied upon
conscripts to plug manpower shortages
across all units, and the permanent readiness
brigades concept was rejected by both the
Ground Forces and Air Force. xv Yet, the
emphasis on operational readiness and
flexibility would live on in future efforts
beyond the reformist Defense Minister’s time
in office.
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However, Shoigu continued the
initiative to increase the number of
Kontraktniki relative to conscripts, and by
2020, these professional soldiers represented
more than one third of all Russian military
personnel – a formidable achievement. xviii
Shoigu also proved deeply committed to
operational readiness and responsiveness,
and after much trial and error, the original
aim of creating “permanent readiness units”
took form in the ad-hoc Battalion Tactical
Groups (BTGs) concept. This BTG structure
would prove itself fiercely capable in the
2014 Ukraine intervention. In tandem,
Shoigu introduced a robust program of snap
readiness checks, joint force drills, and a
return to Soviet-style large scale annual
strategic exercises– resulting in 100,0000man sized exercises of Zapad in 2017, Vostok
in 2018, and the smaller Kavkaz in 2020.xix
By 2018, it was estimated that 125 BTGs had
been constituted within the Russian Armed
Forces.xx
When assessing the outcomes of
reform efforts on the Russian military
according to the program established in 2008,
the scorecard is mixed; there has been great
success in downsizing the Russian military
below one million active personnel,
increasing the number of professional
contract soldiers, reducing redundant
divisions, and increasing overall readiness
and responsiveness of forces. Yet, military
education reform has largely reverted back to
the Soviet doctrinal status quo, as tendencies
toward mass mobilization have persisted and
readiness still varies between units and
military districts.
Sergei Shoigu must be viewed as a
bureaucratic politician as much as a military
reformer.xxi He skillfully balanced the
reform-minded modernizers and the
conservative old guard within the military to
create a reform process that diminished
disruption and resistance to the pace of
reforms, while also diluting their potency and

opting for a more incremental, trial and error
approach. Therefore, assessments by
commentators that organizational reforms of
the Russian military are “inconsistent” and
“incomplete” are congruent with this
portrait.xxii
Furthermore, despite being launched over
a decade ago, these organizational reforms
are still in progress and do not seem to be
slowing down, having been reenergized
according to operational experience gained in
both Ukraine and Syria.xxiii It is likely, at least
under Sergei Shoigu, that organizational
reform of the Russian military will have no
discrete “beginning” or “end.” Rather, one
can expect reforms to be continuous and at
times
meandering;
accelerating
in
concentrated spurts when the Russian Armed
Forces is tested organizationally through new
military operations.
B. MATERIEL MODERNIZATION OF THE
RUSSIAN MILITARY
Broadly speaking, material modernization
can be defined as a qualitative improvement
of military equipment, systems, and
platforms either through the procurement of
new systems or the upgrading of older assets
with new capabilities. When assessing
material modernization in the Russian
military, the official targets set by any of the
SAPs are classified. However, through
comments by Kremlin officials, updates from
the MOD, and off-the-record statements, the
general contours of the program have become
clear over time.xxiv Launched in 2007, the
objectives of the original SAP-2015 can be
described as follows:
• Allocate 5 trillion Rubles ($190B in
2007
Dollars)
for
military
modernization over the period
• Distribute 70% of modernization
funding towards procurement, 30%
towards R&D
• Modernize 45% of military platforms
and materiel in arsenal
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•
•

electronics and optics. These newly
refurbished tanks would go on to outperform
un-refurbished Ukrainian vehicles of Soviet
vintage in the war in Donbass. Yet, the T72b3 tank is still considered outmatched by
its Western main battle tank peers such as the
modern US M1A2 Abrams, German Leopard
2, or French Leclerc. The Russian Air Force
has applied the same metric with respect to
upgrading the avionics of its older air
platforms, such as the Su-24 and MiG-31.
These examples illustrate how an
improvement in capabilities of antiquated
platforms does not necessarily equate one-toone with the standard of modern equipment
set by peer militaries.

Prioritize ballistic missile programs,
the nuclear triad, and air and missile
defense capabilities
Enhance the Russian Navy xxv

Only four years into the first rearmament
program, the Russian government issued
SAP-2020, to take advantage of the
deepening of state coffers during a steady
period of high energy prices. Its objectives
were more ambitious, yet still followed the
general spirit of the first SAP:
• Allocate 19 trillion Rubles ($512B in
2011 Dollars) towards military
modernization over the period
• Modernize 70% of military platforms
and materiel in arsenal
• Prioritize the ballistic missile
program, nuclear triad, and air and
missile defense capabilities
• Enhance the Russian Navy xxvi

C. MILITARY SPENDING OVER THE
2007-2020 PERIOD
Despite the opaqueness of the Russian
defense budget, the Russian government
appears to have robustly met all stated
spending goals regarding both SAPs over the
2007-2020 period.xxxi 2017 saw an
unprecedented contraction in defense
spending brought on by low energy prices
and tightening US and EU sanctions.
However, fiscal expenditures bounced back
robustly in succeeding years, and by 2019
Russia was ranked globally as the fourth
largest military spender with an estimated
defense budget of $65.1B. xxxii More
remarkably,
estimates
categorize
approximately 50% of total Russian defense
expenditure as going towards R&D and
procurement – a much higher allocation than
US and EU figures, which hover between 2030% of total defense budget. xxxiii This
datapoint provides deep insight into the way
in which the Russian Military has been able
to modernize materiel at such a rapid pace.
Over a period that saw Russia weather
low energy prices, economic sanctions, and
the Covid-19 pandemic, this fiscal
achievement is rather remarkable – indicating
the degree to which military modernization
has become a national priority for the

With a target goal of 70% asset
modernization, by 2015, 35% of all assets
operated by Russian Ground Forces were
considered by the Russian Ministry of
Defense to be modern.xxvii By the end of 2016
that figure had risen to 42%, and by
December 2018 it had reached 48.3%. xxviii
However, it is worth emphasizing that these
figures are debatable, as many experts have
concluded that the criteria for modernization
has been conveniently left undefined,
permitting the massaging of numbers for
appearance purposes.xxix As an article in
Jane’s Defense Weekly in August 2014
observed, “[for political purposes] Moscow
may simply manipulate the number of new
arms in the numerator or adjust the
denominator to claim it has reached its 70%
target.”xxx
Further complicating the measure of
modernization is the ongoing initiative to
refurbish Soviet-era platforms. For example,
Russia has undergone a program to retrofit its
enormous arsenal of legacy T-72 tanks into
the T-72b1 and T-72b3 variants with modern
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Kremlin. Nevertheless, it should be noted
that the continuous depreciation of the Ruble
has eroded the fixed value of spending targets
set in the SAPs, and it is estimated that up to
20% of Russian military spending is still
siphoned off through corruption, redundancy,
and mismanagement of resources. xxxiv

missile with deployment projected for some
time in 2021.
In addition to hypersonic weapons,
Russia has also revealed a collection of
weapon projects that can best be described as
bordering on the exotic. This includes the
Poseidon nuclear powered drone torpedo and
the Burevestnik nuclear powered cruise
missile. Nevertheless, there is strong debate
over the actual efficacy of these
unconventional concepts and whether
Moscow pursues these projects more for
propaganda value.xxxviii
In tandem with its ICBM arsenal, the
refurbishment of Russia’s Tu-160 and Tu-95
strategic bomber fleet has been a priority, and
it is expected that these Soviet era platforms
are to serve for at least another decade.
Russia has also announced the development
of the PAK-DA, a stealth bomber platform
seeking to emulate the US B21 Raider.
Nevertheless, the program has only
commenced prototyping and appears to be
years away from completion. xxxix
Regarding the third leg of the nuclear
triad, a noteworthy achievement in this
period was the launch of the Borei class
SSBN submarine. Launched in 2008, it
represented the first Russian strategic missile
submarine completed since the end of the
Soviet Union. By the end of 2020, four were
in active service, and four were in various
stages of construction with completion
estimated by the mid-2020s (Appendix I).xl
While there are only 10 SSBNs in service
today – and several in poor condition – the
introduction of the viable Borei class has
shored up what was the shakiest leg of
Russia’s nuclear triad and represents a rare
bright spot in Russia’s attempt to modernize
its navy.
Many experts have asserted that
Moscow’s heavy focus on nuclear
modernization is a function of its desire to
maintain great power status and is a means
for Russia to achieve strategic parity with the

D. NUCLEAR TRIAD
Modernization of Russia’s strategic nuclear
forces has been a high priority of both SAPs,
and all three elements of its nuclear triad have
improved significantly. Over the last two
decades, Soviet-era inter-continental ballistic
missiles (ICBMs) have been incrementally
phased out and replaced with the modern
Topol-M ICBM and the Yars ICBM. The
milestone of reaching 50% modernization of
ICBM inventory was achieved by 2016, and
current US estimates put total modernization
by 2022.xxxv In addition to the Yars and
Topol-M ICBMs, Russia announced in 2018
development of the new Sarmat heavy
ICBM.xxxvi This new system has the potential
to carry up to 10 nuclear warheads and serve
as a platform for advanced capabilities, such
as hypersonic weapons (Appendix I).
As a testament to the priority given to
its nuclear and strategic capabilities, Russia
has become a world leader in the early
development and adoption of hypersonic
capabilities. Moscow’s 2018 test of the
ground launched Avangard hypersonic glide
vehicle (HGV) – capable of traveling 27
times the speed of sound – captured the
attention of defense establishments around
the world, with many commentators
heralding the test as the opening salvo in a
new arms race. xxxvii By the following year,
the first regiment of Russia’s Strategic
Missile Forces had received the HGV system
for deployment. Over the same period,
Russian Aerospace Forces developed and
deployed the Kh-47M2 Kinzhal air-launched
missile. For the naval domain, Russia has
continued development and testing of the
3M22 Tsirkon hypersonic anti-ship cruise
12
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U.S. despite shortcomings in its conventional
military forces.xli

air defense system. Based on the Soviet S300 system, the S-400 is considered to be a
formidable and potent capability when
compared with NATO platforms.xlvii
Additionally, the system has become a fixture
in Russian area access and area denial
(A2/AD) capabilities in the Baltic, Black Sea,
and Arctic theaters. xlviii The next iteration of
the system, the S-500 Prometheus, is slated
for deployment sometime in 2021.xlix
A case study worth highlighting is
Russia’s development of the Su-57. The
project is noteworthy because it is the first
major airframe to be developed by Russia
after the fall of the USSR. Intended to be
Moscow’s stealthy 5th generation fighter and
an answer to the F22 and F35, the aircraft
appears to be exceptionally maneuverable
and highly capable as an air superiority
platform. Nevertheless, over the last decade,
the project has faced many delays and
setbacks, and some experts have viewed the
aircraft as deficient relative to its American
counterparts in the area of stealth
technology.l Although its maiden flight was
in early 2010, it was not until December 2020
that the Su-57 reached the milestone of
entering into serial production – well behind
US and Chinese 5th generation fighter
programs. By the end of SAP-2020, only a
total of 12 Su-57 airframes had been
produced for the Russian Airforce. In
comparison, over the same period the United
States has completed over 450 F-35 fighters
to by the end of 2020. The case study of the
Su-57 fits into a larger trend, whereas the low
hanging fruit of dormant Soviet projects
become exhausted, the Russian military
industrial complex has found itself struggling
to keep pace with its American and Chinese
near-peers.

E. AEROSPACE FORCES
Following the liquidation of approximately
85% of its Soviet aircraft inventory in the
1990s, the Russian Aerospace Forces saw
remarkable improvements over the course of
both SAPs.xlii Over the 2011-2020 period, the
Russian Air Force received more than 250
new fighter jets and more than 120 strike
aircraft – nearly fulfilling the targets set at the
start of the program (Appendix II).xliii
Achieving
the
milestone
of
66%
modernization in 2016, by the end of the
decade 71% of all air platforms in service had
been modernized.xliv As part of this, the
entirety of the Soviet era Mig-31 and Su-25
fleets were modernized according to the
standards mentioned above. Notably during
this period was the large-scale production
and deployment of the Su-34 strike aircraft
and Su-35 air superiority fighter. Based on
highly advanced Soviet Su-27 design, both
aircrafts could be considered as advanced
fourth generation platforms and have proven
their effectiveness in combat operations in
Syria.
At the end of SAP-2020, the Russian
Air Force still faces noteworthy materiel
gaps. Although it procured improved air-toair missiles over the duration of the program,
Russian missile inventory for tactical
aviation reaches a ratio of only 2.5 munitions
per aircraft. This is low when benchmarked
to the US Air Force ratio of 5 missiles per
tactical aircraft in inventory. xlv Additionally,
the Russian Air Force’s aging fleet of
Airborne Warning and Control System
(AWACS) – a critical capability in modern
air engagements – has only been partially
modernized, and the replacement program
has fallen behind schedule with only one
AWACS prototype produced thus far. xlvi
In terms of air and missile defense,
the Russian Aerospace Forces successfully
developed and deployed its S-400 integrated

F. GROUND FORCES
Russia’s Ground Forces have seen much
improvement considering their degraded
state at the start of the new millennium.
Focus has been placed on improving the
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quality and effectiveness of equipment for
the infantryman; new uniforms, ballistic
armor, and communications and tactical
equipment were introduced over this period,
culminating in the multi-phased Ratnik
program (Appendix III).li As of December
2020, over 300,000 sets of Ratnik kit have
been delivered across the services.lii
In terms of armored and mechanized
equipment, Moscow had initially raised
eyebrows in 2015 with its debut of the
futuristic T-14 Armata tank and the
Kurganets-25 IFV. Five years on, instead of
being fielded in large numbers, both projects
look to be in a stagnant state. As of 2020, the
Kurganets-25 program was reported to be
“indefinitely delayed.”liii The T-14, although
having received praise for its advanced
design, appears to suffer from a high unit
cost and production delays. liv Nevertheless,
in April of 2020, it was reported that the next
generation tank had undergone field testing
in Syria.lv The bulk of Russia’s armored and
mechanized equipment modernization has
been focused on producing the latest
variants of Soviet designs. These include the
T-90 AM tank, T-72b3 tank, BMP-3M IFV,
and BTR-80/82A armored personnel carrier.
Yet, based on statements delivered by Putin,
Ground Forces modernization had reached
only 48.3% percent in 2018, indicating that
the trajectory of the program had fallen short
of 70% modernization target by 2020. lvi
Another area that received an
increase in capability was in artillery, rocket,
and indirect and precision fires, which was
achieved through a mixture of introducing
new systems and upgrading existing ones.
The 9K720 Iskander short range ballistic
missile was fielded over this period as a
replacement for older systems, such as R17
Scud, and has become a fixture of Russian
precision fire capabilities deployed in the
Baltic, Black Sea, and Caucuses regions.
Over the course of the reform period,
prioritization was given to the Western

Military District and Southern Military
District, which receive the most modern
equipment and possess the highest rates of
readiness.lvii Although not directly under the
Ground Forces, VDV (airborne troops),
Spetsnaz (special forces units), and Naval
Infantry form the core of Russia’s Rapid
Reaction Forces and serve as an instrument
of power projection. As would be expected,
these units had received more resources for
modernization, had the highest readiness
rates, and had first pick in personnel
selection.lviii
G. NAVAL FORCES
One of the key tenets of Russia’s military
modernization
program
was
the
revitalization of Russia as a naval power.lix
As part of this ambition, the Russian Navy
set a target to commission at least 50 major
surface vessels, 20 submarines, and six new
aircraft carriers by the year 2027.lx Yet as
grandiose as these pretensions were, the
results were disappointingly lackluster. A
core problem within the entire initiative laid
in the woeful performance of the shipyards
and naval infrastructure operated by the
Russian Federation. Due to chronic
mismanagement and several high-profile
cases of corruption, most orders for the
Russian Navy have taken years longer than
expected to build and complete sea trails,
generating serious cost overruns. lxi
Over this period, several frigates and
corvettes of new classes have entered
service, but deliveries have again been
behind schedule (Appendix IV). By the end
of 2015, the backlog of orders included a
Steregushchiy class corvette, two Admiral
Grigorovich class frigates, an Admiral
Gorshkov class frigate, and the first vessel of
the Ivan Gren class landing ships. lxii In terms
of submarines, the navy commissioned four
Borei SSBN submarines and a number of
improved Kilo class submarines, as well as
inaugurated the new Yasen nuclear
submarine class with the launch of the
14
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Severodvinsk, which had been originally
laid down in 1993. However, it is equally
noteworthy that no new surface combatant
of a class equal to a destroyer or larger has
been commissioned by Russia since the year
1999.
The final outcome regarding
Russia’s envisioned carrier fleet can only be
described as risible. With the dissolution of
the USSR in 1991, Ukraine had the good
fortune of inheriting one of the principal
Soviet shipyards specialized for heavy
capital ships. A consequence of this
outcome was that the newly formed Russian
state found itself with a major deficit in
naval infrastructure and experienced
engineering personnel capable of carrier
design and construction. This capability gap
became painfully evident when in the year
2000, India engaged the Russian state to
complete and deliver the half-finished
Soviet carrier Admiral Gorshkov for its
Navy. Despite the rosy promises touted
during contract signing, the naval project
proved to be a massive headache for New
Delhi, with the Russian industry delivering
a finished vessel six years overdue and at
double the projected costs. lxiii
In addition to the disruption to naval
infrastructure, the performance of Russian
shipyard has also proven deficient. Despite
repeated incidents and warnings over the
years, Russian authorities have still
struggled to curb the endemic corruption,
mismanagement, and hazardous safety
conditions found in domestic shipyards. To
illustrate, in 2018 Russia’s PD-50 drydock –
a key piece of naval infrastructure purchased
from Sweden – suddenly sank in Murmansk
during a power outage. Even more damning,
in 2019, Russia’s only functioning aircraft
carrier, the Admiral Kuznetsov, was
catastrophically put out of service when a
massive crane collapsed onto its deck during
repairs. Despite all of these setbacks, a
milestone was reached in 2020 when design

work on future carrier concepts was
completed. Nevertheless, if it were to be
green-lit, the procurement and construction
of Russia’s new carrier would take 12 years
according to projections.lxiv
When assessing the modernization
of the Russian Navy, the results look grim.
Despite a hefty injection of funding and a
lofty goal of commissioning six aircraft
carriers, 50 major surface vessels, and 20
submarines by the year 2027, the tangible
results are underwhelming. By 2020, a total
of seven frigates, 22 corvettes, nine
conventional attack submarines, four
ballistic missile submarines, one guided
missile submarine, and two landing vessels
had been commissioned into the Russian
Navy (Appendix IV). Furthermore, the
Russian Navy continues to suffer from
“classisity” or class proliferation, whereby
only two to three ships are produced within
a class before being supplanted by another
class and hull design. lxv This tendency has
led to operational inefficiencies and higher
sustainment costs due to a lack of unified
platforms, and the current modernization
programs have done little to remedy this. lxvi
Other than the efficient delivery of light
surface combatant classes and Borei and
improved Kilo class submarines, naval
modernization efforts have ran overbudget
and behind schedule in large part due to the
general state of mismanagement within
Russian shipyards. As a final endnote for
this period, Russia’s carrier conundrum has
only been exacerbated with the Russian
Navy finding itself with less aircraft carriers
in service than at the start of the decade.
H. UNMANNED PLATFORMS AND
ELECTRONIC WARFARE
While it is not an express concern of either
of the two SAPs, over the 2007-2020 period
the Russian Armed Forces have made
noteworthy leaps in developing unmanned
and
electronic
warfare
(EW)
capabilities.
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In the 2000s, Russia’s drone
program had been primarily dependent on
licensing Israeli UAV designs. lxvii In the
following decade, a push toward selfsufficiency led to the development of
domestic design and production capabilities
for military drones. The Russian Armed
Forces put this new capability into rapid
service, increasing their number of UAV
platforms from 180 in 2011 to over 2000 by
2016.lxviii This new arsenal was used to great
effect in the interventions in Ukraine and
Syria.lxix Continuing this trend, the latest
milestone occurred in 2019 when Russia
revealed the futuristic S-70 Okhotnik, a jet
powered stealth drone, to be optimized for
air operations – a concept and capability few
militaries beyond the U.S. and China have
accomplished. lxx
Prioritization of EW capabilities in
Russian military doctrine has yielded a suite
of specific systems – such as the Krasukha,
Leer-3, Moskva, and Murmansk-BN –
focused on denying spectrum, jamming, and
intercepting or spoofing civilian and
military communication and navigation
systems. Reports indicate that Russian EW
operations have proven highly effective in
Syria and that Russian forces had deployed
these capabilities against US forces
operating in close proximity in the conflict
zone.lxxi In both Ukraine and Estonia,
numerous cases have been documented
where local troops have seen their personal
cellphones
hacked
and
positions
triangulated in Russian EW operations.lxxii
This increase in EW capabilities and its role
in recent military operations has led some
observers to conclude that Russia’s current
ability to engage in electronic warfare in
ground operations as superior to that of US
forces.lxxiii
Achievements in unmanned and EW
capabilities are an excellent signpost for the
broader transformation that both SAPs had
brought about: a Russian military with the

resources and organizational approach
capable of rapidly adopting new and
disruptive technologies.
IV.
FINAL ASSESSMENT AND
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
As observers around the globe take stock of
Russia’s return to the status of a top tier
military power, the need to understand and
evaluate Russia’s past and continuing
military modernization efforts remains
salient. This paper analyzed two pillars of
Russia’s military modernization program –
1) organizational reform efforts and 2)
materiel modernization over the 2007-2020
period under both SAP-2015 and SAP-2020
– by comparing and contrasting the
originally established goals of each initiative
with their achieved outcomes across the
armed services.
In the case of Russian military
reform, it can be concluded that the results
have been mixed. Great strides were taken
first by the reformist Serdyukov, and later by
Shoigu, in trimming total active personnel
numbers to below one million personnel,
increasing the number of professional
Kontraktniki soldiers to reach one third of all
active-duty personnel, reducing redundant
divisions, and increasing the overall
readiness and responsiveness of forces
through drill. Nevertheless, Shoigu
eventually backpaddled on military
education reform while tendencies toward
mass mobilization endured. Instead of all
units remaining in a “permanent readiness
status” as was envisioned, readiness has
varied amongst units and military districts.
However, some initiatives have taken on a
life of their own under Shoigu, and after
much experimentation, the Battalion
Tactical Group concept has been
successfully adopted to maximize readiness
and operational flexibility across units.
In the case of the armaments and
materiel modernization program as part of
the two SAPs, the final scorecard can be
16
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described as mixed, with high marks and
low marks between the armed services
(Appendix V). The program has consistently
been on track in its fiscal expenditures, a
remarkable feat given Russia’s more recent
economic stagnation and the volatile energy
market over the last decade. Overall, the
70% modernization target set out in the
SAPs proved to be a misleading benchmark,
as definitional ambiguity of what constituted
modernization allowed the goal posts to shift
to meet targets set forth by the Ministry of
Defense.
When assessing modernization of
the nuclear triad and Aerospace Forces, it
can be concluded that an impressive increase
in capabilities had been achieved over both
SAPs. The once shaky nuclear triad has been
shored up with new SSBN submarines, the
replacement of old ICBMs with the newer
Yars and Topol-M models, and the
introduction of advanced hypersonic missile
technologies. Similarly over the period, the
Aerospace Forces saw new airframes, such
as the Su-34, Su-35, and SU-57, enter serial
production as well as the delivery and
deployment of nearly 400 combat aircraft.
Lastly, the force benefited from the
modernization of many older aircraft
platforms and production of the S-400
integrated air and missile defense system in
large quantities.
For the Ground Forces, the average
Russian infantryman saw a major increase in
the quality and effectiveness of equipment
through the Ratnik program, while precision
fire and indirect fire capabilities improved
through capability increases such as the
Iskander ballistic missile system. In terms of
armored vehicles and IFVs, many Soviet-era
platforms in inventory had been upgraded
but still fell far short of the 70% modernized
equipment target set for 2020, while new
models, such as the T-14 Armata and
Kurganets-25 IFV programs, suffered
setbacks by the end of the decade.

In the area of naval modernization,
the results can be described only as a
debacle. Fanciful targets and unrealistic
procurement schedules were torpedoed by
the endemic mismanagement and corruption
found at Russian naval shipyards, and
despite lofty goals of a new carrier fleet,
Russia’s only aircraft carrier was put out of
service in an industrial accident. The
commissioning of a total of seven frigates,
22 corvettes, nine conventional attack
submarines,
four
ballistic
missile
submarines, one guided missile submarine,
and two landing vessels in this period count
as an achievement, yet this puts the Russian
Navy far off course from the stated target of
50 major surface vessels, a carrier fleet, and
20 submarines commissioned by the year
2027.
Finally, in regards of adopting
innovative technology, the Russian military
must be given high marks for experimenting
with and rapidly deploying advanced
technology such as drones and electronic
warfare platforms.
Given this narrow scorecard
approach, it would be tempting to conclude
that Russian military modernization and
reform program was only moderately
successful, as it only partially achieved its
stated objectives. Yet, when one looks at the
larger strategic picture, particularly the state
of the Russian military at the onset of the
new millennium, it becomes unmistakable
that a quantum leap in military capability
has occurred in just 20 years. However
imperfect
or
inconsistent
their
implementation has been, the organizational
reform and the two SAPs over the 20072020 period have transformed the Russian
Armed Forces from an institution in
shambles into a highly lethal instrument of
state power potent enough to be recognized
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as a “near-peer adversary” by US military
officials.lxxiv

technology and capital goods and the
plateauing fiscal environment brought on by
domestic economic stagnation. As these
internal challenges mount, Russia finds
itself in a strategic environment where two
competing superpowers with much deeper
coffers and expansive industrial capacity –
the United States and China – have entered
into an open arms race. As was the case in
the last Cold War, a long slog of multidecade weapon development programs can
be expected to follow between the
superpowers. Given this environment, it is
difficult to imagine how Moscow can keep
pace decade after decade with its
superpower near-peers while under the
structural constraints of low GDP growth
and economic sanctions. As an early
signpost to this trend, many experts have
already commented on how Russia’s SAP2027, released in 2018, appeared much
narrower in scope and ambition when
compared to its antecedents. lxxv Using the
previous two SAPs as a compass, it can be
deduced that a heavy focus on Russian
strategic nuclear forces as well as A2/AD
capabilities development will continue on in
the new SAP-2027 plan.
Despite the structural constraints on
Moscow’s relative trajectory, it is
incumbent for military planners, defense
policy makers, and the security studies
community to prepare for the reality that for
the foreseeable future, Russian military
modernization efforts will continue to
increase the lethality of the Russian Armed
Forces on an absolute scale. It is also certain
that in the new decade military power will
be an important instrument of Russian
foreign policy. Although in the long-term
Russia may find itself trailing further behind
both the United States and China as the
world’s third most potent military power,
Moscow can find a silver lining in that it is
unlikely to be supplanted from that position
by another nation for many years to come.

A Snapshot in Time: Assessment From
2021
“The Russian military is an existential threat
to the United States and a potent tool
designed to maintain influence over the
states along its periphery, compete with U.S.
global primacy, and compel adversaries who
challenge Russia’s vital national interests.
Moscow continues to invest in its strategic
nuclear forces, in new capabilities to
enhance its strategic deterrent and that
place the U.S. homeland at risk, and in
capabilities that improve its conventional
warfighting.”
– Lieutenant General Scott Berrier, Director
of the Defense Intelligence Agency
Looking forward, the old but often ignored
adage regarding Russian power – “Russia is
as never strong, nor as weak, as she appears”
– still applies. The military modernization
and reform initiatives between 2007 – 2020
were instrumental in transforming Russian
military power. In turn, military power has
been a key driver in Russia’s return to great
power status. Nevertheless, past success
does not dictate future performance. Thirty
years on from the collapse of the USSR,
Russia has likely exhausted its once dormant
pipeline of legacy Soviet projects, an asset
that had proved to be a key enabler over the
past two decades.
For next-generation technologies, as
seen in the Su-57 program, the Russian
military industrial complex has found itself
facing chronic bottlenecks in reaching scale
and volume production. The Russian
defense industrial gap is
further
compounded by US and EU sanctions that
impact Russia’s access to advanced
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Appendix I:
Russian Nuclear Triad Modernization as of 2019
Exhibit D: Russian ICBM Systems as of 2019

Exhibit E: Russian Ballistic Missile Submarines and Missiles as of 2019

Source of Graphics Displayed on This Page: Amy Woolf, “Russia’s Nuclear Weapons: Doctrine, Forces, and
Modernization,” Congressional Research Service, R45861, 20 July 2020.
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Appendix II:
Russian Air Force Military Aircraft Production as of SAP-2020
Exhibit F: Chart

Exhibit G: New Aircraft Production Broken out By Platform, 2011-2020

Platform

Number Produced

Role

Su-35
Su-30SM
MiG-29 SMT/UBM
Su-30M2
Su-27SM3
Su-57
Su-34
Tu-160
IL-76
Yak-130 Trainer

88
88
50
20
12
12
120
1
5
100

Fighter
Fighter
Fighter
Fighter
Fighter
Fighter, 5th Gen
Strike Aircraft
Strategic Bomber
Transport
Trainer

Source: Leonid Nersisyan, “Почему ВВС России в 2019 году получили мало новой техники?,” Regnum.Ru, 13 January 2020.
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Appendix III:
Infantry Equipment Modernization of Russian Ground Forces as
of SAP-2020
Exhibit A: Soviet Era Afghanka Infantry Kit During Second Chechen War, Circa 2001

Exhibit B: Russian Ratnik-2 Infantry Equipment Examples from 2015-2020
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Appendix IV:
Russian Naval Production for Select Classes as of SAP-2020
Exhibit H: Table
Frigate (7)
Class

Gorshkov
Gorshkov
Grigorovich
Grigorovich
Grigorovich
Gepard
Neustrashimyy
Class

Buyan-M
Steregushchiy
Gremyashchiy
Karakurt
Buyan-M
Karakurt
Buyan-M
Buyan-M
Steregushchiy
Karakurt
Steregushchiy
Buyan-M
Buyan-M
Buyan-M
Buyan-M
Buyan-M
Steregushchiy
Steregushchiy
Buyan
Buyan
Steregushchiy
Steregushchiy
Class

Improved Kilo
Improved Kilo
Improved Kilo
Improved Kilo
Improved Kilo
Improved Kilo
Improved Kilo
Improved Kilo
Lada

Project

Ship

Commissioned Displacement

22350 Admiral Flota Kasatonov
2020
22350 Admiral Gorshkov
2018
11356M Admiral Makarov
2017
11356M Admiral Grigorovich
2016
11356M Admiral Essen
2016
11661K Dagestan
2012
11540 Yaroslav Mudryy
2009
Corvette (22)
Project

21631
20380
20385
22800
21631
22800
21631
21631
20380
22800
20380
21631
21631
21631
21631
21631
20380
20380
21630
21630
20380
20380
Project

636.3
636.3
636.3
636.3
636.3
636.3
636.3
636.3
677

Ship

5,400 t
5,400 t
4,035 t
4,035 t
4,035 t
1,930 t
4,400 t

Commissioned Displacement

Grayvoron
2021
Aldar Tsydenzhapov
2020
Gremyashchiy
2020
Odintsovo
2020
Ingushetiya
2019
Sovetsk
2019
Vyshniy Volochek
2018
Orekhovo-Zuyevo
2018
Gromkiy
2018
Mytischchi
2018
Sovershennyy
2017
Zelenyy Dol
2015
Serpukhov
2015
Grad Sviyazhsk
2014
Uglich
2014
Velikiy Ustug
2014
Stoykiy
2014
Boykiy
2013
Volgodonsk
2012
Makhachkala
2012
Soobrazitelnyy
2011
Steregushchiy
2008
Conventional Attack Submarine (9)
Ship

949 t
2,200 t
2,500 t
860 t
949 t
800 t
949 t
949 t
2,200 t
800 t
2,200 t
949 t
949 t
949 t
949 t
949 t
2,200 t
2,200 t
500 t
500 t
2,200 t
2,200 t

Commissioned Displacement

Volkhov
Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky
Velikiy Novgorod
Kolpino
Staryy Oskol
Krasnodar
Novorossiysk
Rostov na Donu
Sankt Peterburg

2020
2019
2016
2016
2015
2015
2014
2014
2010

Table produced by Altan Ozler, 2021
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3,950 t
3,950 t
3,950 t
3,950 t
3,950 t
3,950 t
3,950 t
3,950 t
2,700 t

Fleet

Northern Fleet
Northern Fleet
Black Sea Fleet
Black Sea Fleet
Black Sea Fleet
Caspian Flotilla
Baltic Fleet
Fleet

Black Sea Fleet
Pacific Fleet
Pacific Fleet
Baltic Fleet
Black Sea Fleet
Baltic Fleet
Black Sea Fleet
Black Sea Fleet
Pacific Fleet
Baltic Fleet
Pacific Fleet
Baltic Fleet
Baltic Fleet
Caspian Flotilla
Caspian Flotilla
Caspian Flotilla
Baltic Fleet
Baltic Fleet
Caspian Flotilla
Caspian Flotilla
Baltic Fleet
Baltic Fleet
Fleet

Pacific Fleet
Pacific Fleet
Black Sea Fleet
Black Sea Fleet
Black Sea Fleet
Black Sea Fleet
Black Sea Fleet
Black Sea Fleet
Northern Fleet
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Appendix V:
Capability Mix of Russian Armed Forces as of SAP-2020
Exhibit C: Capability and Capacity of Classes of Major Russian Weapons Systems

Source of Chart: Oliker, Crane, and Nichiporuk, “Trends in Russia’s Armed Forces,” Rand Corporation, 2019.
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Women's Agency and Authoritarian Upgrading: Complicating Subaltern Politics
in Syria 2000-2010
Acadia Brooks
The literature on women in the Middle East has historically engaged with post-structuralist
theoretical frameworks that critique hegemonic systems and focalize emancipatory possibilities.
Many scholars have sought to elucidate moments of resistance to domination in order to invalidate
perceptions of women in the Middle East as oppressed, however, the ‘romanticization of
resistance’ has led to the oversimplification of subaltern identities and a disregard for the
complexity of desire. This essay examines two case studies that exemplify some women’s
participatory role in Bashar al-Assad’s project of authoritarian upgrading in Syria in order to
argue that resistance is an ambiguous concept, and that upholding hegemonic norms can be an
act of agency, as illiberal as that may seem within the often progressivist context of academia.
I. INTRODUCTION

political agency during this time period? Was
compliance a sign of subjugation? Is
resistance a valuable theoretical concept for
realizing the parameters of power?
In order to engage with these
questions, this paper will examine how
citizens adapted to the policies of the alAssad regime throughout the pre-war decade
in Syria, specifically analyzing two distinct
networks that emerged publicly prior to 2011.
The first network consisted of elite women
joining NGOs and other civil society
organizations, and the second network is the
Qubaysiat, a religious society for women.
Both groups integrated into the public fabric
of society under Bashar al-Assad as he coopted citizens into his project of authoritarian
upgrading. Despite pursuing different goals,
the proliferation of both groups between
2000 and 2010 provides insight into
questions of agency and resistance. Members
of both groups utilized the pathways
available to them under authoritarian rule to
accomplish goals, including community
outreach, social advancement, and achieving
political influence. Rather than assigning
resistance to the women in these networks to
prove political agency, as has been a trend in
the field, I instead suggest recognizing the
complexity of the politics that affect the
subaltern. Women have diverse motivations
for upholding or subverting hegemonic

In 2000, Bashar al-Assad, the “shy young
doctor,” succeeded his father Hafiz as
president of Syria after three decades of
single man rule.i Recognizing a unique
opportunity to advocate for societal reform,
academics, religious clerics, and activists
rallied to set forth demands to open and
modernize the state that had been held tightly
in the fist of the previous president. ii With a
keen understanding of his own tenuous
position, Bashar al-Assad instituted a series
of modernization policies designed to offer
material reforms while simultaneously
consolidating regime control, a process
deemed ‘authoritarian upgrading.’iii The
security state
was fortified through
surveillance, the arrest of activists,
censorship, and intimidation while citizens
were given a sense of increased freedoms
through the creation of the ‘social market
economy’ and the relaxation of laws on civil
society organizing and religious practice. iv
For ten years, Bashar al-Assad successfully
navigated the project of authoritarian
upgrading, achieving acquiescence and even
active support from a large portion of the
population.v Al-Assad’s ability to co-opt the
reform narrative raises several questions
about the power dynamics present in Syria
from 2000-2010. What were the limits of
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norms, and in different contexts agency can
both be enabled and constrained by these
norms. Bashar al-Assad opened spaces of
opportunity for some women, and some
women supported the regime to receive those
benefits, leading me to agree with Wedeen
(1999) that “actual experiences of both
domination and resistance demonstrate not so
much the functional coherence of power, but
its ambiguities.”vi In order to understand the
longevity of authoritarianism and the
resilience of the al-Assad regime, we have to
accept
a
binary
framework
of
domination/resistance
has
inadequate
explanatory value.
As noted above, this research centers
the experiences of women. While men also
navigated the process of authoritarian
upgrading in Syria, this research takes a
gendered
approach
because
the
aforementioned networks catered to women,
and the experiences of women in most
societies are inherently different from those
of men due to the prevalence of patriarchal
systems. In undertaking her own research on
women and welfare in Syria, Esther
Meininghaus notes that feminist approaches
to research are a reaction to the gendered
nature of human reality.vii Biological sex,
being male or female, has become an
identifier that defines our roles in society and
thus the limits of our possibility. Women
around the world, including in the Middle
East, have historically been subordinated to
men. Although women in Syria were
afforded the right to education, state
employment, and political office under Hafiz
al-Assad, patriarchy was an ingrained aspect
of state and society that delineated specific
roles for women, often as a wives or
mothers.viii As a result, their gender
necessarily affected how women experienced
the reforms instituted by Bashar al-Assad.
This essay explores how women engaged in
the process of authoritarian upgrading
recognizing that the social contract between

women and the state is and has been
historically distinct, and may continue to
evolve in distinct and meaningful ways.
II. THE POLITICS OF RESISTANCE
The literature on women in the Middle East
has primarily concentrated on the nuances of
power inherent in various relationships,
relying heavily on the work of Said (1978)
which is critical of the exoticization of the
Middle East by the West. Common themes
include the lasting effects of colonialism on
developing states, complicating perceptions
of Islam, and exploring norms within
patriarchal societies. ix Beginning in the
1970s, scholarship on these topics tended to
look for moments of human agency that
seemingly resisted the authority of a
dominant force to elucidate how women
redeploy “hegemonic meanings” to serve
their own agendas.x In practicing religion,
following the law, or participating in
institutions which historically subordinate
women, how are women able to resist the
codified norms of state and society and
simultaneously repurpose those norms to
benefit their interests? Analyses of women’s
agency engaged heavily with poststructuralist theories which offered both a
critique of hegemonic power structures and
recourse by focusing on emancipatory
possibility and the feminine identity.
In an effort to comprehend the
concept of power, we can turn to Michel
Foucault, one of the most influential poststructuralist scholars. Foucault argued that
“power must be understood as… the
multiplicity of force relations imminent in the
sphere in which they operate and which
constitute their own organization.”xi These
force relations do not exist outside of other
types of relations such as economic
processes, sexual relations, religious
relations, etc. In each aspect of life, from your
individual wealth to your sexual preferences,
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there is a struggle between fulfilling
hegemonic norms and failing to fulfill these
norms. Networks of force relations form
systems which crystallize into the state
apparatus, laws, and institutions.xii To
simplify, power is not embodied by a single
person or within the halls of a government
building, but rather is a system that delineates
privilege predicated on successfully
subscribing to certain norms. While these
systems are often deeply entrenched, they are
not static. One of the fundamental facets of
power is the struggle between force relations,
the constant posturing to delineate norms and
privilege, essentially, “where there is power,
there is resistance.”xiii In this framework, the
concepts of agency and resistance become
intertwined, as actions that challenge norms
for the benefit of the subject are inherently
resistant to power. As Mahmoud (2005)
succinctly notes, agency can be understood
“as the capacity to realize one’s own interests
against the weight of custom, tradition,
transcendental will, or other obstacles.” xiv
Engaging the work of Foucault,
scholars of the Middle East have frequently
focused on women’s resistance to dominant
systems through acts of subversion in
everyday life.xv Scholarship on women’s
resistance
utilized
the
Foucauldian
theoretical model to find moments of
women’s agency or resistance to social,
political, or religious domination with the
aim of portraying women in the region as
complex, in contrast to the ongoing
orientalist assumptions about women in Arab
and Muslim cultures.xvi While the category of
resistance/domination was useful in
dispelling ongoing orientalist myths about
the perpetually oppressed nature of the
Middle Eastern woman, the binarism of the
category was insufficient to capture the
complex nature of relationships of power. xvii
Although Foucault captured the breadth of
domination in everyday life, he did not
address whether the subject needs to be

conscious of their resistance for it to hold
meaning.
Without
acknowledging
consciousness of the subject, it is possible
internal biases may be attributed to the
subject, potentially furthering processes of
domination. In response, Fegan (1986)
argues that the subject must be explicitly
conscious of an intent for resistance in order
for the action to be considered resistance.
As intellectual engagement with these
concepts advances, some scholars have
revisited their earlier work to re-examine
how political meaning was assigned to
women’s behavior. For example, AbuLughod (1990) has addressed her work on the
various traditions of Bedouin women (1986)
to acknowledge she may have imposed the
concept of resistance on her subjects. Abu
Lughod’s work on the Awlad ‘Ali tribe in
Egypt suggested women resist patriarchy
through minor defiance, such as secret
keeping from men, refusal of marriage, and
taunting men in poetic performances. xviii In
revisiting her work, Abu Lughod admitted
she had become involved in “a complex
romance of resistance” in which certain
behaviors were taken as proof of the frailty of
systems of power and the strength of women
in the face of domination. xix However,
accepting a binary framework of
resistance/domination
excludes
the
complexity of human experience within
systems of power. Abu Lughod suggests
shifting her own and others’ research from
the meaning of resistance to analysis of the
structures of power that affect women, using
resistance as a “diagnostic of power.” xx It
remains unclear in this proposal whether a
subject should be conscious of their
resistance for it to hold epistemological
value, and how to account for fear or apathy.
For example, how do we examine an
authoritarian state where there is seemingly
no resistance to hegemonic norms? Does
such a situation imply the state is allpowerful and the subject has no agency? Can
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a subject choose apathy? Stoler (1986) and
Cooper (1992) argue for abandoning the
concept of resistance altogether, and focusing
instead on processes of change regardless of
individual intention. Although focusing on
transformation might avoid the problem of
assigning political value to a subject, it also
fails to fully illuminate the role of power in
relationships. Ortner (1995) offers a middle
ground: recognizing resistance is useful in
that the category highlights the presence of
power in relationships, yet simultaneously
acknowledging that resistance is ambiguous:

argues, there is no unitary subordinate, and
women may have diverse responses to
participating in hegemonic systems,
including a desire to uphold them.
In refocusing studies of women and
gender in the Middle East away from the
binary of domination/resistance, the work of
Butler (1988) is useful in building an
understanding of agency that is not reliant on
performing acts of opposition to hegemonic
systems. In discussing gender constitution,
Butler notes “ that [the body’s] concrete
expression in the world must be understood
as the taking up and rendering specific of a
set of historical possibilities. Hence, there is
an agency which is understood as the process
of
rendering
such
possibilities
determinate.”xxii Understanding agency as an
embodiment of possibilities within a specific
context removes some of the valuedesignation inherent in discussion of agency
as resistance and refocuses the conversation
on what women can do within the particular
landscape they are located within, i.e. as
subjects of a state or members of a religion.
Mahmoud (2005) has actively engaged the
work of Butler to create new frameworks for
analysis in this field. She contends that liberal
assumptions about human nature, “that all
human beings have an innate desire for
freedom, that we all somehow seek to assert
our own autonomy when allowed to do so,
that human agency primarily consists of acts
that challenge social norms and not those that
uphold them,” have become normative to the
extent that they are nearly inseparable from
humanist intellectual traditions, but do not
accurately represent the diversity of human
experience.xxiii Mahmoud’s work examining
the women’s piety movement in Cairo has
challenged the prescriptive nature of feminist
analyses in the field, and centers the concept
of agency as an expression of women’s
desires “no matter how illiberal they may
be.”xxiv Mahmoud’s argument for the
rejection of the binary domination/resistance

In a relationship of power, the
dominant often has something to
offer, and sometimes has a great deal
(though always of course at the price
of continuing in power). The
subordinate thus has many grounds
for ambivalence about resisting the
relationship. Moreover, there is never
a single, unitary subordinate, if only
in the simple sense that subaltern
groups are internally divided by age,
gender, status and other forms of
difference and that occupants of
differing will have differing, even
opposed, but still legitimate,
perspectives on the situation. xxi
Ortner’s analysis challenges the moral
identification
associated
with
domination/resistance and instead offers a
framework for identifying the individual
motivations for maintaining or refusing the
status quo. Mahmoud (2005) has presented a
similar critique of the domination/resistance
binary, noting that assigning women
moments of resistance necessarily confirms
their status as oppressed; these analyses rely
on an assumption that women in Arab
Muslim societies are being dominated by
their male counterparts or their state or their
religion, and are not upholding or receiving
benefits from these relationships. As Ortner
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model of agency requires separating the
concept of agency from the goals of
progressive politics. xxv Mahmoud continues,
“Viewed in this way, what may appear to be
a case of deplorable passivity and docility
from a progressivist point of view, may
actually be a form of agency--but one that can
be understood only from within the
discourses and structures of subordination
that create the conditions of its enactment. In
this sense, agentival capacity is entailed not
only in those acts that resist norms but also in
the multiple ways in which one inhabits
norms.”xxvi To utilize Mahmoud’s theoretical
framework to analyze a subject, we must ask
what are the norms imposed on this woman,
what does she want, how is she using norms
to achieve her desires, and how is she
subverting norms to achieve her desires.
Utilizing the humanist tradition as it
is widely understood today, a typical study of
women under the Bashar al-Assad regime
might look for moments of rebellion to prove
that the human spirit will always resist
authoritarianism. The political value in this
work is evident; women become a symbol
which may be used to advance an agenda.
They might be an excuse for the defense of
liberalism, interventionism or policy
directives, or proven to be the cause of
revolutionary stirrings and punishment. We
need only look to the American rhetoric
around women in Afghanistan in 2001 to
understand that how we speak about women
can have vast, global consequences.xxvii By
relying only on a resistance/domination
binary framework, any action can become a
sign of resistance, increasing the
politicization of women’s existence. If a
woman wears a hijab she is resisting the
secularism of the Ba’th party and if she does
not, she supports the regime. With this
proposition there is no analysis of why each
woman made that decision or what it
accomplishes for them. If we accept that
resistance is ambiguous, and agency

historically specific, we can better
contextualize
women’s
actions
and
acknowledge the myriad politics inherent in
any
social
sphere.
Ortner
argues
complicating politics is essential to rejecting
the romanticization of resistance; failing to
adequately address the depth of subaltern
internal politics may contribute to
exploitative or even neocolonial tendencies
in anthropological work.xxviii By engaging
with the theoretical concepts of Ortner,
Mahmoud, and Butler, this essay complicates
perceptions of subaltern politics by analyzing
the ambiguities inherent in two cases of
women’s civil society participation under the
al-Assad regime. In order to advance this
analysis, we have to understand the social
and political landscape of Syria, the
hegemonic norms and their enforcement.
III. AUTHORITARIAN UPGRADING
AND SHIFTING HEGEMONIC NORMS
When Bashar al-Assad succeeded his father
as president of Syria in 2000, he inherited a
struggling security state that had been held
together seemingly by the cult of his father’s
personality alone (Wedeen 1999). Without
Hafiz, it was unclear what would happen next
in Syria (Hinnebusch 2011). During Bashar
al-Assad’s inaugural speech, the young
president opined the need for reform. xxix The
government was encumbered with a corrupt,
bloated bureaucracy and the socialist policies
of the previous thirty years had led to a failing
economy.xxx Activists recognized a unique
opportunity to advocate for the opening of
society. In September 2000, ninety-nine
intellectuals released a letter demanding an
end to the martial law that had been in effect
since 1963, release of political prisoners, and
freedom of expression. xxxi A broader
movement soon emerged, seeking liberal
market reform and democratization.xxxii By
2001, activists were openly demanding rule
of law, accountability to human rights
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conventions, and an end to the security
service. The al-Assad regime responded by
arresting ten prominent activists, and placing
other prominent figures of the movement
under surveillance.xxxiii With this action, it
became clear there would be no radical
liberalization of the Syrian state. Instead,
Bashar aimed to consolidate the regime
through limited reforms that projected
modernity and appeased the populace while
also increasing state control of the social and
political
realms.xxxiv
According
to
Heydemann (2007), authoritarian regimes in
the Arab world have responded to changing
regional and global circumstances by
‘reorganizing strategies of governance’ to
stabilize authoritarian control in a process
known as authoritarian upgrading. This
process allows regimes to contain calls for
democratization, maintain repression, and
make changes to society by instituting
policies that appropriate the language of
reform
without
providing
increased
liberalization. Bashar al-Assad chose to
address several facets of the Syrian state in
his project of authoritarian upgrading,
including the economy, the bounds of
secularism, and technology. This essay will
address al-Assad’s stance on religion and the
economic reforms instituted.
Bashar al-Assad entered government
recognizing that he would have to contend
with Islam as a cultural force in Syrian
society.xxxv As a result, Islamic practices,
beliefs, and identities became hugely
important in shaping the nature of his
rule.xxxvi Due to both a rising religiosity in the
populace, and the unsure footing with which
he assumed the presidency, al-Assad adopted
an Islamic identity for the regime in order to
co-opt the Sunni populace and provide a
“shared cultural idiom,” (Pinto 2015, 155). In
contrast to the repression of religious groups
under Hafiz al-Assad, Bashar sought to
increase his popular support by allowing the
return of exiled religious figures and

accepting previously repressed groups into
society.xxxvii Despite the apparent opening of
the regime to religious influence, al-Assad
maintained strict control over the Islamic
establishment.xxxviii The regime utilized the
institutional structure established by Hafiz alAssad to manage religious activism through
various state agencies that controlled the
Islamic organizations with veto power over
any given initiative.xxxix In addition, the
regime controlled the appointment of mufti
positions, imams, and the flow of finances
through Islamic charities. Through these
methods of control, an official state
sanctioned discourse on Islam formed:
religious expression is permitted only at the
level of individual piety; aspirations beyond
the state discourse would be punished. xl
The regime’s shifting stance on
religion illuminates the liminal political
spaces citizens were forced to navigate.
Religiosity was now more openly accepted
by the state, but within bounds. Overstepping
could lead to repression or punishment. xli AlAssad’s economic reforms operated in a
similar liminal space, between freedom and
control. Under Hafiz al-Assad, the Syrian
state controlled the economy, leading to a
bloated bureaucracy and vast welfare system
unable to support the growing population. xlii
Al-Assad introduced the concept of the
‘social market economy’ as an effort to
convey economic liberalization while
maintaining regime control over economic
processes.xliii The reforms legalized limited
private sector opportunities to generate
capital to address the dearth of state resources
and to provide enrichment opportunities for
discontented groups in order to consolidate
support for the regime.xliv By moving away
from a welfare state model towards a market
economy, but not fully liberalizing the
economy, al-Assad aimed to maintain the
support of the large state bureaucracy while
also creating opportunities for wealth
redistribution through private investment.xlv
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According to Wedeen (2019), al-Assad used
the concept of economic reform in Syria to
create an ideology of ‘the good life,’ a life of
stability predicated on private capital and the
benefits it provides, available only through
continued support of the regime. This social
contract was carefully managed through the
glamorization of Bashar and Asma al-Assad:

and women openly operating a religious
network.
IV. WOMEN IN CIVIL SOCIETY
ORGANIZATIONS
Under Hafiz al-Assad, civil society initiatives
were seen as a challenge to the status quo
social contract upheld by the Baath party. xlix
As a result, charities and associations were
tightly controlled and often repressed for
threatening the regime. Many organizations,
especially those with Islamic foundations,
moved underground to avoid persecution
while continuing their civil society projects.l
As part of the market reforms of the early
2000s, social welfare was increasingly
relegated to the private sector and deemed the
responsibility of a participatory citizenry; as
a result, the regime actively encouraged the
formation of charities and NGOs, as long as
they were not overtly political. li A rising class
of elites who had benefited from the
economic reforms utilized this new
opportunity for civil society participationbased upward mobility and actively joined
charity groups, associations, and NGOs.lii On
the increase in volunteerism Wedeen notes,
“Fantasies of upward mobility became tied to
acts of personal initiative and a commitment
to the status quo, replacing the quasi-socialist
promises of state initiated development or
party-cadre activism of the previous Assad
regime (1970-2000) with a classier,
“upgraded” autocracy.”liii Asma al-Assad
promoted this novel civic engagement
through her founding of the Syria Trust for
Development, a network of GO-NGOs that
address societal issues such as women’s
economic participation and childhood
education.liv Asma al-Assad’s promotion of
involved citizenry through her work provided
a model for other Syrian women seeking
social capital with the regime. As Weeden
(2019) points out, “as both a businesswoman
and a mother, Asma personified neoliberal

Neoliberal autocracy implies two
contradictory logics of rule: the one
cultivating desires for market
freedom, upward mobility, and
consumer pleasure, and the other
tethering advancement opportunities
to citizen obedience and coercive
regulation. This contradiction was
mediated and managed in preuprising Syria in part through a local
image world that wedded private
capital to regime control in a way
officially
epitomized
by
the
seemingly glamorous, urbane, and
assertively modern “first family.”xlvi
The reform initiatives instituted by Bashar alAssad demonstrate the redefinition of norms
and values in Syria. Good citizenship and
personal success became tied to values of
cosmopolitanism and consumption. xlvii Prior
to Bashar al-Assad’s presidency, the state
played an omnipotent role in society. It
controlled the economy, religious practice,
organizations, and charities, and dictated the
limits of desire.xlviii By removing the onus of
economic provision from the government,
there was some sense of increased selfrealization. While Bashar al-Assad was
certainly using these reforms to consolidate
his own power, they also shifted the realm of
possibility in Syria, and expanded the roles
individuals could embody. The following
two sections will examine how women
navigated these policy changes in Syria
through two cases studies: women
participating in civil society organizations,
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efficiency.”lv This neoliberal efficiency was
particularly valuable to the al-Assad regime
as resources were withdrawn from welfare
services.
Entrepreneurial associations such as
the Junior Chamber International (JCI)
became especially popular for young
professionals. These groups provided
“structured entrance” into more elite circles
and offered public volunteering campaigns
and myriad social events. lvi In 2008, Mandy
Terc was attending the annual dinner for the
JCI in Damascus while completing her PhD
on the neoliberal elite in Syria when she had
a conversation with a young woman about the
event and its broader implications for Syrian
society. Terc recalls the encounter as follows:

marriage, children and employment.
Almost anything, she believed, was
subject to change in this energizing
atmosphere.lvii
While both men and women participated in
these associations, the anecdote from Terc
illuminates the different value inherent in
these networks for women. As Totah (2013)
notes, although women had access to
education and employment under Hafiz alAssad, women’s political visibility was also
deemed threatening to the patriarchal
sociopolitical order.lviii Women were often
relegated to the domestic sphere where they
could both reproduce tradition and literally
reproduce citizens of the regime. lix With
Asma al-Assad leading a national initiative
promoting civil society participation, women
were given permission to become actively
involved in the public sphere, influencing
civil society through charity networks and
professional associations; indeed it was
expressly Asma’s mission to turn young
people into “active citizens.” lx Although the
promotion of NGOs, charities, and other
associations was an integral aspect of
authoritarian upgrading, the phenomenon
cannot be viewed solely as a process of
domination. In addition to changing
perceptions of women’s role in society, an
increase in civil society opportunities
provided work for skilled professionals that
was previously unavailable and led to the
training of new personnel for these roles.lxi
With women actively participating in proregime civil society projects, we see women
expanding the realm of possible agential
expression and supporting hegemonic norms,
thus upholding the existing power structures.

Lana, seated next to me leaned in to
remind me how novel an affair like
this was for Syria, stressing that there
are
very
few
comparable
opportunities for Syrians to gather
like this. She told me that a decade
prior the very existence of JCI would
have been unthinkable, and that the
success of the dinner and elaborately
displayed local celebrity support for it
was just another sign of how much
Syria had changed. I replied that I too
felt the changes in Syria, as new
businesses and activities seemed to
appear almost every week. Lana
nodded in affirmation. She replied
that even Syrians had a hard time
keeping abreast of the rapid changes
around them. She told me, only halfjokingly, that if she stayed home and
worked for a month or two, before she
went out again, she would have to call
around to her friends to ask what had
transpired in her absence. And the
changes, she insisted, went far
beyond superficial developments like
new nightclubs and boutiques; it
extended to social norms about

V. THE QUBAYSIAT
NGOs and associations were novel arenas of
political agency for women under the first ten
years of the Bashar al-Assad regime, but
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these groups were certainly not the only
networks for women that operated in Syria.
While charities proliferated, so did Islamic
schools for girls, run by the secretive
Qubaysiat. The group, considered at various
times a political movement, a sisterhood, or a
religious organization was founded by
Munira al-Qubaysi, a teacher and Islamic
preacher born in Damascus in 1933.lxii While
the information available on al-Qubaysi is
limited, it is known she graduated from the
Faculty of Science at the University of
Damascus, and later studied under Sheikh
Ahmed Kuftaro and Sheikh Abdul Karim alRifai.lxiii Al-Qubaysi began offering prayer
groups for women in the 1960s, which
eventually attracted many women from
influential and powerful families in Syria. lxiv
According to the most-in depth reporting on
the Qubaysiat available, published in 2006 by
Ibrahim Hamidi, the group historically
operated underground due to the security
threat that followed the regime reprisal
against the Muslim Brotherhood in the 1980s.
However, under Bashar al-Assad, Islamic
schools and organizations were allowed to
operate as strictly apolitical organizations. lxv
In an interview with Raphael
Lefevre, one member of the group noted,
“While we focus on upholding His creation
by getting involved in politics, spirituality,
economics in order to promote the value of
justice, the Qubaysiat are for their part
devoted to a culture of self-distancing from
indulging in anything that causes unrest,
solely focused on the relationship with the
Creator and committed to building a strong
organization based on hierarchy and
obedience to a near-sacred leadership.”lxvi In
other words, the Qubaysiat clearly
understood the limitations demarcated by the
regime for religious groups. Under the
direction of al-Qubaysi, the Qubaysiat found
its niche in Syrian society by offering
services including Islamic education, medical
care, and various charity services.lxvii

Education was the most prominent effort, and
by 2006 the Qubaysiat operated 80 schools in
Damascus serving 75,000 women and
girls.lxviii
Interpretation of the group has varied.
Some Islamic preachers criticize the group as
relying on infidel Sufi practices, while others
believe it has used its influence to grow close
to the regime.lxix The group’s nature as an allfemale society has provided opportunities
perhaps not afforded to male Islamic
societies. A 2006 New York Times article on
the Qubaysiat noted:
For many years any kind of religious
piety was viewed here with
skepticism. But while men suspected
of Islamist activity are frequently
interrogated and jailed, subjecting
women to such treatment would cause
a public outcry that the government
cannot risk. Women have taken
advantage of their relatively greater
freedom to form Islamic groups,
becoming a deeply rooted and
potentially subversive force to spread
stricter and more conservative
Islamic practices in their families and
communitieslxx
The same article on the Qubaysiat notes that
the group has specifically courted girls from
“powerful families,” in order to teach upperclass women how to influence politics.lxxi
Hamidi writes that this influence is thought to
be attained through the marriage arrangement
services provided by the Qubaysiat, which
connect women in the group to influential
businessmen.lxxii These assertions are
necessarily political, and their validity is
impossible to ascertain. It is certainly
possible many women active in the
Qubaysiat between 2000 and 2010 were
influential and close to the regime, and used
their positions to influence politics. It is also
possible that this is conjecture. A former
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member of the Qubaysiat named Lama Rajeh
contends:

provided services to the people of Syria. This
depth of influence was not possible under
Hafiz al-Assad, but Bashar al-Assad’s choice
to embrace Islam, even if only for his own
benefit, created an opportunity for women in
the Qubaysiat to embody additional
possibilities.

Nowadays, the world of social media
is awash with pages and videos
containing incorrect information
about Al-Qubaysiat. There are claims
that the students kiss the feet of their
Big Aunts, and are forced to show
servility to them. In the social media,
the Misses practice magic and
sorcery, abstain from marriage, and
only appeal to beautiful and noble
girls… These rumors perpetuate the
notion that students and muridas are
helpless and gullible. The truth is to
the contrary. Girls in the halaqas,
students and misses, were educated,
cultured and active citizens in public
affairs, and some of them were
married and enjoy social stature. lxxiii

VI. CONCLUSION
In examining the experiences of women,
there has been a tendency to romanticize the
concept of resistance in order to respond to
historical and ongoing conceptions that the
systemic subordination of women to men
implies that women do not have political
agency. While acknowledging the myriad
ways women navigate hegemonic norms is
valuable in addressing inequalities in
academia and shifting the canon towards
more diverse narratives, the use of binary
frameworks for analysis precludes the
possibility of exploring the depths of political
complexity inherent in various social
systems. Efforts by Mahmoud (2005) have
shifted the epistemological conversation to
the very politics of resistance, and through
the work of Butler (1988), Ortner (1995),
Wedeen (1999), and others a framework of
ambiguity and possibility emerges. By
decentering moral designations in studies on
power and domination, it becomes clear
agency can be enabled by a hegemon and
constrained by the same force. As a result,
there may be benefits to upholding
hegemonic norms if an individual perceives
that their desires are fulfilled through a social
contract with that hegemon. Authoritarian
upgrading succeeds recognizing that the state
trades certain advantages for continued
domination.
Between 2000 and 2010, Bashar alAssad instituted a series of reforms through a
process of authoritarian upgrading designed
to consolidate the control of his regime. In
that process, al-Assad shifted hegemonic

This statement reflects both truths: that
rumors abound about the Qubaysiat and that
women were also active citizens and
sometimes married to men of high social
status. Taking the reporting of Hamidi,
Lefevre, Zeopf, and the firsthand account of
Lama Rajeh, and accepting the inherently
political position of each, the complexity of
subaltern politics is clear. Some women may
have been subverting the regime through
membership and some may have been using
the group to gain access to regime politics.
Individual motivations across the group are
impossible to know. Even if the Qubaysiat as
an entity is analyzed broadly, the conclusions
are ambiguous: a group of women was able
to move from the underground social sphere
to operate in public under Bashar al-Assad. A
requirement of that publicness was support of
the regime and an otherwise apolitical stance.
Is accepting those conditions an expression
of agency or a sign of domination? Through
their work, the women of the Qubaysiat
educated thousands of individuals and
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norms by normalizing Islamic identity to an
extent, and promoting a culture of
cosmopolitanism, consumptionism, and
entrepreneurship. In this time frame, two
very different networks of women began to
operate in the public sphere, responding to
new opportunities for agential expression.
NGOs and other charity-based organizations
offered women the opportunity to advance
their social position, join in the
modernization project, perform acts of
charity, and emulate the neoliberal efficiency
of Asma al-Assad. Membership in the
Qubaysiat offered many women the
professional opportunity to teach, access to a
selective social network, and a voice in
public affairs. Engaging in these networks
necessarily required adherence to hegemonic
norms, and ultimately supported the regime’s
consolidation of power. Concurrent to this
participation was a very real security threat
for disobedience. Trying to define
membership in these networks as either
resistant or subservient to the state erases the
complexity of individual identity and ignores
the ambiguities inherent in relationships
between a subaltern subject and a hegemon.
Through these case studies, it is apparent that
agency was both enabled and constrained by
the regime.
Looking forward, these conclusions
may have relevance to the ongoing political
processes in Syria. As of the end of 2020,
Syria has been in a civil war for almost a
decade. The regime has maintained a grip on
power despite years of citizen rebellion and
international intervention. As the opposition
forces are steadily defeated and Bashar alAssad begins the rebuilding process, it is
useful to look to the process of authoritarian
upgrading that transpired in the first decade
of his presidency, and the complexity of the
social contract between an authoritarian ruler
and his subjects, in order to dispel the myth

that a progressive agenda always prevails.
Perhaps some women are not seeking to
disrupt hegemonic norms, but simply to
fulfill desires within the parameters of their
historical context. As long as Bashar alAssad can revitalize these social contracts,
his regime will likely continue to be resilient
to political threats.
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Blurring the “Red Line”: Understanding the Intelligence Community’s
Influence over Policy through Behavioral Public Choice
Camille Di Bella
Since the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks, the normative “red line” that once restricted the
Intelligence Community (IC) from influencing policy has eroded, largely at the behest of
policymakers. This article uses behavioral public choice to understand the intelligence market and
incentive structures that necessitated the IC’s separation from the policymaking process, as well
as the subsequent behavioral failures that drove the deterioration of this norm in recent decades.
It argues that these behavioral failures resulted from numerous biases associated with prospect
theory, which led top U.S. decision makers to overweight the risk of future terrorist attacks and
opt to allow the expansion of the IC’s power as a countermeasure.
I. INTRODUCTION

the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks, after
which U.S. officials worked against the
interest of objective policymaking by
repeatedly expanding the IC’s power and
failing to punish direct attempts at
constructing agency and foreign policy. This
piece will analyze the “red line’s” erasure
through the lens of behavioral public choice,
concluding that these behavioral failures
resulted from a misperception of national
security risk predicted by prospect theory,
which posits that individuals deviate from
rational outcomes because implicit biases and
heuristics distort their perception of risk.

The Intelligence Community (IC) has been a
mainstay of American foreign policymaking
for nearly a century, though its role has been
considered distinct and separate from that of
U.S.
policymakers.
Intelligence
organizations are tasked with collecting and
synthesizing foreign intelligence, while
policymakers are responsible for using this
information to construct suitable policies.
This independence is necessary for
constructing objective and unbiased foreign
and intelligence policy, particularly because
intelligence officials have great incentive to
advocate for expanding their surveillance
power in order to maximize their intelligence
collection.i However, there exists a “red line”
between intelligence and policy, whereby
intelligence officials who give policy
recommendations may lose credibility
among their policymaking counterparts.
Once clearly divided, these responsibilities
have become increasingly blurred over the
last two decades. ii

II. THE IC AND THE “RED LINE:” A
BRIEF HISTORY
Although intelligence apparatuses have
always existed in the United States, the
modern IC did not appear until the mid1900s, when foreign intelligence became
integral to foreign policy and war strategy.
As World War II drew to a close, U.S.
government officials recognized the value of
a more efficient security apparatus with
greater jurisdiction. In 1947, Harry Truman
signed into law the National Security Act,
which established the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA), unified the military under the
Secretary of Defense, created the modern
Joint Chiefs of Staff, and established the
National Security Council (NSC). iii Five
years later, Truman established the National
Security Agency (NSA), the country’s first

The penalties that the IC one faced for
attempting to influence policy—namely, the
threat of losing funding or being excluded
from discussions on security issues—have all
but vanished, granting intelligence officials
far greater latitude in both foreign policy and
intelligence policy spheres. These checks and
balances on the IC were largely eliminated by
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intelligence agency dedicated to signals
intelligence (SIGINT). iv
As the number of agencies in the IC
rapidly grew, it became important to
delineate the IC’s role in the foreign policy
arena. In constructing their agency’s
missions, intelligence officials defined the
IC’s role as giving warning and supplying
information to serve as the basis for policy. v
In particular, officials likened the IC’s
directive to “working a ‘gigantic jigsaw
puzzle’ which finally emerges as a
‘picture.’”vi These officials, including Office
of Strategic Services (OSS) head General
William Donovan and CIA director Sherman
Kent,vii stressed the importance of keeping
intelligence separate from the policymaking
process. In arguing for the creation of the
CIA in 1946, General Donovan noted that
“intelligence must be independent of the
people it serves so that the material it obtains
will not be slanted or distorted by the views
of the people directing operations.”viii
The importance of maintaining a
separation between intelligence and policy is
best understood by Roger Koppl’s
informational choice model. This model
places “experts” in an economic context,
where they exist in a market and are paid for
their opinions. The model holds the core
assumptions that experts will share
information based on what maximizes their
utility, that cognition is “limited and erring,”
and that incentives among expert influence
their errors.ix Koppl argues that this model of
informational choice lends itself to a theory
of expert failure, in which experts produce
incorrect or biased opinions that lead to
suboptimal outcomes. Importantly, expert
failure is more likely when the market for
experts is monopolistic rather than
competitive, and when “experts choose for
their clients” rather than clients choosing
courses of action for themselves. x This model
and theory align closely with the market for
intelligence in the United States.

In the market for intelligence, the IC
maintains a monopoly because no other
apparatus in the United States has access to
the same volume of classified information as
these few federal agencies. Thus, as the sole
procurer intelligence, the IC has the capacity
to misrepresent information without penalty
if it is so incentivized. Because the goal of the
IC is finding as many intelligence “jigsaw
pieces” as possible to create the fullest
possible image of the international arena,
these agencies are driven to always seek more
intelligence. However, these agencies are
constrained by foreign and surveillance
policies that prevent them from acquiring
inordinate surveillance power.
Given the IC’s continuous appetite
for intelligence, it had great incentive to gain
control, or at least influence, over
surveillance policy in order to broaden its
directive and fulfill its desire for truly
comprehensive intelligence. In accordance
with the informational choice model, this
policy influence would maximize the IC’s
utility by bringing it closer to truly
comprehensive—though
unsolicited,
unnecessary,
and
likely
invasive—
intelligence. Indeed, early intelligence
officials acknowledged this fact during the
early days of the IC when they warned that
“the man who… collects facts, as well as
thinks of policy… will tend to select facts
which support his policy rather than find the
true answer by collecting all the facts.”xi In
this monopolistic environment it was
therefore imperative to develop norms and
penalties that cleanly divided intelligence
from policy and prevented the IC from acting
on its incentive to encroach on policy in order
to expand its surveillance capabilities.
Furthermore, a governmental structure where
intelligence communities could influence
policy aligns with Koppl’s second predictor
of expert failure, in which experts make
decisions for their clients. Motivated by the
utility-maximizing goal of expanding
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agencies’ power, the IC would again have
had the incentive to make suboptimal
decisions, which would have gone unchecked
by their clients, policymakers.
III. REINFORCING THE “RED LINE:”
CONSTRAINTS ON SURVEILLANCE:
At the time, multiple constraints
existed to prevent the IC from pursuing its
incentive to influence policy. Importantly, a
significant factor was perception of expertise.
A 1952 case study of the relationship
between intelligence and policy making
included interviews with foreign policy
officials and intelligence operators showed a
shared belief that only those with policy or
field experience were qualified to construct
policy. As researchers, intelligence operators
were experts at only collecting and
synthesizing information, whereas policy
officials had expertise stemming from
specific knowledge and experience that
enabled them to contextualize information
and engage in “the analytical and creative
processes of thought.”xii Those in both
intelligence and policy agreed that members
of the IC were simply unqualified to broach
policy issues, and therefore should
exclusively focus on collecting and
presenting intelligence objectively. Thus,
because these widely held perceptions of
expertise were distinctly separated between
intelligence and policy, so too was decision
making on policy issues.
The very structure of intelligence
agencies also curbed the IC from acting on its
incentive to influence policy. The IC’s job
began with a request from a policymaker, or
the consumer of the intelligence. It is with
this request that analysts—the producers of
intelligence—could determine the best
collection strategies and production methods,
but their ultimate responsibility was to
produce the intelligence that would best serve
the consumer’s needs.xiii Because of this
producer-consumer dynamic, employees
within the IC viewed themselves as working

at a level where they could collect and
analyze facts objectively and then deliver
them to policymakers regardless of their
implications on policy. They additionally
recognized that once intelligence left the
organization to be delivered to the consumer,
the analyst’s task was complete. xiv
In addition to this community-wide
consensus on the specific role of the IC
among analysts and policymakers, an
implicit check on the IC came from the
aforementioned “red line,” an unspoken
warning that in order to maintain credibility
within the policy sphere, intelligence officers
needed to “limit their role to informing policy
discussions rather than expressing a policy
preference.” Logically, advocating a policy
preference would lead to accusations of
distorting intelligence to support these
preferences,
discrediting
any
future
intelligence and rendering the entire IC
untrustworthy
and—by
extension—
useless.xv This “red line” was particularly
important during the Cold War, when the
IC—and the Director of Central Intelligence
(DCI) in particular—had to ensure that it
“present[ed]... [an] assessment of the Soviet
threat objectively and [left] advocacy of
alternative policy and force planning
responses… to the policy community” to
retain its seat at the table with the other top
U.S. officials.xvi Whenever the IC crossed the
“red line” by trying to influence policy, the
DCI was pitted directly against the Secretary
of Defense and the Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, damaging his credibility and
respect in the strategic arena.
Finally, the IC faced direct penalties
from policymakers for attempting to expand
its power and autonomy. The most significant
example of such penalties is the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) of
1978. Following leaks about unsolicited CIA
spying and assassination attempts on world
leaders,
a
Congressional
committee
conducted an extensive investigation on the
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IC’s activities over 30 years. Ultimately, the
committee concluded that the IC had
overstepped its directive and unilaterally
expanded its surveillance capabilities, acting
like “a rogue elephant on the rampage.”xvii In
response, Congress quickly passed FISA,
which established rigorous procedures for
physical and electronic surveillance. xviii
Through this legislation, the federal
government created Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Courts responsible for vetting
and authorizing electronic surveillance
warrants at the request of the IC. xix Thus, by
attempting to construct internal policy over
agency activities, the IC saw a direct and
punitive response from policymakers,
reinforcing the existing separation between
intelligence and policy and signaling that any
infringements on policy would not be
tolerated.
In summation, despite incentives for
the IC to influence policy, the intelligence
and policy spheres were maintained as
“separated physically, organizationally,
chronologically, functionally, and by skills—
separated in every possible way”xx through
norms and penalties that constrained
intelligence officials. The end of the Cold
War marked the first significant disruption in
the IC, which found itself facing budget
cutbacks and struggling to adjust its mission.
Despite this, the line between intelligence
and policy remained strong and enforced,
because the IC faced a new and temporary
incentive to focus internally to reorient itself
and prove its value in producing intelligence
in the new strategic environment. However,
terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 not
only equipped the IC with a new purpose but
expanded its power to an unprecedented
degree.

blaming these agencies for falling short of
their mandate by providing inadequate
warnings, U.S. policymakers viewed this
failure as a product of insufficient funding
and access to information. xxii Congress
worked quickly to grow the defense budget
after 9/11, increasing it by 67 percent over the
next decade. Michael Gannon estimates that
within the first decade of the new
millennium, the U.S. spent over 3.3 trillion
dollars in direct response to 9/11.xxiii This
new money helped shift the IC’s directive
away from producing requested intelligence
by giving it more freedom to pursue projects
tangentially related to terrorism. In addition,
the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001 removed
barriers between intelligence and law
enforcement,xxiv
granting
intelligence
agencies greater control over internal policy
and investigations without significant input
from experienced diplomatic or military
officials.
Almost immediately after 9/11, the IC
actively sought unprecedented power over
constructing interrogation policy. With the
capture of an Al Qaeda operative in 2002, the
CIA sought an “enhanced interrogation
program” to break captives’ resistance and
gain information on terrorism threats. CIA
lawyers
and
officials
from
the
Counterterrorist Center convened to write a
policy proposal, which they then presented to
the Department of Justice (DOJ), NSC, and
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). While
FBI Director Robert Mueller determined that
aspects of the new policy violated “U.S. legal
and policy standards for criminal
investigations,”xxv the DOJ, NSC, Vice
President Dick Cheney, and President
George W. Bush all approved of the
memorandum. Thus, after less than a month
of circulation and debate, the CIA
implemented its new policy.xxvi Around the
same time, the Department of Defense
(DOD) also implemented new interrogation
policies to be used on Guantanamo Bay

IV. THE IC AND THE POST-9/11 ERA
In the days leading up to 9/11, the IC warned
of an impending attack on U.S. soil, but had
been unable to specify exactly when and
where to U.S. officials.xxi Rather than
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detainees.xxvii Though many, including
historian Arthur Schlesinger Jr., lambasted
these new policies as "the most dramatic,
sustained, and radical challenge to the rule of
law in American history,"xxviii U.S. officials
fiercely defended the IC’s actions. In an
interview with Meet the Press, Vice President
Cheney expressed his support for these new
policies:
We’ll have to work sort of the
dark side, if you will. We’ve
got to spend time in the
shadows in the intelligence
world. A lot of what needs to
be done here will have to be
done quietly, without any
discussion, using sources and
methods that are available to
our intelligence agencies—if
we are going to be successful.
That’s the world these folks
operate in… so it’s going to
be vital for us to use any
means at our disposal
basically, to achieve our
objectives.xxix

with
Democratic
and
Republican
Congresspeople alike. Ultimately, these
intelligence officials were successful in their
efforts and the legislative measure failed. xxxi
Thus, by advising government officials on
the intelligence they needed, the IC adopted
the role of both producer and consumer of
intelligence, granting itself greater influence
over surveillance policy.
In addition, since 9/11, the CIA has
wielded unprecedented control over drone
policy in the United States, particularly
during the Obama administration. President
Obama was heavily criticized for his
continued use of drones against Al Qaeda
forces, which, as a consequence, also killed
many Pakistani and Afghan civilians.xxxii
Although Obama faced ultimate blame as the
final authority on military action, his
decisions on drone warfare were heavily
influenced by the CIA and DNI. These
individuals, with the support of Defense
Secretary Robert Gates and White House
counterterrorism advisor John Brennan,
strongly and continuously advised the
president that the existing threats in the
Middle East and South Asia warranted a
drone strike campaign. According to Visal
Nasr, a leading academic on Middle East
policy, the force and adamancy with which
intelligence officials advocated this policy
precluded any debate over repercussions or
implications for national security, essentially
forcing
the
president’s
hand. xxxiii
Traditionally, adopting an advisory role
would discredit intelligence officials and
distance them from the national security
decision making process. However, in the
post-9/11 era, this level of policy influence
became par for the course.

In the long run, the IC’s lasting
influence over policy, both internal and
external, are best evidenced by the NSA’s
PRISM project. PRISM, which began in the
early 2000s and ran until leaks by Edward
Snowden in 2013, was the continued
collection of phone metadata, which was
found to sometimes include data from US
citizens. Many argue this project violated
FISA because it overstepped Congress and
the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court’s
(FISC) authorizations.xxx When information
about this project came to light, NSA
Director Keith Alexander and Director of
National Intelligence (DNI) James Clapper
lobbied Congress intensely to prevent
legislation from rolling back the NSA’s
surveillance power, testifying before
Congress and meeting behind closed doors

V. EXPLAINING THE BEHAVIORAL
FAILURE
Following 9/11, economists W. Kip Viscusi
and Ted Gayer noted that although the risk of
terrorist attacks was no longer zero, there was
not enough available information to form an
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accurate risk judgement, given that additional
attacks were still highly unlikely. However,
they warned that the involved agencies and
policymakers should “assess the risks in a
reasonable manner and... not fall prey to the
tendency to display an exaggerated response
to increases in risk.”xxxiv In reviewing the
Executive and Legislative Branches’ actions,
which both implicitly and explicitly
eliminated checks on the IC in the aftermath
of 9/11, it becomes evident that these
individuals responded to an overestimation of
terrorism risk that altered the expected utility
of their decisions. This distorted risk
perception was the result of behavioral
failures among government officials, and led
to suboptimal welfare outcomes—namely,
the removal of checks and balances for the IC
and the expansion of agencies’ influence over
foreign policy and strategy. When assessing
policymakers’ behavioral failure through
prospect theory, it is clear that they ultimately
overweighted the risk of terrorist attacks and
granted more authority to the IC in the name
of prevention.
Understanding the Theory
Under the model of expected utility theory,
utilities of outcomes are weighted by their
risk or probability to define welfare
maximizing outcomes. However, this theory
is normative, which means that it
demonstrates how decisions should be
theoretically made rather than how they are
made in practice.xxxv As a result, the model
ignores the fact that individuals may
misperceive risk as a result of biases and
heuristics, leading them to depart from
rationality in their ultimate decisions. In
contrast, prospect theory, developed by
Kahneman and Tversky, takes into account
these psychological factors and provides a
predictive framework for how people
actually make decisions.
According to prospect theory,
individuals go through two phases when
evaluating the outcomes of decisions. The

first of these is editing, wherein individuals
rank outcomes according to a heuristic, or an
outcome that has already occurred and serves
as a close equivalent. In relation to this
reference point, the outcomes considered
may be either gains or losses. In the second
phase, individuals evaluate the expected
utility of their actions by the formula
𝑛

𝑉(𝑥, 𝑝) = ∑ 𝜋(𝑝𝑖 )𝑣(𝑥𝑖 )
𝑖=1

where V represents utility, π represents
decision weight, p represents probability, v
represents the position of a given outcome
relative to the equivalent, and x represents the
outcome itself.xxxvi
Prospect Theory in Practice
This model helps identify some of the biases
that likely influenced U.S. policymakers’
perception of the optimal decision when
weighing expanding or curbing the IC’s
powers. First, Kahneman and Tversky note
that, as a result of simplifying outcomes
during the editing phase and “[people’s]...
limited... ability to comprehend and evaluate
extreme probabilities, highly unlikely events
are either ignored or overweighted.” xxxvii
Kahneman argues that this phenomenon,
known as the certainty effect, is easily linked
to terrorism because “if plane crashes were
more common, people may be less worried…
Now plane crashes are spectacular events,
because they are so dramatic and rare, that
they engage the imagination and acquire
thereby a high degree of plausibility which is
easily confounded with probability.”xxxviii
Thus, when presented with an
opportunity to expand the IC’s power—or, in
some cases, to allow the IC to expand its
power unilaterally—government officials
faced a utility function where the decision to
reject such an expansion could ostensibly
result in a terrorist attack. This outcome,
though unlikely, was perceived as incredibly
risky due to the certainty effect, which
inflated the value of 𝜋(𝑝𝑖 ). Because of the
high-risk officials associated with terrorist
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attacks, eliminating checks on the IC was the
safest decision for U.S. policymakers.
Indeed, Vice President Cheney proved the
potency of the certainty effect when dealing
with the IC, telling CIA officials in
November 2001 that “low-probability threats
must be treated like a certainty,” and
intelligence officials should “do whatever it
takes” to ensure an attack would never
happen again.xxxix
Risk perception is additionally
distorted when the risk of death is present.
Sarah Lichtenstein et al. found that people
tend to overestimate low probability risks of
death and underestimate high probability
risks. In addition, the researchers found that
people tend to exaggerate the frequency of
specific causes of death. xl Terrorist attacks
are exceedingly rare and kill far fewer people
than car accidents in any given year.
However, because of the aforementioned
psychological biases, government officials
likely placed undue weight on the risk of
future attacks because of their association
with death. Thus, when given the choice to
expand the IC’s power to prevent future
attacks, officials were inclined to accept in
light of the perceived heightened risk of
American civilian casualties.
Finally,
government
officials’
willingness to eliminate checks on the IC
following 9/11 likely occurred because of
biases stemming from the anchoring process
in the first phase of prospect theory. As
described above, during the editing phase
individuals select a reference point that they
use to gauge and compare outcomes. As a
result of availability bias, the low-probability
reference points may be chosen not because
they are representative, but because they are
recent and therefore prominent in people’s
minds.xli With numerous terrorist attacks
occurring throughout the United States and
Europe from 2001 to 2003, xlii these likely
served as the reference point for not only
policymakers, but the American public.

David Delany notes that as individuals who
were thought to be targets during the 9/11
attacks, President Bush, Vice President
Cheney, and senior Pentagon officials were
particularly susceptible to availability bias in
their decision making.xliii
Notably, individuals or organizations
with additional information on threats and
risks may have the ability to mitigate
availability bias. However, it appears that
despite the IC’s sophisticated collection
mechanisms, its officials did little to assuage
policymakers’ fears of impending terrorism
threats. This inaction aligns with the IC’s
incentives, as
government officials’
unchecked misperception of risk created an
avenue for expanding surveillance power
with their consent. Some have gone so far as
to accuse the IC of fear mongering to achieve
this goal,xliv an accusation that is not wholly
unfounded given former DNI James
Clapper’s assertion in 2019 that the United
States continues to face a “litany of doom.” xlv
VI. CONCLUSION
As the producers of intelligence, the IC has
always existed to play a tangential role in the
policymaking process. However, in the wake
of the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks,
the IC acquired significant influence over
agency and foreign policy, which it is highly
incentivized but unqualified to broach. This
occurred because in the years following 9/11,
U.S. officials and policymakers not only
directly acted to grant the IC greater purview,
but also failed to punish or correct
intelligence officials when they overstepped
the “red line,” enabling these organizations to
continue to chip away at the unspoken
barriers to their influence. When viewed
through the lens of behavioral public choice,
this behavioral failure stemmed from
numerous biases associated with prospect
theory, which led top U.S. decision makers to
overweight the risk of future terrorist attacks
and opt to allow the expansion of the IC’s
power as a countermeasure.
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India’s “Counter China” Foreign Aid Policy
Gregory D. Wischer
India is an emerging power—and emerging donor. I argue that India uses foreign aid to advance
its “Neighborhood First” foreign policy and counter China’s financial influence and geostrategic
gains in the Indian Ocean and South Asia, possibly pushing regional countries toward China. In
fiscal year 2018–2019, India allocated 67.0 percent (US$690.0 million) of its total grants and
loans (US$1.03 billion) to its neighborhood (Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Maldives,
Myanmar, Nepal, Sri Lanka), and I assess the aid’s purpose as countering China’s financial
influence and geostrategic gains. Using state case studies, I analyze Chinese financial influence
and geostrategic considerations in each neighborhood state, which I separate into the following
geostrategic categories: Bhutan and Nepal are “buffer states”; the Maldives and Sri Lanka are
“oceanic nodes”; Afghanistan and Myanmar are “regional gateways”; and Bangladesh is a
“northeast hedge—or wedge.” I argue that India’s “counter China” foreign aid policy risks
pushing regional states toward China by reinforcing India’s bully reputation and incentivizing
relations with China. I recommend that India pursues a broad scope of recipient-centric aid based
on states’ regime type: humanitarian assistance, education and cultural exchanges, and smallscale infrastructure projects in democratic states, and large-scale infrastructure projects in
nondemocratic states.
A Tool of Power: Foreign Aid
States use power to protect and advance their
interests. Hard power, or the power to coerce,
includes military force, diplomatic pressure,
and economic coercion.i Hard power is often
costly in blood, treasure, and reputation. But
soft power, or co-opting others absent
coercion, is far less costly in blood, treasure,
and reputation—yet possibly more effective. ii
Soft power includes “culture, ideology, and
institutions.”iii And it also includes foreign
aid.iv
Both established and emerging
powers use foreign aid—grants and loans to
foreign actors—to support their foreign
policy goals.v Similarly, India claims its
foreign aid pursues regional development,
but the aid advances India’s “Neighborhood
First” foreign policy. Specifically, Indian aid
seeks to counter China’s financial influence
and geostrategic gains in the Indian Ocean
and South Asia.vi India’s overtly “counter
China” aid policy, however, risks pushing
regional states toward China.

Neighborhood First, Not Neighborly First
Historically, India has been the world’s
largest aid recipient, and since the 1950s, it
has used foreign aid to advance its foreign
policy.vii Given the aid’s limited scale,
however, it initially had limited impact. But
in 2003, India initiated a major change.
Indian Finance Minister Jaswant Singh
announced the government’s intent to
decrease inbound foreign aid and increase
outbound foreign aid: “[A] stage has come in
our development where we should now,
firstly, review our dependence on external
donors. Second, extend support to the
national efforts of other developing
countries.”viii With nearly 430 million
Indians below the international poverty line
at the time, India’s development basis for
disbursing aid internationally instead of
domestically seemed questionable. ix
Though still receiving foreign aid,
India became a net foreign aid donor in
2014.x Along with China, India is now a
leader of South-South Cooperation, which is
development cooperation among states of the
global South (i.e., developing, low-income
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states).xi South-South Cooperation claims to
offer aid conditions-free and untied to
donors’ geopolitical interests. Ostensibly,
this recipient-centric focus makes SouthSouth Cooperation more recipient-centric
than North-South Cooperation, which is
development cooperation between the global
South and global North (i.e., advanced,
middle to high-income states).xii
India echoes the recipient-centric
focus of South-South Cooperation. India’s
Ministry of External Affairs (MEA), the
administrator of India’s foreign aid via the
Development Partnership Administration,
states, “India’s development partnership is
based on the needs identified by the partner
countries.”xiii India stresses its aid responds to
aid requests and forgoes self-interest. “Our
engagement is demand-driven and responds
to the developmental priorities of our partner
countries,” said Indian Foreign Secretary
Ranjan Mathai at the 2013 Conference of
Southern Providers.xiv India continues to
affirm development—not self-interest—as
the driver of its foreign aid.xv
Self-interest, however, drives Indian
foreign aid. In an analysis of Indian aid
motives, Andreas Fuchs and Krishna
Chaitanya Vadlamannati find that “the
‘needy’ donor India predominantly cares
about its own needs rather than the needs of
others.”xvi Fuchs and Vadlamannati partly
draw this conclusion by noting multiple
Indian aid recipients (e.g., Bhutan, the
Maldives, and Sri Lanka) had a higher
income per capita than India. If India’s aid
motives were solely development, India
would seemingly distribute this aid
domestically where aid was more needed. xvii
But India’s self-interest in foreign policy
spurs its aid policy. Achal Malhotra, former
Indian ambassador to Russia, notes the
foreign policy objectives of Indian aid. He
said, “India has skillfully used its policy of
non-prescriptive development assistance as
its soft power since [the] early 1950s.”xviii In

exchange for its aid, India seeks relationships
that provide geopolitical gains. xix
India’s foreign aid policy, therefore,
corresponds with its Neighborhood First
foreign policy, which prioritizes the
improvement of regional relations. xx In
August 2018, Indian External Affairs
Minister Sushma Swaraj said, “India is today
devoting more resources and assigning
greater priority to building connectivity,
contacts and cooperation in our immediate
neighbourhood.”xxi Indeed, in fiscal year
(FY) 2018–19, India allocated 67.0 percent
(US$690.0 million) of its total grants and
loans (US$1.03 billion) to its neighborhood
(Afghanistan,
Bangladesh,
Bhutan,
Maldives, Myanmar, Nepal, Sri Lanka). xxii
And the aid’s main purpose is to further
Indian foreign policy, specifically to counter
China.
India’s “Counter China” Foreign Aid
Policy
China’s financial influence is the impetus for
India’s aid to the neighborhood. India has
long opposed external powers—and foreign
aid—in its region. When Sri Lanka solicited
security aid from external powers in the
1980s, Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi
opposed the move. She said, “India will
neither intervene in the domestic affairs of
any states in the region, unless requested to
do so, nor tolerate such intervention by an
outside power; if external assistance is
needed to meet an internal crisis, states
should first look within the region for
help.”xxiii This policy, known as the Indira
Doctrine or India’s Monroe Doctrine, affects
Indian aid policy today amid China’s
influence expansion into the region.xxiv
China’s financial orbit is expanding.
From 2000 to 2017, China’s financial
diplomacy in India’s neighborhood was
US$28.27 billion, surging greatly since
2008.xxv Currently, many regional states
pursue and depend on Chinese aid to fund
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geostrategy as “the exercise of power over
particularly critical spaces on the Earth’s
surface.…A geostrategy is about securing
access to certain trade routes, strategic
bottlenecks, rivers, islands and seas.…It also
requires a network of alliances with…smaller
‘lynchpin states’ that are located in the
regions one deems important.”xxxiv India
employs geostrategy in its neighborhood.
India seeks to maintain its
subcontinental hegemony by maintaining a
favorable
geostrategic
position.
Consequently, India has long opposed
external powers like China building
geostrategic inroads in the Indian Ocean and
South Asia.xxxv K. Subrahmanyam, the
“doyen” of Indian strategy, asserts that it is
India’s “manifest destiny to control Southern
Asia and the Indian Ocean sea-lanes around
us.”xxxvi A dominant geostrategic position in
the subcontinent, specifically the exclusion
of external powers, is fundamental for India’s
neighborhood hegemony.xxxvii
As a result, India’s neighbors have
immense geostrategic value amid IndiaChina competition. Manoj Kumar Mishra, an
expert on Indian foreign policy, notes their
geostrategic importance: “India and China
have looked upon these states primarily from
a strategic perspective given their prized
strategic location in the Himalayas (where
both shared land frontiers) or in the Indian
Ocean (where sea-routes for trade pass
through and naval strategies could be
developed) and competed for influence
through aid, investment and coercive
measures as well.”xxxviii The geostrategic
value of regional states has further increased
amid rising Sino-Indian competition.
China has indeed made geostrategic
gains in India’s neighborhood. The gains
include
various
projects,
including
infrastructure near the Indian border (e.g.,
roads and railways in Nepal and Pakistan)
and along the Indian Ocean (e.g., ports in
Myanmar and Bangladesh). xxxix Chinese

capital and infrastructure needs. xxvi With this
financial leverage, China extracts political
gains, such as states supporting China in
multilateral organizations, recognizing the
One-China policy, downplaying China’s
human rights violations, permitting China
access to natural resources, and granting
exclusive commercial contracts to Chinese
firms.xxvii China’s financial influence—and
its subsequent benefits—continues to grow in
India’s neighborhood.
In September 2013, Chinese
President Xi Jinping announced the Belt and
Road Initiative (BRI).xxviii Focused mainly on
large-scale infrastructure, global BRI
investments could reach US$1.2 trillion–
US$1.3 trillion by 2027.xxix Several states in
India’s
neighborhood—Bangladesh,
Myanmar, Nepal, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka—
have signed memorandums of understanding
supporting the BRI.xxx Xi said that the BRI
will “forge closer economic ties, deepen
cooperation and expand development space
in the Eurasian region.”xxxi India, however,
believes China seeks to expand its regional
influence, not just regional development.
Indian officials argue China’s
infrastructure projects extend undue financial
influence in the region.xxxii In 2016, Indian
Foreign
Secretary
Subrahmanyam
Jaishankar, who is now India’s external
affairs minister, said, “The interactive
dynamic between strategic interests and
connectivity
initiatives—a
universal
proposition—is on particular display in our
continent.…But we cannot be impervious to
the reality that others may see connectivity as
an exercise in hard-wiring that influences
choices.”xxxiii While China’s financial
influence is the impetus for Indian aid,
China’s geostrategic advances, like these
connectivity initiatives, have further
galvanized Indian aid.
China’s geostrategic gains are the
catalyst for Indian aid in the neighborhood.
James Rogers and Luis Simón define
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of Sino-Indian aid competition, with China’s
financial influence and geostrategic gains
driving Indian aid.
In the following sections, I analyze
Indian aid to Afghanistan, Bangladesh,
Bhutan, Maldives, Myanmar, Nepal, and Sri
Lanka.li These recipient states compose four
geostrategic categories: buffer states (Bhutan
and Nepal), oceanic nodes (Maldives and Sri
Lanka), regional gateways (Afghanistan and
Myanmar), and the northeast hedge—or
wedge (Bangladesh). I assess whether India’s
foreign aid policy does indeed seek to counter
China’s financial influence and geostrategic
gains in the region. To test this hypothesis, I
evaluate government reports, research
analyses, expert insight, and Indian and
Chinese
aid
commitments
and
disbursements.

companies also own ports in Pakistan and Sri
Lanka.xl While seemingly benign, these
projects have geostrategic consequences for
India.xli In September 2016, China’s
government passed the National Defense
Transportation Law, which requires Chinese
state-owned entities to support Chinese
military forces overseas.xlii Furthermore,
China’s 2019 defense white paper states that
its military “develops overseas logistical
facilities” to protect China’s overseas
interests and sea lines of communication
(SLOCs).xliii So, while China’s infrastructure
projects are not explicitly military in nature,
these projects can perform military functions,
threatening India’s dominant geostrategic
position.
In both peace and war, China can
enlist overseas Chinese companies and their
dual-use infrastructure to support China’s
foreign policy.xliv Railways and roads along
India’s border enable Chinese military forces
to quickly mass troops on India’s periphery
and deter Indian forces.xlv Chinese-backed
ports fulfill dual-use functions like logistics,
communications, intelligence-gathering, and
power projection including naval port
visits.xlvi Critically, ports also protect China’s
SLOCs, including oil imports from the
Arabian Gulf.xlvii China’s geostrategic gains
pose a present and latent threat to India’s
subcontinental hegemony, catalyzing Indian
aid to the neighborhood.
China’s official South Asia stance
reads: “China and South Asian countries
should seize opportunities and work together
to achieve common development.” xlviii
India’s official regional policy rings similar:
“to strengthen bridges of friendship and
create new opportunities for the growth,
security
and
well-being
of
her
xlix
neighbours.” But unofficially, India wants
to maintain its subcontinental hegemony
while China wants to weaken India’s
subcontinental hegemony. l As a result,
India’s neighborhood has become the locus

Buffer States: Bhutan and Nepal
Bhutan
Receiving over US$4.7 billion in Indian
grants from 2000 to 2017 and nearly
US$354.4 million in FY 2018–19, Bhutan is
historically and currently India’s top aid
recipient.lii The MEA states, “India and
Bhutan enjoy exemplary ties of friendship
and cooperation, based on utmost trust,
goodwill and mutual understanding at all
levels.”liii Indian aid mainly finances
Bhutan’s hydropower projects and Five-Year
Plans, but China’s financial influence and
geostrategic gains incite this aid to Bhutan. liv
Financial motives. After China announced
the BRI in 2013, Indian aid to Bhutan
increased by 15.1 percent from FY 2012–13
to FY 2013–14, and then by 11.9 percent
from FY 2013–14 to FY 2014–15.lv Also,
amid China’s recent BRI entreaties to the
Himalayan state, lvi Bhutan received 34.4
percent of India’s total grants and loans in FY
2018–19.lvii “India has stepped up its
economic assistance programs in Bhutan in
response to growing Chinese investment
projects,” notes Commodore Katherine
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Richards, chief of staff of the Royal
Australian Navy’s Strategic Command. lviii
Furthermore, Indian aid to Bhutan is
projected to climb 16.3 percent from FY
2018–19 to FY 2020–21.lix
Illustrating India’s sensitivity to
China’s financial influence in Bhutan, India
cut fuel subsidies to Bhutan in 2013 after
Bhutanese Prime Minister Jigme Thinley and
Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao discussed
expanding
Bhutan-China
economic
cooperation.lx This incident shows that India
seeks to maintain its supreme financial
influence in Bhutan, and counter China’s
financial influence.
Geostrategic motives. Geographically small
but situated between India and China, Bhutan
is strategically important. India fears Bhutan
will exchange the Doklam plateau for
Chinese-occupied territory and financial
rewards to resolve the perennial BhutanChina border dispute.lxi The Doklam plateau
abuts the Siliguri corridor, also known as
India’s “Chicken’s Neck,” which attaches
India’s isolated northeast with the rest of
India. If China controls the Doklam plateau,
Chinese military forces will have
geographical advantages versus local Indian
forces, enabling China to quickly detach
India’s northeast states in a Sino-Indian
conflict.lxii
Revealing
India’s
geostrategic
concerns about the Doklam plateau, India
intervened militarily in Bhutan—with
implicit Bhutanese support—from June 2017
to August 2017 to physically block Chinese
military forces from occupying the
plateau.lxiii In 2020, India reportedly
proposed a new road through Bhutan, which
would enable India to quickly transport
troops to the disputed India-China and
Bhutan-China borders,lxiv after China further
expanded its territorial claim in Bhutan.lxv
With Bhutan’s position along the Siliguri
corridor, India wants to sustain its

geostrategic superiority in Bhutan, and
counter China’s geostrategic gains.
Effect. Indian aid to Bhutan tries to counter
China. However in Bhutan, who is one of
India’s closest partners, “[S]ome Bhutanese
are keen to engage China for the economic
opportunities it offers and to balance India’s
outsize influence in the kingdom.”lxvi Despite
this Bhutanese sentiment and Chinese
financial offers, India’s continued aid to
Bhutan, historical Indo-Bhutanese ties, and
the India–Bhutan 2007 Friendship Treaty—
which states, “Neither Government shall
allow the use of its territory for activities
harmful to the national security and interest
of the other”—will limit sizable Chinese
financial influence and geostrategic gains in
Bhutan.lxvii Therefore, India’s aid policy has
effectively buttressed a broader Indian policy
that counters China in Bhutan.
Nepal
Along with Bhutan, Nepal is a traditional
Indian aid recipient.lxviii In FY 2018–19,
Nepal was the second largest Indian aid
recipient at almost US$109.1 million. lxix
Although, the MEA asserts its aid to Nepal
focuses “on creation of infrastructure at the
grass-root level,”lxx China’s financial
influence and geostrategic gains drive this
Indian aid.
Financial motives. In FY 2016–17, India
was the fourth largest aid provider in Nepal
with US$59.2 million, and China was fifth
with US$41.2 million.lxxi In FY 2017–18,
Indian aid to Nepal dropped 4 percent while
Chinese aid surged 42 percent. lxxii Then, in
May 2017, Nepal signed onto China’s
BRI.lxxiii The next year, Indian aid to Nepal
soared to US$107.1 million, a nearly 99
percent year-over-year increase.lxxiv Indeed,
Indian aid closely correlates with Chinese
aid.lxxv
India seeks to sustain its financial
influence in Nepal. Narayan Khadka,
formerly Nepal’s urban development
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minister, notes, “One of New Delhi’s major
foreign policy objectives has been to counter
Beijing’s influence in Nepal. India has even
come forward on a number of occasions to
supplant China by offering foreign aid on
more favorable terms.”lxxvi India extended aid
to Nepal following China’s offers of railway
projects and medical support.lxxvii As India’s
correlated and ratcheting aid display, India
strives to preserve its financial influence in
Nepal, and counter China’s financial
influence.
Geostrategic motives. Nepal, “a yam
between two boulders,” holds geostrategic
weight in Sino-Indian competition.lxxviii After
China annexed Tibet in 1951, India’s buffer
space with China was largely reduced to
Nepal, placing Chinese military forces across
most of India’s northern border. lxxix But now,
the Nepal buffer is withering. China’s
infrastructure projects in Nepal, like the
Trans-Himalayan
Multidimensional
Connectivity Network, bolster China’s
military mobility on India’s periphery. lxxx
The Indian government has expressed
concerns about these Chinese projects. A
2018 Indian parliamentary report stated the
following: “China is making serious headway
in
infrastructure
projects
in
our
neighborhood. Specifying the strategy
devised to counter increasing Chinese
presence in our backyard, the government is
committed to advancing its development
partnership with Bhutan and Nepal, as per
their priorities.”lxxxi In turn, India’s aid to
Nepal ranged from US$40 million to US$54
million from FY 2012–13 to FY 2017–
18.lxxxii But since then, India’s annual aid to
Nepal has exceeded US$100 million and is
projected to exceed US$100 million through
FY 2021–22.lxxxiii With explicit statements
and corresponding aid increases, India aims
to maintain a favorable geostrategic position
in Nepal, and counter China’s geostrategic
advances.

Effect. Indian aid to Nepal seeks to counter
China. Nepal, however, wants to grow its ties
with China. Nepal Prime Minister K. P.
Sharma Oli said, “We have great connectivity
with India and an open border. All that’s fine
and we’ll increase connectivity even further,
but we cannot forget that we have two
neighbours. We don’t want to depend on one
country or have one option.”lxxxiv While India
has deep cultural and aid ties with Nepal,
Nepal’s government, which is led by the
Nepal Communist Party, is increasingly
receptive of Beijing and antagonistic toward
New Delhi.lxxxv Such receptivity will lead to
further Chinese financial influence and
geostrategic gains in Nepal. Consequently,
India’s aid policy has struggled to effectively
counter China in Nepal.
Oceanic Nodes: Maldives and Sri Lanka
Maldives
The Maldives was the fifth largest recipient
of Indian aid at almost US$62.8 million in FY
2018–19.lxxxvi The MEA said, “India is a
leading development partner of Maldives and
has established many of the leading
institutions of Maldives.…India has offered
assistance
to
Maldives
wherever
lxxxvii
required.”
Nonetheless,
China’s
financial influence and geostrategic advances
have impelled Indian aid to the Maldives.
Financial motives. In FY 2012–13, India’s
aid to the Maldives was US$2.3 million. lxxxviii
Then in 2013, China announced the BRI, and
India’s aid to the Maldives increased to
US$23.7 million in FY 2013–14.lxxxix
Although India’s aid later decreased, it has
gradually increased, with Indian aid to the
Maldives totaling US$46.6 million in FY
2019–20.xc
Under Abdulla Yameen’s presidency
from 2013 to 2018, the Maldives undertook
major
Chinese-funded
infrastructure
projects, including the China-Maldives
Friendship Bridge and Maldives airport
expansion.xci These projects placed US$1.4
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billion of debt and concomitant Chinese
financial influence on the Maldives, spurring
Indian aid.xcii After the election of pro-India
President Ibrahim Mohamed Solih in
September 2018, Modi pledged aid worth
US$1.4 billion—the exact size of the
Maldivian debt owed to China—to the
Maldives.xciii Furthermore, India’s total grant
and loan package to the Maldives for FY
2018–19 represented a 302.2 percent increase
from the previous year. xciv As India’s tit-fortat response and increasing aid show, India
strives to remain the most influential
financial actor in the Maldives, and counter
China’s financial influence.
Geostrategic motives. The Maldives’ close
proximity to India and three major
international shipping lanes—Eight Degree
Channel, One and a Half Degree Channel,
and
Equatorial
Channel—give
the
archipelagic
state
geostrategic
significance.xcv If China controls Maldivian
ports, China can monitor and eavesdrop in
the area, provide logistical support to friendly
commercial and military vessels, and, most
importantly, protect China’s oil imports from
the Arabian Gulf. xcvi A Japan Ministry of
Defence report notes, “India particularly
prioritizes Sri Lanka and Maldives, because
it is concerned that China plans to build ports
in both countries using a diplomatic offensive
that combines investment and aid.”xcvii Given
the Maldives’ geostrategic importance, India
seeks to maintain a dominant geostrategic
position in the Maldives, and counter China’s
geostrategic gains.
Effect. Indian aid to the Maldives attempts to
counter China. Under Yameen, the previous
Maldivian president, the Maldives sought to
leverage Sino-Indian competition for its
financial benefit.xcviii Under Solih, the current
Maldivian president, this desire to leverage is
not as salient. While China will continue to
pursue infrastructure projects in the
Maldives, Solih is returning the India–
Maldives relationship to its robust, pre-

Yameen status, and in doing so, largely
curbing significant Chinese financial
influence and geostrategic gains. xcix
Consequently, India’s aid policy has helped
India’s broader policy to effectively counter
China in the Maldives.
Sri Lanka
In FY 2018–19, Sri Lanka was the seventh
largest Indian aid recipient at more than
US$24.1 million.c The MEA states,
“[S]ignificant progress in implementation of
developmental assistance projects for
Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) and
disadvantaged sections of the population in
Sri Lanka has helped further cement the
bonds of friendship between the two
countries.”ci But China’s financial influence
and geostrategic gains have roused this and
other Indian aid to Sri Lanka.
Financial motives. In FY 2012–13, Indian
aid to Sri Lanka was US$35.5 million, and
then China announced the BRI. cii In FY
2013–14, India’s aid to Sri Lanka was
US$60.1 million, and in FY 2014–15, India’s
aid to Sri Lanka was US$71.4 million. ciii At
US$57.7 million in FY 2015–16, India’s aid
to Sri Lanka continued to remain above its
pre-BRI level.civ
More recenetly in 2018, China
provided 45.9 percent of Sri Lanka’s total
bilateral aid while India only provided 6.1
percent.cv China’s overwhelming financial
influence in Sri Lanka has created
geostrategic problems for India. Facing
broader debt difficulties in 2017, Sri Lanka
granted China a controlling stake and ninetynine-year lease of Hambantota port,
solidifying China’s long-term presence in Sri
Lanka.cvi This acquisition posed a
geostrategic risk to India.
Responding less than a year later,
India offered to buy out US$300 million of
Sri Lankan debt owed to China for the
Mattala Rajapaksa International Airport—
the so-called “world’s emptiest airport”—
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which is located in the same province as
Hambantota port.cvii If the deal proceeded,
India would have acquired operational
control and a forty-year lease of the airport,
enabling India to monitor China’s activities
at Hambantota port.cviii Moreover, India’s
overall FY 2019–20 aid to Sri Lanka was its
highest since FY 2015–16.cix With India’s
reactive aid and increasing overall aid, India
wants to preserve its financial influence in Sri
Lanka, and counter China’s financial
influence.
Geostrategic motives. Sri Lanka’s proximity
to India and international shipping lanes
make the island state critical in Sino-Indian
geostrategic competition. cx In a CNBC
interview, Colonel R. Hariharan, a retired
Indian military intelligence specialist, said,
“Sri Lanka’s geography gives it an advantage
disproportionate to its size.”cxi China can
conduct dual-use activities on India’s
periphery, such as hosting Chinese
commercial and military vessels, by
controlling ports in Sri Lanka like
Hambantota port.cxii Given Sri Lanka’s
geostrategic value, India desires to sustain its
favorable geostrategic position in Sri Lanka,
and counter further Chinese geostrategic
gains.
Effect. Indian aid to Sri Lanka aims to
counter China.cxiii But, Sri Lanka wants to
benefit from increased ties with both India
and China.cxiv Notably, Sri Lankan President
Gotabaya Rajapaksa may pursue closer SinoSri Lankan relations which initially occurred
under his brother—and Hambantota port’s
namesake—former Sri Lankan president and
current
prime
minister
Mahinda
Rajapaksa.cxv Nonetheless, in a November
2019 interview with Bharat Shakti, Gotabaya
Rajapaksa said, “We will not do anything that
will harm the security interests [of India].” cxvi
In turn, Indian aid has had mixed
effectiveness against China’s financial
influence and geostrategic gains, but it will

remain an important policy factor to counter
China in Sri Lanka.cxvii
Regional Gateways: Afghanistan and
Myanmar
Afghanistan
In FY 2018–19, Afghanistan was the fourth
largest Indian aid recipient at US$67.1
million.cxviii As one of Afghanistan’s
reconstruction leaders, India officially
pursues stronger ties with Afghanistan: “The
principal focus of India’s development
assistance has been to build capacities and
capabilities of Afghan nationals and its
institutions for governance and delivery of
public service, develop socio-economic
infrastructure, secure lives and promote
livelihood.” cxix However, Indian aid to
Afghanistan—and ultimately Central Asia—
seeks to counter China’s financial influence
and geostrategic advances.
Financial motives. Prior to BRI’s
announcement, India’s aid to Afghanistan
was US$70.1 million in FY 2012–13.cxx This
aid then gradually increased to nearly
US$125.8 million in FY 2015–16.cxxi
Conversely, China has pledged US$327
million
to
Afghanistan,cxxii
which
supplements a broader US$64 billion pledge
to Central Asia.cxxiii Similarly, India’s
Afghanistan aid targets Afghanistan and
Central Asia, specifically through its
“Connect Central Asia” policy that attempts
to expand India’s connections with Central
Asia.cxxiv
According to a RAND report on
India’s Afghanistan strategy, “In its efforts to
gain greater access to Central Asian energy
markets, for example, Delhi will need to
develop an effective trade and transportation
infrastructure in Afghanistan to connect with
the Central Asian Republics (CARs),
particularly Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, and
Kazakhstan. This will, in turn, reduce
China’s influence in South and Central
Asia.”cxxv As India’s aid to Afghanistan and
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its Connect Central Asia policy reveal, India
wants to grow its financial influence in
Afghanistan and Central Asia, and counter
China’s financial influence.
Geostrategic motives. Afghanistan bears
global geostrategic weight as an entrance to
Central Asia, which has a focal position in
Eurasia and untapped energy resources. cxxvi
Due to Pakistan denying overland transit to
India, Afghanistan—via Iran—is India’s
central Asian gateway, and India signed deals
in May 2016 to develop infrastructure in
Iran.cxxvii
These
projects
ultimately
strengthen India’s geostrategic posture in
both Afghanistan and Central Asia.
Shantie Mariet D’Souza, South Asia
expert at the National University of
Singapore, notes, “India has been a key
promoter of Afghanistan’s integration with
South Asia—as a ‘land bridge’ connecting
South Asia with energy-rich Central
Asia.”cxxviii With its various projects, India
seeks to improve its geostrategic standing in
Afghanistan and Central Asia, and counter
China’s geostrategic influence.
Effect. Indian aid to Afghanistan ventures to
counter China. India is committed to
providing long-term aid to Afghanistan, cxxix
but China’s deepening ties with Iran—India’s
conduit
to
Central
Asia—pose
a
cxxx
challenge.
As a result, India’s financial
influence and geostrategic position will
continue to supersede China’s connections in
Afghanistan, but China’s financial influence
and geostrategic position in Central Asia will
override India’s growing connections in the
region. Therefore, India’s aid policy has
effectively countered China in Afghanistan,
but has proven less effective countering
China in Central Asia.

represented in annual Indian grant and loan
figures.cxxxi The MEA states, “India has
extended development assistance to
Myanmar on generous terms and our
assistance portfolio is now over US$1.75
billion.”cxxxii China’s financial influence and
geostrategy drive this assistance to Myanmar
and, by consequence, Southeast Asia.
Financial motives. Indian aid to Myanmar
has skyrocketed under India’s “Act East”
policy, which seeks to grow India’s Southeast
Asian connections.cxxxiii From US$9.6
million in FY 2011–12 before BRI’s
announcement to US$53.7 million in FY
2018–19, Indian aid has grown nearly 458.2
percent.cxxxiv India’s foreign aid to Myanmar
initially hovered between US$14 million to
US$24 million from FY 2012–13 to FY
2016–17.cxxxv Then, Indian aid significantly
increased from US$31.9 million to US$53.7
million from FY 2017–18 to FY 2018–
19.cxxxvi
Currently, China’s investments in
Myanmar are an aggregate US$18.4 billion,
providing China with immense financial
influence.cxxxvii Signaling India’s increasing
focus on Myanmar, the MEA states that it is
“committed
to
provide
grant-in-aid
assistance amounting to almost Rs 4000
crore” (US$571.4 million), including the
India-Myanmar-Thailand Trilateral Highway
Project and Kaladan Multimodal Transit
Transport Project.cxxxviii Given its sizable aid
allocations and Act East policy, India aims to
increase its financial influence in Myanmar
and Southeast Asia, and counter China’s
financial influence.
Geostrategic motives. Located at the
intersection of South Asia and Southeast
Asia, Myanmar is India’s gateway to
Southeast Asia, an economically vibrant
region
and
China’s
backyard. cxxxix
Conversely for China, Myanmar offers closer
proximity to Arabian Gulf oil imports and
access to the Bay of Bengal, India’s
backyard.cxl
“Geo-economics
and

Myanmar (Burma)
In FY 2018–19, Myanmar was the sixth
largest Indian aid recipient at US$53.7
million, but most Indian assistance to
Myanmar are lines of credit, which are not
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credit.cxlviii According to the MEA,
“Bangladesh is the largest recipient of LOC
[lines of credit] funds from India till [sic]
date.”cxlix China’s financial influence and
geostrategic gains spur this assistance to
Bangladesh.cl
Financial motives. Prior to the BRI’s
announcement in 2013, India’s aid to
Bangladesh was US$40.2 million . cli But in
FY 2013–14, India aid increased to US$86.4
million.clii Since, Indian grants and loans
have decreased as India has extended more
LOCs to Bangladesh. cliii In research on Indian
foreign aid flows, Anastasiya Nemova finds
that Indian aid to Bangladesh responds to
China’s actions with Bangladesh: “A certain
correlation is discovered between aid flows
[from India to Bangladesh] and the state of
bilateral relations. China’s growing interest is
seen as one of [sic] additional factors, which
cause India to increase volumes of its aid to
the neighboring countries, including
Bangladesh.”cliv In short, India’s assistance to
Bangladesh responds to China’s entreaties.
India’s reactive assistance is evident.
In September 2016, India’s Exim Bank
loaned Bangladesh a line of credit worth
US$2 billion—the bank’s largest line of
credit to Bangladesh at the time. clv One
month later, Chinese President Xi committed
US$21.5 billion in concessional loans to
Bangladesh.clvi Then the following year,
India more than doubled its largest line of
credit by providing Bangladesh with lines of
credit worth US$5 billion.clvii The Daily Star,
Bangladesh’s most circulated newspaper,
described India’s and China’s lending as
attempts “to one up each other in their push
for geopolitical influence.”clviii As India’s
reactive financing show, India seeks to
maintain its financial influence in
Bangladesh, and counter China’s financial
influence.
Geostrategic motives. Adjacent to the
Siliguri corridor, Bangladesh is critical
geostrategically for both India and China.

geostrategic interests of both India and China
play a crucial role in framing their policies
towards Myanmar,” writes Colonel Rajeev
Kapoor, senior fellow at the New Delhibased Centre for Land Warfare Studies. cxli
And China has made significant geostrategic
gains in Myanmar.
Via the China-Myanmar oil and gas
pipeline, a portion of Chinese oil imports
bypass the Malacca Strait, cxlii which Chinese
strategists fear India can block in a SinoIndian
conflict.cxliii
Additionally,
in
November 2018, China agreed to provide 70
percent of Myanmar’s US$1.3 billion
Kyaukpyu port project, offering China direct
access to the Bay of Bengal, which is India’s
sphere of influence. cxliv Amid China’s
geostrategic gains, India seeks to increase its
geostrategic presence in Myanmar and
Southeast Asia, and counter China’s
geostrategic dominance.
Effect. Indian aid to Myanmar seeks to
counter China. In recent years, Myanmar’s
ruling class has sought to reduce China’s
leverage in Myanmar.cxlv Subsequently, top
Burmese officials have courted deeper
relations with India, including expanding
Indian aid projects.cxlvi But, while the ruling
Burmese regime will welcome Indian aid,
significant Chinese funding and broader
Sino-Burmese ties will prevent Myanmar
from altering its pro-Beijing stance.cxlvii
Nonetheless, Indian aid is growing India’s
financial influence and geostrategic gains in
Myanmar and consequently Southeast Asia.
In sum, Indian aid has buttressed India’s
attempts to establish a presence in Myanmar
and Southeast Asia, but it has not effectively
countered China.
Northeast Hedge—or Wedge: Bangladesh
Bangladesh
In FY 2018–19, Bangladesh was the eighth
largest recipient of Indian aid at almost
US$18.8 million; however, like Myanmar,
Indian aid to Bangladesh is primarily lines of
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Indian troops and materiel must transit the
narrow Siliguri corridor to access India’s
northeast states, making those states
vulnerable in a Sino-Indian conflict.
Therefore, Bangladesh can bolster or
constrain India’s northeast, and determine
those states’ fate in a conflict. If Bangladesh
is pro-Delhi, Indian military forces can transit
Bangladeshi territory and buttress India’s
northeast forces. But if Bangladesh is neutral
or Beijing-aligned, Chinese military forces
can swiftly sever India’s northeast from the
rest of India.
Bangladesh also offers China close
proximity to India and access to the Bay of
Bengal, impinging on India’s maritime
interests.clix China aims to develop and
finance Bangladeshi port infrastructure,
which expands China’s commercial
influence and power projection in the Indian
Ocean.clx India also fears that China may
outright acquire ports in Bangladesh as it did
in Sri Lanka, granting China a long-term
geostrategic presence in the region.clxi With
Bangladesh’s adjacency to the Siliguri
corridor and Bay of Bengal, India wants to
sustain its geostrategic advantage in
Bangladesh,
and
counter
China’s
geostrategic gains.
Effect. Indian aid to Bangladesh tries to
counter China. However, Bangladesh strives
to grow its relations with China. clxii Despite
this Bangladeshi sentiment and Chinese
financing commitments, India’s influence
and position in Bangladesh remain robust.
India’s pivotal role in the Indo-Pakistani War
of 1971, which resulted in the creation of
Bangladesh, continues to underpin the IndoBangladeshi relationship and will largely
hinder significant Chinese gains.clxiii
Consequently, India’s aid policy has
effectively supplemented efforts to counter
China’s financial influence and geostrategic
gains, and largely counter China in
Bangladesh.

Counterproductive Risks
Despite its effectiveness, India’s aid policy
risks being counterproductive. Currently,
many regional states want to balance and
leverage against India by growing ties with
China, and India’s foreign aid policy risks
further driving regional states to balance and
leverage against India. Specifically, India’s
overtly counter China aid policy risks
pushing regional states toward China by
reinforcing India’s bully reputation and
incentivizing relations with China. In
pushing regional states toward China, India
weakens its subcontinental hegemony and,
subsequently,
the
region
primarily
considering Indian interests. When making
policy decisions, regional states will
increasingly prioritize Beijing’s interests,
undoubtedly harming New Delhi’s interests.
Reinforcing India’s Bully Reputation
Regional states already want to balance
against India by growing ties with China. clxiv
A report by the United States Institute of
Peace notes, “To some extent, countries such
as Nepal, Sri Lanka, and Bangladesh see
engagement with China as a hedge against
Indian dominance.”clxv Therefore, India’s
foreign aid policy risks further pushing states
to balance against India by reinforcing
India’s bully reputation.
First, India’s foreign aid policy
reinforces India’s bully reputation by
affecting states’ domestic affairs. Anti-Indian
sentiment is a potent force in regional
states,clxvi and domestic populations often
perceive Indian aid as meddling. clxvii
Monalisa Adhikari writes that in Nepal,
“There is a widespread perception among the
informants in Kathmandu that Indian aid is
intended to promote India’s political interests
and undermine the sovereignty of
Nepal.”clxviii Consequently, by affecting
states’ domestic affairs, India’s foreign aid
policy reinforces India’s bully reputation.clxix
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Second, India’s foreign aid policy
reinforces India’s bully reputation by
appearing overtly self-serving. Siddharth
Chatterjee and Amal Chatterjee write,
“While foreign-born ‘natives’ imagine an
India with grand religious tradition or
Bollywood songs, to people in places like
Nepal, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka, India is a
neighborhood bully—an interfering sibling at
best and a manipulative oppressor at
worst.”clxx Many regional states view India as
a bully, and India’s aid policy reaffirms this
sentiment.
India posits altruistic reasons for its
aid, but the actual reasons are self-interest in
countering China. This self-interest was clear
when India cut fuel subsidies to Bhutan after
Bhutanese Prime Minister Thinley met with
Chinese Premier Wen. clxxi The cuts occurred
amid Bhutan’s 2013 elections, which Thinley
then lost, and India’s preferred candidate
won.clxxii By appearing overtly self-serving,
India’s foreign aid policy reinforces India’s
bully reputation.

India’s foreign aid policy incentivizes
relations with China.
Second, India’s foreign aid policy
incentivizes relations with China by
supporting questionable aid requests.
Possibly attempting to preempt Chinese aid,
India sometimes provides aid for risky and
fiscally unsound projects. India has
extricated Sri Lanka and the Maldives from
several debt problems. clxxvii And by
supporting questionable aid requests in an
effort to preempt Chinese aid, India’s foreign
aid policy incentivizes relations with China.
In sum, India’s reactionary aid policy
risks being counterproductive. It pushes
states to balance and leverage against India
by reinforcing India’s bully reputation and
incentivizing relations with China. In 2005,
Indian Foreign Secretary Shyam Saran noted,
“The challenge for our diplomacy lies in
convincing our neighbours that India is an
opportunity not a threat.”clxxviii This challenge
remains today. India needs aid principles that
advance its broader interests versus solely
countering China. In the following section, I
offer principles that India should follow in its
neighborhood aid policy.

Incentivizing Relations with China
Regional states already want to leverage
against India by growing ties with China. clxxiii
In the Maldives, “[B]y tightening relations
with another, more distant backer in China,
Male has improved its negotiating position
with a traditionally heavy-handed and
paternalistic neighbor [India].”clxxiv As a
result, India’s foreign aid policy risks further
pushing states to leverage against India by
incentivizing relations with China.
First, India’s foreign aid policy
incentivizes relations with China by clearly
countering Chinese aid. Bangladesh has
leveraged the Sino-Indian rivalry to reap
substantial aid from both India and China. clxxv
Other neighboring states like the Maldives
have also reaped financial benefits by
leveraging India-China competition.clxxvi
Hence, by clearly countering Chinese aid,

Recommendations for India
India should eschew matching China tit-fortat in foreign aid. It is financially infeasible.
Eswaran Sridharan writes, “It is tacitly
admitted that India cannot compete
quantitatively with China’s financial capacity
or turnkey project delivery capacity.”clxxix
From 2000 to 2017 in South and Central
Asia, China spent US$120 billion on
infrastructure.clxxx India simply cannot
compete at this scale. China’s excess
industrial capacity and immense financing
capabilities prevent India from matching
China’s financial efforts.clxxxi
In addition to infeasible, reactively
matching China’s aid is ineffective. When
India offers reactive aid to large Chinese aid
commitments—which may never or only
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partially manifest—India drains critical aid
resources. This reactive aid may indeed
advance India’s interests, but other aid
projects likely better advance India’s
interests. Given the infeasibility of matching
China tit-for-tat with aid, Indian aid must be
highly effective to counter China’s financial
influence and geostrategic gains. And to be
most effective, India should offer a broad
scope of recipient-centric aid based on states’
regime type.
First, Indian aid projects should
generally have a broad scope (i.e., many
high-impact, low-cost projects) and not a
high scale (i.e., few high-impact, high-cost
projects). India’s aid to Afghanistan, which
experts have called the “most effective and
focused” in Afghanistan, clxxxii offers the ideal
project scope: humanitarian assistance,
education and cultural exchanges, smallscale infrastructure projects, and select largescale infrastructure projects.clxxxiii Second,
Indian aid should be recipient-centric. When
foreign aid is recipient-centric—addressing
recipient requests, not donor desires—aid is
more
effective.clxxxiv
Recipient-centric
projects evoke goodwill among the target
population and ultimately grow the donor’s
soft power.clxxxv Lastly, Indian aid projects
should target specific populations—local
communities or ruling elite—as determined
by the recipient states’ regime type. clxxxvi In
democratic states, Indian aid should target
local communities. In nondemocratic states,
Indian aid should target the ruling elite.
With India’s democratic neighbors—
every neighbor except for Myanmar—the
target population is local communities.
Consequently, India in these states should
mainly implement humanitarian assistance,
education and cultural exchanges, and smallscale infrastructure projects.clxxxvii Local
populations especially value education
exchanges and scholarships given their
English-language component.clxxxviii These
projects engender long-term relationships

between India and the domestic populace,
who elect and influence the ruling elite.
While exchanges and food assistance fail to
garner
well-publicized
ribbon-cutting
ceremonies like dams and bridges, they grow
Indian soft power that withstands political
changes in recipient states.clxxxix
India should largely avoid large-scale
infrastructure projects in democratic states,
despite their mass employment component.
These projects often experience delays,
corruption, and environmental criticism,
which politicize the project and damage the
aid donor’s reputation. cxc Additionally,
newly-elected democratic leaders in recipient
states may renegotiate or cancel projects
approved by previous governments, also
harming the donor’s influence. Several
democratic governments have paused and
cancelled various large-scale Chinese
projects.cxci
On
the
other
hand,
with
nondemocratic Myanmar, India should
pursue projects that respond to the ruling
elite’s requests, which are indeed large-scale
infrastructure projects. Already, India is
pursuing select projects like the Kaladan
Multimodal Transit Transport Project. cxcii
These major projects ingratiate India with the
ruling elite, who hold long-term political
control and influence. Nonetheless, India
should only pursue fiscally sound projects as
authoritarian governments also bend to
public pressure. The Burmese military junta
suspended the China-funded US$3.6 billion
Myitsone dam after popular protests over its
excessive cost.cxciii
Overall, India’s aid has indeed been
broad scope and recipient-centric, ranging
from orphanages and scholarships to
currency swaps and petroleum pipelines. cxciv
In Myanmar, Indian aid includes projects for
“health, education, capacity building,
agriculture, physical connectivity, digital
connectivity,
and
post-conflict
cxcv
reconstruction.”
Such a broad scope of
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neighbours in India’s foreign policy stems
from the clear understanding that a peaceful
periphery is essential for India to achieve her
multifarious developmental goals.”cxcvi If
India wants to maintain its subcontinental
hegemony, it needs to counter China’s
financial influence and geostrategic gains in
the region. But if India wants to co-opt
instead of coerce its neighbors to counter
China, India must consider its neighbors’
interests. As Atal Bihari Vajpayee, former
Indian prime minister, said, “Friends can be
changed, but not neighbours.”cxcvii So in
conclusion, if Indian aid co-opts its
neighbors’ interests, India can more
effectively counter China—and maintain its
neighborhood hegemony.

recipient-centric aid is effective. However,
India can better target specific populations
based on the recipient states’ regime type.
India should offer more humanitarian
assistance, education and cultural exchanges,
and small-scale infrastructure projects with
democratic states, and more select large-scale
infrastructure projects with nondemocratic
states. Broad scope, recipient-centric aid
based on regime type is the most effective aid
to counter China in the neighborhood.
Conclusion: Friends Are Fleeting,
Neighbors Are Forever
Established and emerging powers use soft
power tools like foreign aid to protect and
advance their interests. Today as an emerging
power, India has joined the emerging donor
ranks and become a leader of South-South
Cooperation. Ostensibly prioritizing regional
development, India instead uses aid to
advance its India Neighborhood First foreign
policy. Specifically, India uses its aid to
counter China’s financial influence and
geostrategic gains in the neighborhood. For
regional states, such a clear disconnect
between aid rhetoric and reality reinforces
India’s bully reputation and incentivizes
relations with China. Consequently, India’s
overtly counter China aid policy risks
pushing regional states toward China.
If India indeed seeks to counter China
with foreign aid, it should offer a broad scope
of recipient-centric aid based on states’
regime type. This aid will be the most
effective
in
strengthening
India’s
neighborhood
relationships,
ultimately
helping counter China’s financial influence
and geostrategic gains in the region.
However, if New Delhi tries to match every
Chinese financial effort in the neighborhood,
not only will India’s aid policy be infeasible
and ineffective, but the neighborhood will
move toward Beijing.
The MEA states, “India gives highest
priority to her neighbours. This centrality of
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The Destructive Potential of Cyber Capabilities in the Hands of Islamist Terrorist
Actors
Henrique Wajcberg and Ido Wulkan (R.A)
This article reviews factors adding to the offensive advantage of cyberspace for terrorist actors.
While states and organizations have taken considerable measures to better defend against cyber
threats, the article posits that the offense in the cyber domain remains more advantageous due to
the unique agenda of terrorist actors, the growing ubiquity and sophistication of cyber
capabilities, nation-state sponsorship, and the inherent vulnerability of critical infrastructure. The
article concludes by providing recommendations for better defending against this evolving threat
based on a strategy of deterrence by denial.
I. INTRODUCTION
The following article discusses the threat of a
terrorist Cyber Kinetic Attack (CKA). A
CKA is a cyber-attack resulting in physical
damage. It can be achieved by attacking
information systems which control, regulate
and supervise physical processes, otherwise
referred to as Operational Technology (OT).
The article reviews current approaches to
cyberterrorism that have persisted since the
term was coined in the 1980s. One sees
cyberterrorism skeptically, assessing the
scenario to be unrealistic. Another one is
rather alarmist, and far more convinced of the
inevitability of a cyberterrorist attack. In
between, a middle ground approach that this
article aims to support, acknowledges the
inherent advantage this emerging domain of
warfare has to offer to terrorist actors, while
admitting that a CKA remains a technically
challenging task. Therefore, while a terrorist
CKA is far from inevitable, it is more likely
than the skeptics tend to present, especially
given the current offense-dominant state of
cybersecurity.

that the defense in cyberspace still lags
behind the offense due to under-regulation,
lack of adherence to current legislation, and
the inherent high cost to deploying
innovative
cybersecurity
technology,
available mostly to wealthy corporations.
On the offensive side, the article will review
formerly less discussed factors and
developments which, the article posits,
increase the likelihood of a CKA being
realized by terrorist organizations. To that
end, the article focuses on Islamist terror as a
use case, since literature and empiric
evidence on the issue are relatively ample.
The article’s findings and recommendations,
however, are applicable to cyberterrorism in
general. First, the research claims that
terrorist organizations are likely to embrace
modern elements and technology as long as
they serve their agenda. The newer
generation of Gen Z recruits (those born
between 1997 and 2012), would likely
expedite terrorist organizations’ embrace of
new technologies. Moreover, state-supported
terrorist organizations are likely to receive
advanced capabilities from their sponsoring
state, further enabling them to conduct the
more challenging task of targeting critical
infrastructure. However, these states have
their own regional interests which might
cause them to restrain these terrorist
organizations from using newly acquired
capabilities for CKA. Conversely, non-

On the defensive side, numerous efforts at
various levels have been implemented to
prevent and mitigate cyberattacks. These
include legislation at the federal and state
levels, international cooperation on issues of
cybersecurity, and the development of
advanced cybersecurity products and
technologies. However, the research finds
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sponsored terrorist organizations are likely to
be less restrained by such considerations.

across two main axes, axis X being Impact
and axis Y being Capability.

In addition, the leaking of powerful,
advanced and superior cyber capabilities of
nation state actors into cyberspace will likely
assist terrorist organizations by providing
them with advanced malware and techniques
to be used in attacks against Industrial
Control Systems (ICS). Furthermore, as
proven in recent years, OT environments are
more susceptible to cyberattacks than often
perceived due to their connectivity to the
internet since the isolation of OT
environments through airgaps does not
provide foolproof protection. In a sense, OT
environments are even more vulnerable than
IT environments since they often implement
legacy systems that are difficult to patch and
maintain.

Espionage, aimed at stealing confidential or
proprietary data, would require high levels of
proficiency and resources. Perpetrators
would mostly aim to refrain from being
detected, and therefore direct impact would
be kept to a minimum. Recruitment,
propaganda and leaking are all low-capability
activities as they require limited technical
proficiency and resources and often make use
of readily available popular online platforms.
Propaganda and leaking are often aimed at a
wider audience and entail a direct or indirect
call for action. They could, therefore, be
categorized as a high-impact low-capability
activity. Recruitment is conducted on an
interpersonal basisi and is therefore
categorized as a low-impact low-capability
activity. Denial of Service is a type of attack
meant to render a service or network
unavailable, often by overburdening its
resources with traffic. It is an activity which
ranges in its impact and the capability
required for proper execution. Since its
impact is restricted to online services, it is
categorized as a medium-capability mediumimpact activity.

In our opinion, while a major cyberterrorist
attack is far from inevitable, there is room to
take the threat seriously, especially given the
increasing connectivity brought upon by
Internet of Things (IoT), cloud computing
and 5G, as well as the leaking of high-end
cyber capabilities by nation-state actors.
Unlike state actors, a terrorist organization
might attack at anytime, anywhere,
disregarding international norms and
unconstrained by interests of national
security and diplomacy. The threat therefore
calls for a broader mitigating approach to
strengthen the security and resiliency of
critical networks nationwide and at the local
level.

CKA is a high impact- high capability cyber
activity. It is defined as the infliction of
material damage by cyber means. It can be
achieved by attacking Industrial Control
Systems (ICS), comprising an environment
referred to as Operation Technology (OT).
The execution of CKA is considered a more
challenging task than targeting more
common information technology systems.
That is because OT networks are often
isolated, their architecture and systems more
heterogeneous and proprietary. ii Therefore,
attackers are often required to conduct a twostage campaign, the first aimed at infiltrating
a targeted network in order to collect
information on the specifications of an

II. REVIEW AND
SUGGESTED
TAXONOMY
Based on extensive existing public literature
on cyber activity, the following research
categorizes malicious cyber activity based on
the purpose for which it is employed:
espionage,
sabotage,
recruitment,
propaganda, denial-of-service (DoS) and
leaking. These could be largely distributed
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organization’s OT and mapping potential
routes to access it. During the second phase,
an attacker would make use of the collected
information to develop and test offensive

terrorist organization, increases the utility
expected from a cyberterrorist attack and
lowers the bar for success in the eyes of a
prospective attacker.
Capability

CKA
Espionage
DDoS
Impact

Propaganda
Recruitment
capabilities against the OT environment, and
eventually execute the attack using the
developed capabilities. The resulting effect
per CKA is nuanced, ranging from minor
compromises to the ICS security, to
persistent access allowing for recurring
attacks against the targeted ICS. iii

III. CURRENT APPROACHES TO
CYBER TERRORISM
Views on a terrorist CKA’s feasibility can be
categorized into three broad groups: skeptics,
alarmists and middle grounders. Skeptics
focus on the fact that to date there has been
no substantial cyber-destructive attack by
non-state actors successfully damaging
critical infrastructure. The skeptics attribute
this to the high cost of carrying out a
successful CKA, which they expect will
persist to outweigh its utility: the
technological complexity required to execute
such a campaign, the required time and
manpower and difficulty of attribution - all
contribute to the endeavor being nonappealing to prospective cyberterrorists.vii
Alarmists, on the other side, have been
warning of a “Cyber 9/11” for years, often
referring to some of cyberspaces’ inherent
offensive advantages such as the anonymity
it offers, the relatively low costs of entry and
its potential reach to a variety of targets
remotely.viii Middle grounders posit that
while the fear of a CKA is exaggerated given
its complexity of execution, cyberspace
remains an attractive domain for terrorists
due its above listed advantages.ix

While various definitions exist for the term
“terrorism”, the distinction of the
phenomenon from other forms of warfare
entails the aspiration for political change,
achieved by violence or the threat of violence
deliberately targeted at civilians, while
designed to instill widespread fear and “farreaching
psychological
effects”. iv
Psychologically, cyberterrorism combines
two major fears of modern times: fear of
random violence and fear of the increasingly
pervasive computer technology. By itself, the
anxiety that the notion arouses among
societies may generate a notable impact,
referred to as “Cyberterrorism Angst.” v
Recent surveys affirming the notion of
Cyberterrorism Angst, have shown that the
risk of a terrorist CKA is perceived as
significant by the public, in spite of the fact
that it has yet to fully materialize. vi This
increased perception of threat, derived from
the mere association of an attack with a
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These approaches could be applied to a much
broader discourse concerning the offensedefense balance in cyberspace. The offense
has the advantage when technological
developments and other conditions favor it
and make it easier or more potent. Where
technological advancements enhance the
defense and make an attack more
challenging, the defense has the advantage. x
The skeptics would claim that in the cyber
domain, the immense cost of executing a
CKA would render such an attack not
worthwhile in the eyes of a terrorist actor.
The alarmists would argue the contrary: that
the cyber domain holds an inherent offensive
advantage for a prospective attacker.

democratic norms
restraints.xvii

and

constitutional

IV. THE CURRENT STATE OF CYBER
DEFENSE
Since the emergence of the internet and its
worldwide spread, significant cyber incidents
have gained the ever-increasing attention of
policy makers. The threat posed by cyber
operations to national security, research and
innovation, law enforcement and the
financial sector,xviii has led to the adoption of
multi-layered approaches to bolster cyber
defensive efforts. In the U.S., defense has
been bolstered by legislation both at the
federalxix and state levels, to set regulatory
standards for the protection of government
networks and sectors designated as critical. xx
Presidential executive orders increased the
cooperation between the public and private
sectors, while setting professional standards
for network architecture and defense, as well
as the detection, remediation and recovery
from cyber incidents.xxi

CKA’s appeal in the eyes of terrorist actors
would likely be affected by the fact that in the
past two decades following 9/11, the
execution of physical terrorist attacks has
increasingly become more challenging.
States have bolstered their defensive
capabilities against terrorist activity, using
rapid technological advancements. Vast
databases consisting of personal records, data
and communications are collected and kept
by security agencies and cross-referenced to
detect early signs and preliminary patterns
for suspicious activity.xi International
cooperation between governments has
become much stronger.xii Airlines and
security agencies cooperate in monitoring
suspicious persons and providing alerts.xiii
Checkpoints in border crossings and airports
allow for tight monitoring and screening of
cross-border movement of people and
goods.xiv Biometrics and facial recognition
technology
allow
for
the
unique
identification and authentication of people. xv
These are enhanced greatly by strong
computing power and advanced algorithms
that allowxvi for their use in real-time.
Extensive legislation has allowed for the
utilization of such means subject to

Technological advancements have also
enhanced
defensive
capabilities
in
cyberspace, providing organizations with a
wide range of solutions for the detection and
mitigation of threats on networks, hosts and
mobile devices. Major tech companies have
improved their processes for detecting and
patching vulnerabilities in their products. At
times, these successfully led to a significant
decline in several prominent types of
malicious activity or the abuse of certain
attack vectors, such as DDoSxxii and Exploit
Kits.xxiii
Another field in which cyber defense has
progressed is international cooperation. Since
the early 2000s, states have increasingly
engaged in diplomatic efforts to devise
norms, rules, and standards for conduct in
cyberspace. These cover a wide range of
issues, including law enforcement, internet
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governance and cyber-weaponry. These
efforts are still carried on in multilateral
bodies such as the UN and EU, as well as bilateral and non-governmental organizations.
Some agreements have already been reached
and adopted internationally, such as the 2015
UN Group of Governmental Experts (GGE)
report calling for states to avoid targeting
critical infrastructure, xxiv the Budapest
Convention to counter cybercrime, ratified
by 64 countries worldwide, xxv or the 2018
Paris Call for Trust and Security in
Cyberspace,
calling
for
increased
international cooperation in the face of a
diverse cyber threat landscape. xxvi

security measures since the costs of
implementing cybersecurity protections must
be recovered through electric rates to
customers.xxx In short, while legislation and
policy have come a long way in addressing
cyber threats, their implementation lags
behind, in part due to under-regulation. xxxi
In
addition,
while
cyber-defensive
technology
has
seen
impressive
advancement, its adoption and proper
implementation remain challenging for small
to average size organizations. Today, major
corporations worldwide increasingly invest
in cybersecurity, hiring hundreds of security
professionals to maintain a state-of-the-art
security array. However, this costly endeavor
is beyond the financial reach of many
companies. xxxii

However, recent reports indicate that defense
still fails to keep up with the offense in the
cyber arena. For example, a Senate
Homeland Security and Governmental
Affairs Subcommittee on Investigation report
from June 2019 found that some of the largest
federal agencies have failed to act on internal
cybersecurity audits dating back multiple
years. The report's underlying finding is that
these agencies do not adhere to metrics found
in the FISMA legislation, meant to ensure the
cybersecurity of federal agencies.xxvii
Another report published by the US
Government Accountability Office (GAO) in
August 2019 reviews failures in the
protection of the electrical grid. The report
lists several deficiencies in FERC’s approved
regulatory standards (FERC, the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission, is the US
grid's regulatory organization), compared to
the widely accepted NIST framework.xxviii
The report further stated that FERC's
regulations only apply to 20% of electrical
grid facilities in the U.S. that manufacture
more than 1500 megawatt. Thus, FERC's
threshold does not provide proper mitigation
to the risk of a geographically distributed
attack against several smaller facilities. xxix
The report also stated that electricity
companies are reluctant to invest in costly

V. ARGUMENTS FOR THE OFFENSE
1. Terrorist
organizations
have
increasingly adopted cyber platforms
to advance their agenda, which
centers around generating widespread
fear to achieve political goals.
While far from showing anything close to
state-level cyber capabilities, various terrorist
organizations have begun developing cyber
capabilities. Hamas, for example, perpetrated
a campaign successfully targeting hundreds
of IDF soldiers serving near the Gaza border.
Through
spreading
fake
Android
applications, the organization managed to
gain control over the soldiers’ phones, track
their movements and collect footage from
within army bases next to the border. The
organization had also set up an elaborate
array of social media profiles to lure soldiers
into installing the apps.xxxiii In May 2019,
during a round of escalation between Israel
and Hamas, the Israeli Air Force announced
the bombing of Hamas’ cyber headquarters in
the Gaza Strip. The IDF announced that
Hamas had been developing offensive cyber
capabilities within the Gaza Strip, and was
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actively preparing to target Israeli sites. In
spite of the operation’s vague description,
this is the first known kinetic response by a
state to an attempted cyber offense, a fact
which has raised significant interest
worldwide.xxxiv In October 2020, Western
intelligence officials claimed in a report by
the London Times that Hamas operates an
undeclared office for counterintelligence and
cyber operations in Istanbul. The office is
affiliated with Hamas’ military wing and
from it, the organization carries out
campaigns against its enemies, including the
Palestinian Authority. xxxv

interest, albeit lesser capability, in
perpetrating cyberattacks. The two major
global Jihadi organizations have to some
extent affiliates in the cyber domain. ISIS’s
cyber operations have so far been conducted
by several groups that in 2016 united under
the name United Cyber Caliphate, which
included: Islamic Cyber Army, Cyber
Caliphate Army, Ghost Caliphate Section,
Sons of the Caliphate Army, and
Kalashnikov E-Security. The groups’ activity
mostly involved defacement of websites,
hacking of social media accounts, spreading
propaganda, encouraging individuals to
conduct “lone wolf” attacks, and recruiting
members to the organization’s ranks.xxxviii
The group was reportedly founded by Junaid
Hussain, though these claims are disputed by
some. Hussain was also reported to have
leaked the personal details of thousands of
American soldiers and government workers.
He was alleged to have been developing a
custom spying tool for ISIS. Hussain was
killed by a US drone strike in August 2015
and was one of the highest-ranking ISIS
members on the Pentagon’s hit list. xxxix Out
of the myriad organizations that make up
United Cyber Caliphate, the Islamic Cyber
Army has shown specific interest in
researching and targeting power grids.
However, so far, the organization has shown
little capability to actually carry out such an
attack. It has rather shared information about
power grid ICS online.xl

Hezbollah has also reportedly built notable
cyber capabilities, reaching back as early as
the organization’s 2006 war against Israel,
when its hijacked communication portals of
cable companies and web-hosting services
worldwide to spread propaganda, recruit new
members
and
facilitate
donations
internationally. xxxvi Since then, Hezbollah’s
capabilities have reportedly advanced
significantly. In 2015, Israeli cybersecurity
company Checkpoint published a report on
an elaborate and persistent cyber-espionage
campaign originating in Lebanon, dubbed
“Volatile Cedar”. The campaign targeted
military suppliers, telecom companies, media
outlets and universities in Israel, Lebanon,
Saudi Arabia, the U.S., UK and Canada,
among others. The campaign made use of a
signature malware dubbed “Explosive”,
which had not been detected by common
antivirus solutions. While attribution is not
definite, the campaign’s infrastructure, its
targeting and the malware’s code is highly
indicative of it being perpetrated by
Hezbollah. The campaign has shown
significant evolution in the organization’s
cyber capabilities, attributed in part to Iranian
assistance.xxxvii

Al Qaeda has also shown considerable
interest not only in the development of cyber
capabilities but also in their use for targeting
American critical infrastructure. According
to Richard Clarke, a former advisor for the
White House on Cybersecurity, alongside
very basic off-the-shelf malware found on Al
Qaeda computers back in the early 2000s,
were also indications that the organization
had been conducting online reconnaissance
against US critical infrastructure. xli To date,

In the realm of global Jihad, terrorist
organizations have also expressed a keen
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two hacking groups are loosely affiliated
with Al Qaeda: Al Qaeda Alliance Online
and Al Qaeda Electronic (AQE). The groups
are reported to have been involved in website
defacement, DoS attacks, and data breaches.
Their current capability level, like that of
ISIS’ affiliated groups, is assessed to be very
basic.xlii The above examples showcase an
already existing trend of terrorist
organizations of various types increasingly
adopting the use of cyber tools to advance
their goals and agenda.

attributed to Hezbollah, shows signs of
Iranian guidance. On one of the servers
compromised
during
the
campaign,
researchers found malicious code that
indicates the direct involvement of a member
in the Iranian ITSec Team. xlv The Iranian
private company has been reported by the US
authorities to act on behalf of the IRGC while
engaging in offensive malicious activity
against targets worldwide. xlvi It is also
alleged that the IRGC-Quds Force Cyber
Division has trained Hezbollah, facilitating
its emergence into cyberspace. xlvii

2. State sponsorship enhances a terrorist
organization’s capabilities while
limiting its autonomy
To date, there appears to lack a clear
distinction
in
cyberterrorism-skeptic
literature between different types of terrorist
organizations, namely those sponsored by a
nation-state and those that are independent of
state-sponsorship. Such sponsorship or lack
thereof plays a crucial role in determining the
capabilities, considerations and conduct of
terrorist actors. While state-sponsored
organizations might receive advanced cyber
capabilities from their sponsor, these would
come with limitations on their conduct based
on geopolitical considerations. Independent
organizations would often have inferior
capabilities, yet they would enjoy greater
freedom in their conduct. State sponsorship,
in short, would advance a terrorist
organization’s capability to target OT and
critical infrastructure.

Another example can be found in the
activities of the Syrian Electronic Army
(SEA), a group of hackers that has been
operating in support of the Assad regime
since 2011. The group’s significant
improvement over the course of the past
decade was attributed by US officials to
training and support provided by the Iranian
regime, along with direct guidance towards
actions that would benefit Tehran’s
geopolitical interests.xlviii Shared advanced
capabilities might, potentially, include
malware or TTPs that enable the targeting of
critical infrastructure.
While state-sponsorship provides terrorist
organizations
with
more
advanced
capabilities, these would come at the cost of
independence. Conversely, non-sponsored
organizations would typically enjoy lesser
capabilities, but enjoy an offensive advantage
in the form of autonomy and freedom of
action. These would translate to far greater
independence when choosing the target, and
location of an attack.

State sponsorship enhances the capability of
terrorist organizations by providing them
with state-level capabilities. For example,
Iran has been reported to transfer cyber
capabilities to Hezbollah in the past xliii, as
could be evident in code similarities found in
malware used by Hezbollah and the Iranianbacked APT dubbed Magic Kitten. xliv In
addition, according to estimates by
Checkpoint, the Volatile Cedar campaign,

3. Nation state-level capabilities trickle
down out of state control into the
hands of common cyber adversaries.
The targeting of ICS and OT environments is
becoming easier over time due to the
exposure of high-profile nation-state
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campaigns and capabilities. The past years
saw the leaking of several high-level
capabilities to the public domain. These
could then be implemented by less capable
attackers in future campaigns. One prominent
example of this trend is the Shadow Brokers’
leaking of the infamous Eternal Blue exploit,
developed by the NSA, as well as various
MOs employed by the agency. The exploit
was used in the WannaCry and NotPetya
attacks that eventually led to substantial, even
unintentional damage to ICS and OT
environments.xlix Another example for the
leaking of state-level capability that could
assist prospective attackers by lowering the
bar required to target ICS is the TRITON
malware. The malware has reportedly been
developed at a research lab sponsored by the
Russian government and is specifically
tailor-made to infect Triconex Safety
Instrumented Systems, originally for the
targeting of a Saudi oil and gas facility. These
systems serve as a failsafe mechanism
ensuring critical industrial processes are
terminated upon early signs of extreme
conditions
or
technical
difficulties.
Following its discovery, the highly
sophisticated malware was accidentally
shared online and became readily available
for download.l In an earlier example from
2012, cybercriminals were reported to copy
and implement techniques used by Stuxnet
and Flame shortly after their public exposure.
Such techniques include the use of stolen
code signing certificates to avoid detection
by antivirus solutions, and modular code that
delivers malicious code in parts, each adding
different functions to the malware. li

understanding of protocols implemented in
European electricity grids, while the 2015
attack targeted mainly HMIs (HumanMachine Interface) that are based on
common IT systems.lii Every new piece of
knowledge being generated in the field
might, therefore, trickle down to the hands of
terrorists, and be utilized against critical
infrastructure.
In addition, a growing private market for the
sale of advanced cyber-offensive capabilities
adds to the risk of such capabilities finding
their way into terrorist hands. Several
companies worldwide offer spyware for sale,
including Israel-based NSO and Cyberbit,
Italian Hacking Team, German FinFisher and
Trovicor and Emirati DarkMatter. These
platforms are sold to law enforcement
agencies as a means for lawful interception as
part of a counterterrorism and countercriminal efforts. However, past incidents
have proven that the privatization of
offensive cyber operations might lead to the
transfer of advanced capabilities to the hands
of non-state actors in general, and terrorist
actors in particular. One prominent example
is the leaking of 400 GB of proprietary
information belonging to Hacking Team in
July 2015. The leak, which was published on
WikiLeaks, contains email correspondences
between the company’s employees and
leadership, as well as exploits and tools
implemented as part of the company’s
Remote-Control System (RCS). Among
these exploits was a zero-day exploit
targeting Flash Player, which was quickly
adopted and implemented by cybercriminals
in their malicious campaigns. liii The leaked
documents have also shown that among the
company’s clients, from 2012-2014, was the
government of Sudan, a U.S.-designated state
sponsor of terrorism.liv In another incident
relating to the company, the Italian press
reported authorities suspect that the
company’s platform might have ended up in

States themselves are improving their own
knowledge and capabilities when the
targeting of OT is concerned. This has been
evident in the technical complexity of the
2016 attack against the Ukrainian electric
grid, compared to the 2015 attack. The 2016
attack has shown a much deeper
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the hands of Jihadi militants. According to
Italian prosecutors, two former employees of
the Hacking Team may have sold the
platform as well as measures to neutralize it
to a Saudi company named Saudi
Technology Development. Italian authorities
reportedly suspected that the spyware
purchase may have been ordered by Islamic
militants or by foreign military officials or
governments. lv NSO’s Pegasus platform was
also reported extensively to have been used
by governments worldwide to target political
activists and dissidents, activities the
company claims to have no knowledge of.
These claims only underline the lack of
control spyware companies’ have over the
use of their potent tools. Moreover,
prominent companies worldwide compete
over the talents and knowledge of
intelligence veterans who have worked for
prominent government agencies such as
Israel’s Unit 8200, or the US’ NSA. That
phenomenon, in fact, means that state-level
capabilities are transferred to the public
market, where their deployment is far less
controlled and supervised. lvi

ensures a basic level of technical
competence, future Gen-Z recruits could be
more easily trained to provide them with the
necessary skills for conducting a CKA.
Even when disregarding the generational
element, there already is an extraordinarily
high representation of engineers amongst
terrorists from both Islamist organizations
and the extreme-right.lviii That indicates at
least a latent potential for the development of
more advanced cyber capabilities in the
future. A more recent study of hundreds of
individuals known to have taken part in
violent Jihadist movements shows that out of
207 1960s-born Jihadists who pursued higher
education, almost half held a degree in
engineering, the majority of whom in the
fields of electric, computer and civil
engineering. lix
5. Critical systems are more accessible
and vulnerable than is commonly
assumed.
Attacks against critical infrastructure are not
as hard as is commonly assumed. The
assumption that Operational Technology
(OT), that is the technical implementation
within an industrial environment, is harder to
target, relies on two principles: security
through obscurity and air gapping. Security
through obscurity means that since the
protocols used by many ICS are proprietary
and confidential, it would be extremely
challenging for an attacker to target it with
malicious code. Air gapping means that ICS
systems are often considered to be isolated
from the internet and are therefore
inaccessible for a remote attacker. While
security through obscurity declines with time
as nation states continue to target various OT
systems, air gapping is far less efficient than
is commonly assumed. Technology is found
on all levels of an industrial environment from actuators through controllers to HMI
machines and SCADA systems, the

4. A surprisingly large representation of
engineers and the emergence of GenZ recruits are likely to expedite
development of cyber capabilities by
terrorist organizations.
Younger generations of terrorists are likely to
expedite the
entrance of terrorist
organizations to the cyber domain. The
recruitment of experts with satisfactory
technological capabilities is crucial for
terrorist organizations seeking to carry out a
cyber-attack. These potential recruits should
also have an inherent magnetism to the
ideology and religion of their recruiters.
Studies dealing with the next generation of
Salafi jihadism discovered that they have
experienced their entire lives with technology
and the internet and are therefore more
technologically savvy. lvii While this only
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impregnable. lxiv In fact, based on their vast
experience in handling the investigation of
OT-related security incidents, FireEye
researchers have come up with a “Theory of
99”, according to which 99% of affected
systems in such cases would be workstations
and servers. These operate on Windows and
Linux operating systems, that enjoy far less
obscurity than ICS. As stated above, the
trickling down of nation-state malware,
tailor-made to target specific ICS, would also
render security by obscurity irrelevant.

management and maintenance of these
systems require access to any OT
environment. This is achieved either via an
organization’s IT, a USB or even
configuration enabling direct internet access,
each of which might serve a vector to target
critical systems by a malicious attacker. lx
Security by obscurity relies on the fact that
the protocols and interfaces used by OT
systems are often proprietary, unique and
different from traditional commonly used IT
systems. The knowledge and resources
required for an attacker to target these
systems have therefore been considered to be
exclusively in the hands of advanced actors,
likely state sponsored. lxi However,
developments in the past years have
disproven the notion of security by obscurity.
Prominent incidents in the past two years
have shown that malware targeted at IT can
impact and damage OT environments as well,
due to the high dependence of OT on IT
connectivity. One such case was the Russiansponsored attack on Ukraine in 2017 dubbed
NotPetya, which resulted in substantial
damage to the operations of giant
manufacturers such as Merck and Mondelez.
lxii Another was the LockeGoga ransomware
attack against aluminum manufacturer Norsk
Hydro in March 2019. lxiii In August 2018,
Taiwan Semiconductors, the world's largest
maker of semiconductors and processors,
announced that some of its fabrication
factories have been forced to shut down due
to a WannaCry infection that spread through
thousands of its computers. The year-old
ransomware found its way to a fabrication
tool when it was upgraded using a tainted
software. The infected file had not been
scanned prior to its introduction to the OT
environment. The case stresses, once again,
the ease by which a malware, even one not
tailored for specific ICS in what appears to be
an unintended infection, could find its way to
OT networks that are often considered

The risk is amplified by the abundance of
legacy systems in a common OT
environment. Many industrial environments
contain systems with decades-long lifespans,
that organizations are reluctant to replace.
These systems are often hard, if not
impossible, to patch against newly
discovered vulnerabilities. lxv Even if a patch
is readily available, organizations would
often avoid taking OT systems offline to
patch them, especially if they are critical
systems, in order to maintain business and
process continuitylxvi
Another vector that might ease the access of
terrorist
organizations
to
critical
infrastructure and information systems is the
use of insiders who work within a targeted
organization or one of its suppliers. An
insider is commonly defined as an employee,
partner or contractor who abuses their
authorized access to an organization’s
network to damage the confidentiality,
integrity or availability of its content,
services or operations. Insiders operate
across all industries and are often motivated
by greed or grievance towards their
workplace.lxvii
Examples
of
insider
cybersecurity incidents involving industrial
environments are plentiful. One such famous
incident occurred in the early 2000s and
involved a disgruntled former sub-contractor
who abused his deep knowledge of a sewage
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system in Queensland Australia to release
800,000 liters of raw sewage into parks,
rivers and other properties. lxviii In another
case, an oil exploration company hired a
temporary consultant to assist in setting up
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) system to monitor offshore
platforms and alert on pipeline leaks. Having
been rejected from permanent employment,
he abused his access to the network in order
to plant malware that disabled the SCADA
system. Likewise, an electrical supervisor
developing applications for SCADA systems
used by the water industry installed malware
on a water facility’s critical system,
damaging its SCADA system. lxix

potential targets online, looking for an
electricity company with a sizable attack
surface. They would also use LinkedIn or
other open-source networks to collect
information on key employees with access to
critical systems. Using search engines, the
attackers find an unpatched internet-facing
server or even a misconfigured system found
in the OT environment itself. Alternatively,
they might be able to use an insider working
at the facility in order to gain initial entry to
the OT environment, without risking
detection by the many defense systems
guarding the perimeter such as firewalls,
intrusion detection systems and antivirus.
They deliver a remote access tool, map the
targeted network to find additional systems to
infect, and steal the credentials of employees,
used to remotely control the industrial
systems. When the time comes, the attackers
execute their malware, which spreads across
both IT and OT environments, rendering the
systems unusable and manipulating the HMI
interface to sabotage the ICS’s regular
function. In this scenario, the attackers did
not even have to develop a dedicated
malware, tailor-made for specific ICS, but
rather abused the mostly Windows/Unix
based systems that are commonly deployed
in an OT’s supervisory control layer. Such
IT-targeted attacks have proven themselves
effective in shutting down critical
infrastructure in the Ukraine 2015 attack, as
well as numerous ransomware attacks since,
causing outages lasting from a few hours to
several days. While considerable planning
would typically be required for conducting
such a campaign, it does not require much
sophistication, nor is it costly.

Terrorist organizations are well aware of the
advantages gained by utilizing insiders and
have done so many times in the past. In one
reported case from 2015, a sergeant in the
Dutch Air Force defected to join the ranks of
ISIS, while holding information on
proprietary computer systems of the Apache
attack helicopters. lxx In another more recent
incident, confidential email accounts of the
Saudi embassy in the Netherland were
breached by a Saudi employee affiliated with
ISIS. lxxiIn 2015, a bomb took down MetroJet
flight 9268 leaving Sharm el- Sheikh Airport
in Egypt. An investigation suggested that the
airplane was destroyed by an explosive
device estimated to have been smuggled in by
an insider working at the airport, whose
cousin has been an ISIS fighter in Syria.
Another similar attack took place in
Mogadishu in 2016. The suspected bomber in
the attack, later claimed by al-Shabaab, used
a laptop-like device smuggled in by at least
one airport employee. lxxii

The latest ransomware campaign targeting
Colonial Pipeline underlines the vulnerability
of highly sensitive critical infrastructure to
cyber-attacks.lxxiii In that case, attackers were
reportedly motivated by the prospects of
monetary gains, yet an ideologically

To sum up our arguments for the cyber
offense consider the following scenario, in
which a terrorist organization employs
several of the above-listed vectors and tools:
First, the terrorist group would search for
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motivated actor might just as well be capable
of carrying out a destructive attack.

propaganda network, while imposing
high costs on the group’s online
activity. lxxiv It is crucial when
engaging in forward operations to
preserve the confidentiality of
delicate advanced cyber capabilities
employed by the U.S government so
as not to risk further leaking of
nation-state capabilities.
● States must overcome the difficulties
of cooperation and work together
diligently as they do today to thwart
physical terrorist attacks. Global
internet infrastructures such as
routers, servers, data clouds and data
centers might potentially be exploited
by terrorist organizations. Such
infrastructure might be utilized for
reconnaissance,
command
and
control, malware distribution, and
other malicious activities as part of a
CKA’s kill-chain. This infrastructure
and the finances enabling it, are
dispersed across various territories
and under diverse regional laws and
jurisdiction. When it comes to CKA
conducted by terrorist organizations,
cooperation among countries is a
crucial
foundation
for
counterterrorism. The orchestration
of international efforts to combat
cyber terrorist efforts would therefore
require both multilateralism as well as
the maintenance of US capacity to
carry out operations to defend
forward against this threat. This
stresses the importance of active
engagement by the U.S. in diplomatic
efforts to reach an agreement on
international norms in cyberspace
within the already established
UNGGE and the Open-Ended
Working Group (OEWG) as well as
the UN General Assembly’s Third
Committee. lxxv As sentiments of
isolationism are on the rise

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS
In order to counter the threat of a CKA, a
strategy of deterrence by denial is
recommend. Terrorist organizations should
be deterred from stepping into cyber-warfare
by constantly thwarting their intentions.
● The idea of counterterrorism in the
offensive dimension, otherwise
known as “Defending Forward,” is to
precede the adversary by monitoring
its
intentions
and
agenda,
undermining its infrastructure and its
means, and pursuing its people and
leadership. The ability to prevent a
terrorist attack is based on a variety of
sources and high-quality intelligence,
including
Human
Intelligence
(HUMINT), Signal Intelligence
(SIGINT) and cyber operations. Past
operations,
fully
or partially
attributed to CYBERCOM and the
NSA, have already showcased the
potential in this approach. One
example for such operations can be
found
in
operation
Glowing
Symphony, run by a joint task force
headed by then head of CYBERCOM
Nakasone. It was carried out from
2016 to 2017 in support of Coalition
efforts against ISIS strongholds in
Iraq and Syria, while disrupting
networks used by the organization
globally
for
distribution
of
propaganda. The joint task force
actively
targeted
networks,
computers, and mobile devices used
by members of the organization,
while collecting information on its
activity.
According
to
CYBERCOM’s own assessment, the
operation
was
successful
in
disrupting the terrorist organization’s
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Executive Order 13636 as “critical
infrastructure at greatest risk of
attacks that could reasonably result in
catastrophic regional or national
effects on public health or safety,
economic security, or national
security.”lxxviii
The
proposed
legislation should properly define the
responsibilities and privileges of
these systems’ owners and operators,
while prioritizing efforts to secure
them among a much broader array of
critical infrastructure systems and
networks.lxxix The report also lists
several
recommendations
for
enhancing intelligence sharing and
interagency support to private sector
organizations. These would ease
liability concerns for sharing
information, shorten the timeframe
for intelligence sharing, and enable
tighter
cooperation
between
additional intelligence agencies and
private sector organizations.lxxx In
addition,
the
Commission
recommended that Congress establish
a “Joint Collaborative Environment,”
a cloud based, classified and
unclassified information sharing
system.lxxxi The Commission also
recommended that the executive
branch establish a Joint Cyber
Planning Cell to coordinate public
and private sector efforts to prepare
for- and respond to- significant cyber
incidents
by
nation
state
lxxxii
attackers.
Such collaborations
would also present some risks. First,
there is the risk of groupthink that
might lead to misperceptions and
faulty decision making. Second, a
collaborative environment increases
the attack surface of both government
and private entities. Stringent security
standards should be adhered to in
order to mitigate that risk.

worldwide, it is especially important
that
the
U.S.
commits
to
multilateralism and international
cooperation. Emphasis should be put
on enhancing mechanisms for timely
sharing of threat intelligence,
provision of internationally dispersed
digital evidence, and coordination of
investigative/persecutory efforts. In
order to limit the distribution and
exposure of nation-state capabilities,
the U.S. should also emphasize as
part of its diplomatic efforts the
importance
of
discriminatory
targeting in cyberspace, building on
an already existing consensus on the
issue, reached in 2015 by the UN
Group of Governmental Experts
(GGE).lxxvi The U.S. can build on its
rich experience in legal oversight of
cyber operations lxxvii to promote clear
standards, guidelines, and procedures
for implementing the principle of
discriminatory targeting within the
development stage of cyberweaponry.
While
today’s
international arena is torn by greatpower competition, there still remain
those areas of shared interest where
the U.S can prioritize its efforts.
● Tightening cooperation between the
public and private sectors is crucial in
defending a substantial portion of
critical information systems that are
operated by private entities. Several
recommendations are listed in the
Cyberspace Solarium Commission
Report, which if implemented, would
contribute substantially to the U.S.
Government’s ability to defend and
support private entities operating
critical
systems.
One
recommendation includes legislation
to
codify
the
concept
of
“Systemically Important Critical
Infrastructure,”
described
in
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● Narrowing the gap between the
cybersecurity of large corporate-level
organizations to small and medium
organizations could prove to be
crucial
in
securing
critical
infrastructure. In addition to the
already ongoing initiatives to provide
intelligence and best practices to key
industries, policymakers should
consider ways to provide smaller and
medium organizations with access to
innovative cybersecurity technology
solutions that are currently mostly
accessible to major corporations. This
is highly relevant to the protection of
critical infrastructure, since a major
portion of that infrastructure is not
operated by a national network, but
rather by local and at times privatelyowned distributors. These smaller
businesses might be targeted in an
orchestrated,
geographically
distributed attack. Lacking trained
personnel and security solutions,
smaller organizations would not be
able to maintain visibility throughout
their networks, hindering the early
detection and mitigation of threats
and risks. One solution suggested in
the Cyberspace Solarium Report, is to
establish a national cybersecurity
assistance fund. Based on this
recommendation, private and public
entities would be able to apply for
grants to fund projects, solutions and
programs that mitigate critical risks
for which market forces do not
provide
adequate
mitigating
solutions. The funds would be
administered by Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) and
directed by the Cybersecurity and
Infrastructure
Security
Agency
(CISA) in coordination with sector
specific agencies. lxxxiii The report
later lists recommendations for

government-directed
efforts
of
recovery and continuity planning,
focusing on national-level sector
mechanisms such as the bulk power
distribution
system.
The
recommendation
focuses
on
identifying areas of investment to
allow for increased resilience and
contingency planning - such as
examining the potential installation of
alternative analogue systems to be
used in case of emergency. Given that
the majority of critical infrastructure
networks are managed locally and
often privately, similar efforts should
be made on the state and local levels
to ensure that areas of investment for
resilience and continuity are
identified. lxxxiv
Recent reports on the efficiency of federal
legislation and policy in protecting critical
infrastructure and government networks
indicate that such efforts are hindered by poor
budgetary incentive and under-regulation.
Government agencies are budgetarily
undermotivated to invest in modernizing
their IT infrastructure and remain reliant on
legacy systems. When it comes to regulation,
FERC regulates less than 20% of grid owners
and sets the regulatory bar at an output of
1500 Megawatt per facility. lxxxvThat is an
example for how US federal structure results
in
the
disaggregation
of
critical
infrastructure. Smaller facilities, therefore,
serve a likely target for an attack. At the state
level, there is a need to standardize the
processes and regulations by the Public
Utility Commissions (PUC), which vary
dramatically from state to state. Government
agencies should be encouraged to modernize
their IT infrastructure and pivot away from
legacy systems. Any legislation should
include
procedures
and
oversight
mechanisms that ensure that it remains
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relevant and effective in the face an everchanging technological landscape.

Alongside the efficiency and ease enabled by
an increasingly connected world, there exists
the risk that the progress achieved in recent
decades will be abused by actors who have
little regard for international norms and
accountability. The above recommendations
represent a holistic approach, incorporating
the use of US cyber and intelligence
capabilities alongside multilateralism as well
as increased government support for
bolstering the resilience and security of small
or medium organizations operating critical
infrastructure. Combined, these can prepare
the U.S to meet this threat, which, while often
underestimated, can strike at any time,
anywhere.

VII. CONCLUSION
This research reviewed two opposing ends to
the discussion on cyberterrorism, one being
the “skeptics” and the other being the
“alarmists”. The article posits that both of
these extremes fail to accurately assess the
threat and its feasibility. Through the
examination of several criteria pertaining to
terrorist actors in the cyber domain, the
research supports a middle-ground approach
that sees the risk of a CKA by terrorist actors
as increasingly likely, even if not imminent.
These include the growing adoption of cyber
capabilities by terrorist actors, the transfer of
high-end capabilities from sponsor states, the
growing market for private cyber offensive
weapons and expertise, a surprisingly high
representation of engineers amongst extreme
right and Islamist terrorist groups, the
trickling down of state-level capabilities, use
of insiders, and inherent features of OT
environments that render them more
susceptible to cyberattacks than is commonly
assumed.
While non-state actors still enjoy far lesser
capabilities than state actors, the article
claims that the scenario of a terrorist CKA
against critical infrastructure is becoming
more likely. The research has reviewed
recent developments both for the offense and
the defense in cyberspace. While notable
achievements have been made that contribute
to defensive capabilities on the legislative,
regulatory, and technological levels, the
defense still lags behind in terms of
regulation and development. In addition,
small to medium organizations often cannot
afford costly cutting edge cyber security
technology.
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Parrying the Proxy Payroll: An Analysis of Iranian Expenditures on Proxy Networks and the
Effects of US Counter-Proxy Sanctions
Josh Chang
This paper seeks to provide an overview of Iran’s financial support to its proxies in the Middle
East and evaluate the effects of US sanctions on this proxy network. While the U.S. has typically
countered Iran’s proxies through traditional military measures like counterinsurgency, such
operations can incur costs in both materiel and lives. Sanctions represent an attractive nonmilitary, low-cost method to address the proxy issue, but also contain their own limitations. This
paper finds that close to a tenth of Iran’s defense expenditures are possibly geared towards proxy
operations, amounting to 25-30% of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corp’s (IRGC) budget.
While US sanctions have drastically reduced funds available to proxies, they have not compelled
Iran to end its support for these groups due to the valuable role they play in Tehran’s national
security strategy. Going forward, US sanctions must be paired alongside diplomatic, military, and
intelligence tools and applied in selective ways to target Iran at key pressure points rather than
indiscriminately blanketing its economy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the inception of the Islamic Republic of
Iran in 1979, a key element of Tehran’s
foreign and national security policy has been
its network of proxies throughout the Middle
East. Iran
has
supported
militant
organizations such as Hezbollah in Lebanon,
Shia groups in Iraq and Syria, the Houthis in
Yemen, and Hamas in the Gaza Strip. i These
proxies carry out strikes on behalf of their
Iranian patron and extend Iran’s influence
throughout the region, undermining stability
and rule of law.ii They also provide Iran with
a measure of plausible deniability, and offset
its conventional military inferiority vis-à-vis
regional rivals like Israel and Saudi Arabia. iii
As a result, the U.S. has imposed a wide
range of sanctions on Iran and its proxies
since 1984 to limit Tehran’s expansionist
policies in the region.
While sanctions have significantly
affected Iran’s ability to finance its proxies
throughout the Middle East, such groups are
an indispensable component of Iran’s foreign
policy, so it is likely that Tehran will continue
to find ways to circumvent US sanctions and
maintain financial lifelines to these
organizations. Iran’s proxy network directly
affects US national security interests because

such groups have frequently attacked US
personnel and installations and eroded the
security of US regional partners and allies.
The U.S. has traditionally combatted Iranian
proxies, primarily those in Iraq, via military
means such as counterterrorism operations
and airstrikes.iv However, one important
instrument of US counter-proxy efforts is the
use of sanctions against Iran. Tehran’s ability
to recruit, train, and equip its proxies stems
from its ability to draw on its funds to finance
these groups as well as the weakness of
political institutions in the countries where
proxies reside. Thus, Washington’s ability to
degrade Tehran’s economic resources
inevitably affects the strength and durability
of its proxies.
The US sanctions regime against Iran
is vast, with various designations for different
issues (e.g. human rights, terrorism, etc.)
aimed at different institutions and agencies
within Iran. Currently, sanctions to
undermine Iran’s proxy network focus on
two areas: those that directly target elements
of the Iranian economy, such as its oil export
industry, and those that target proxy
organizations themselves. v The latter section
handles the proxies’ own activities, treating
them as independent entities, while the
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former section emphasizes the monetary
bedrock of support underlying the ability of
these groups to operate effectively. This
study solely focuses on relevant proxyspecific sanctions.
This paper explores Iran’s financial
support to its proxies and how this type of aid
has contributed to Tehran’s broader national
security strategy in the Middle East. It also
evaluates the effects of US sanctions on
Iran’s proxy networks and the extent to which
they have curtailed these groups’ operations.
It will first briefly examine Iran’s history of
proxy warfare and review available opensource information on how much Iran spends
on proxies annually relative to the rest of its
defense expenditures. It will then analyze
how Iranian funds specifically support its
proxies, whether to procure weapons for
these groups or provide salaries for fighters
throughout the Middle East. The report will
provide an overview of US sanctions that
directly target both Iranian proxies and
elements of the Iranian economy that support
these groups. Finally, the paper will analyze
the impact of sanctions on Iran’s proxy
networks, particularly those levied by the
Trump administration, and offer policy
recommendations on how the U.S. can
maintain leverage over this instrument of
Iran’s national security policy.
Tehran perceives the strategic
benefits of its proxy network as worth the
corresponding diplomatic and economic cost,
leading it to invest in this tool even if it is
financially costly to do so. Iran’s financial
and material support is a major contributor
the success of its proxies because these
groups obtain equipment and funding that
they would have never been able to on their
own. The U.S. should maintain its sanctions
regime against both Iran and its proxies but
should consider this economic tool as one
part of a more comprehensive strategy to
contain Tehran rather than as a be-all, end-all
solution. Rather, sanctions should be

constantly monitored and applied in
measured, controlled ways that meet US
objectives efficiently.
II. BACKGROUND ON IRAN’S PROXY
NETWORK
Iran’s motivation to build proxy networks
stemmed from the Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini’s calls for the Islamic Republic to
export its brand of Shia revolutionary politics
across the Middle East. vi The main
coordinating arm of Iran’s proxy network is
the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps
(IRGC), a part of the Iranian military tasked
with safeguarding the Islamic Revolution.vii
IRGC’s Quds Force (IRGC-QF), the branch
of the organization tasked with managing its
foreign operations, directly oversees the
proxy network.viii The origins of Iran’s proxy
networks can be traced back to the Iran-Iraq
War (1980-1988), when Iran’s clerical
leadership mobilized the country to defend
the nascent revolutionary state against an
Iraqi invasion.ix During the conflict, IRGCQF worked to undermine Iraq by establishing
a network of training camps within Iran to
train thousands of Iraqi Shia fighters opposed
to the government of Saddam Hussein. x In
addition, during this period, IRGC-QF was
instrumental in helping organize Lebanese
Shias into the militant organization now
known as Hezbollah.xi
Over the next few decades, Iran
applied its experience in Iraq and Lebanon to
continue to nurture the network, using its
fighters to expand Tehran’s influence, shore
up partner regimes, and wear down its
regional opponents in local conflicts.xii
During and after the US invasion of Iraq in
2003, the Islamic Republic relied on many of
the same in-country groups it had cultivated
during the Iran-Iraq War to wage an
insurgency against US and coalition troops
stationed in Iraq. Iran equipped Hezbollah to
combat the Israeli Defense Forces during the
Israel-Hezbollah War in 2006 and fight on
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behalf of the embattled government of
Bashar Al-Assad during the Syrian Civil War
in 2011. When Saudi Arabia and its partners
intervened in the Yemeni Civil War, Iran
successfully bogged down Riyadh in an
endless conflict.xiii Iran also supports a
collection of other Sunni and Shia groups in
locations such as Afghanistan, Bahrain,
Pakistan, and Palestine. xiv Ultimately, the
leading role that proxies play throughout the
Islamic Republic’s history stemmed from
Tehran’s desire to conduct irregular war
against its opponents after the devastating
losses sustained during conventional combat
in the Iran-Iraq War.xv

The preferential economic treatment towards
the IRGC reflects the high degree of trust that
the clerical leadership has historically placed
in the organization, given that IRGC
personnel oversee internal security affairs for
the theocracy and overseas operations. xxi
Because proxy operations fall under the
jurisdiction of the IRGC, one can assume that
Iran-backed groups throughout the Middle
East also indirectly benefit from the
substantial funding that the Guards receive.
As of 2020, the IRGC enjoys an
official endowment of close to $7 billion.
This sum must be broken down to identify
how much of the IRGC budget goes towards
proxies. Estimates of proxy spending vary
heavily due to the IRGC’s lack of financial
transparency, as the organization manages
both its own official enterprises as well as
illicit activities to generate covert funds
outside of those reported by the Iranian
government.xxii There are also issues of
differentiation between the IRGC’s official
proxy fund and other elements of Iranian
spending that end up benefitting proxy
groups, as well.xxiii As a result, it is difficult
to ascertain a definitive amount for Iran’s
proxy budget. This report will account for
open-source assessments to best narrow
down the true amount and percentage of
proxy expenditures.
The Foundation for the Defense of
Democracies (FDD) suggests that the Islamic
Republic spends over $16 billion a year to
support its proxies.xxiv FDD researchers
suggest that $15 billion (nearly 94%) goes to
support the Assad regime in Syria. The
remaining $1 billion supports Shia militias in
Iraq, Hezbollah in Lebanon, and Iran-aligned
Palestinian groups ($150 million, $700-800
million, and $100 million, respectively).
FDD also estimates that the Houthis in
Yemen receive an even smaller share of up to
tens of millions of dollars per year. xxv The
$16 billion annual amount is a sweeping
estimate that FDD researchers assume is

III. IRAN’S SPENDING ON PROXIES
An analysis of Iran’s ability to financially
sustain its proxy network must first examine
how Tehran allocates its defense budget and
how much proxy spending stands relative to
other areas of national security spending. At
the broadest level, about 5% of Iran’s gross
domestic product (GDP) over the past five
years has been dedicated to national defense
spending.xvi Estimates of total Iranian
defense spending for fiscal year 2019 has
ranged from $12.6 billion to $20.7 billion. xvii
The International Institute for Strategic
Studies (IISS) estimates a median value
between these two extremes at around $17.4
billion.xviii The Iranian defense budget, in
turn, can be subdivided into several
categories between the Law Enforcement
Force of the Islamic Republic of Iran (LEF),
the Artesh (Iran’s conventional military), the
Ministry of Defense and Armed Forces
Logistics (MODAFL), the IRGC, and
welfare spending.xix
The IRGC consumes a sizeable
portion of the Iranian defense budget, with
more than a quarter of military expenditures
on average going into the branch’s coffers. xx
The increase in IRGC funding from 2019 to
2020 has also placed the Guards as the
highest area of military spending for Iran.
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complicated by aforementioned factors
including differences in sources (IRGC
finances versus other agencies within Iran’s
national security apparatus) and the IRGC’s
own off-the-books financial networks. xxvi
In its 2020 report on the country’s
illicit activities and aggression in the Middle
East, the US State Department’s Iran Action
Group estimates that Iran has spent $16
billion on proxies since 2012. xxvii The
breakdown of how much money goes to each
group corresponds closely with FDD’s
estimates on Iran’s proxy funding.
While Iran rarely divulges the true
amount of its proxy spending, IRGC Deputy
Commander Ali Fadavi claims that Iran has
spent less than $20 billion on proxies since
the birth of the Islamic Republic.xxviii Fadavi
stated in September 2020 that while the IranIraq War cost Tehran $19.6 billion, the
country’s total spending on proxy groups sits
just below this amount.xxix
The wide range of estimates on Iran’s
proxy budget also offers two opposing
interpretations of the country’s budgetary
management of its proxies. The first
interpretation, as indicated by the FDD
assessment, points to a proportionate highcost, high-results approach. This perspective
suggests that Iran invests a large amount of
money into its proxies for a large return on
investments in the form of increased
influence in the Middle East, but such
spending could potentially strain Iran’s
economy. $16 billion a year on proxies
constitutes a non-trivial sum of money that
could increase pressure on Tehran to face
tradeoffs between domestic and national
security priorities.
The second perspective, outlined by
the US State Department’s Iran Action Group
and Fadavi’s statements, suggests a low-cost,
high-efficiency spending approach to Iran’s
proxies. Both the State Department’s $16
billion in eight years assessment and Fadavi’s
$20 billion in forty years suggest that Iran has

built up a significant network of proxies for
as little as under $1 billion a year to a few
billion dollars a year. This interpretation may
imply that Iran faces a lower risk of domestic
blowback from its spending priorities and can
achieve its national security objectives
efficiently without breaking the bank. Under
this assumption, Iran may be able to
withstand US sanctions to some degree and
continue to flexibly bankroll its proxies even
when its budget is under strain.
These perspectives point to two
possible realities for Iran’s proxy fund
relative to the rest of the IRGC’s allotted
budget. The “high cost, high results”
assumption of massive spending per year
($16 billion annually) on proxies clearly
exceeds the official $7 billion allocated to the
IRGC for the 2020 FY.xxx This assumption
posits that the IRGC’s illicit finances possess
a more oversized role in Iran’s proxy
operations, satisfying a demand for funding
that official government endowments cannot
fulfill on their own. Meanwhile, the "low
cost, high efficiency” perspective, assuming
the highest that Iran spends annually on
proxies is around $2 billion, indicates that
these expenditures would take up only
roughly 25-30% of the officially reported
IRGC budget. If this hypothetical $2 billion
was compared against the rest of the 2020
Iranian national security budget, it would
take up approximately 10% of that portfolio.
Regardless of which scenario is closer to
reality, both interpretations show the
generous amount of funding that may be
provided to Iran’s proxy networks, whether
licitly or illicitly. This leads to a larger
question of how this Iranian funding is used
to uphold these groups’ own operations and
carry out Tehran’s national security
objectives.
IV. THE PROXY LEDGER: THE USES
(AND ABUSES) OF IRAN’S PROXY
FUNDS
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Iran’s proxies employ their patron’s financial
support in different ways, depending on the
organization itself and the given context.
Because of the myriad of groups that Iran
supports in the Middle East, it would be
difficult to cover every organization’s use of
Iranian money in great detail. As a result, this
paper will use Hezbollah as a case study to
yield insights into how the Islamic
Republic’s proxy funding broadly benefits its
beneficiaries and furthers Tehran’s foreign
policy. This paper examines Hezbollah
closely because it is Iran’s most successful
and important proxy, having achieved
decisive blows against Western interests in
Lebanon during the 1980s and provided Iran
with further inroads into the region towards
the Mediterranean.xxxi
As discussed, analysts believe that
Iran provides roughly between $700-800
million annually to Hezbollah. xxxii The group
spends this endowment on two main
categories: social services and military
operations.xxxiii Hezbollah operates hospitals,
distributes housing stipends, constructs
infrastructure, and provides scholarships and
schools, among other services, in order to
build up its support within Lebanon.xxxiv It
also uses these funds to pay salaries to its own
fighters and equip and train pro-government
militias aligned with the Assad regime in the
Syrian Civil War. xxxv Hezbollah also acts as
an intermediary between Iran and its
Palestinian proxies, using financial resources
to train and equip these parties against
Israel.xxxvi
These activities show how these
funds can benefit both proxies and Iran alike.
First, Iranian money allows proxies like
Hezbollah to establish themselves within
their domestic political landscapes, acting as
key power-brokers and dispensers of services
that cannot be ignored by other parties in the
country. One of the main purposes of
Tehran’s proxy strategy is to utilize these
groups as avenues by which to insert Iran’s

own influence in the target country. xxxvii For
the proxies, Iranian funds significantly
subsidize operational costs and provide
resources that these groups would otherwise
be unable to obtain on their own.xxxviii
Second, Iranian funds also convert
these groups into “contractors” upon whom
Iran can depend to outsource duties that
advance its foreign policy interests.xxxix
Hezbollah’s training of both Iran-backed
Palestinian militants and pro-Assad fighters
in Syria fully supports Iran’s other partners in
the region.xl Hezbollah’s direct involvement
in proxy enrichment and expansion on Iran’s
behalf eases logistical burdens for Tehran
and prevents its overextension.xli In the case
of Hezbollah’s involvement in Syria, the
group’s training of pro-government militias
not only benefit Iran, but also enables
Hezbollah to defend its own interests as well,
given its close ties with Syria. xlii
The challenge posed by Iran’s proxy
network raises questions as to how
Washington could best respond to Tehran
and the support it provides these groups. The
U.S. cannot counter these proxies by overt
military force alone. If Iran’s financial
resources are the key to the success and
longevity of its proxies, then Washington
should employ economic tools alongside
military ones to target the source of the
proxies’ support. US counter-proxy strategy
must succeed at the level of sanctions if
Washington seeks to effectively deter Iran
from disruptive behavior in the region via its
proxies.
V. US SANCTIONS AGAINST THE
IRANIAN ECONOMY AND TEHRAN’S
PROXIES
The U.S. labelled Iran a state sponsor of
terrorism in 1984 in response to Hezbollah’s
bombing of the US Marines barracks in
Beirut in 1983 and introduced several
baseline sanctions against Tehran. xliii Such
restrictions prohibited US businesses from
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conducting transactions of any kind with
Iran, restricted arms and financial assistance,
and cut the flow of international financial
capital.xliv These sanctions largely assume an
indiscriminate “trickle-down effect” from
Iran’s national revenue to its proxy funding,
suggesting that even earnings from legitimate
economic activities will inevitably find their
way into the accounts of the IRGC. xlv These
broad-based restrictions impact Iran as a
whole, but do not specifically identify and
penalize the specific branches of the Iranian
government that deal directly with proxies.
Under the Trump administration, the U.S.
calibrated its sanctions to target the IRGC,
which oversees the proxy operations.xlvi
The Trump administration’s first
major move to counter-IRGC efforts through
sanctions came in August 2017, when
Congress ratified the Countering American
Adversaries Through Sanctions Act, which
authorized a sweeping number of sanctions
against Russia, Iran, and North Korea. xlvii
With respect to Iran, the legislation
empowered the US Executive branch to
pursue more aggressive sanctions against the
IRGC and its foreign affiliates. xlviii It enabled
the Trump administration to impose
sanctions on the IRGC via Executive Order
13224, which had previously been
established by the George W. Bush
administration to combat international
terrorist financing.xlix In April 2019, the
Trump administration officially declared the
IRGC a Foreign Terrorist Organization
(FTO), though this gesture was perceived as
purely symbolic by some and served simply
to underscore the administration’s hardline
approach to the IRGC.l
Under this renewed drive, the U.S.
sanctioned numerous IRGC officers and
businesses in order to reduce the
organization’s funding in both the licit and
illicit sectors.li Some of these sanctions also
targeted Iranian government departments and
state-owned enterprises (SOEs), such as the

Ministry of Petroleum, the National Iranian
Oil Company, and the National Iranian
Tanker Company.lii Sanctions on SOEs and
IRGC front companies, cast a wide net over
both official and covert proxy funding.
While the Trump administration
mainly focused on trying to thwart the
IRGC’s role as the developer of Iran’s proxy
network, it also used FTO designations and
other direct sanctions on proxies to put
pressure on the recipients of Iranian aid. liii
FTO labels are significant for US economic
statecraft because they threaten to levy harsh
legal penalties on violators of FTO-related
sanctions and rules who may inadvertently or
deliberately do business with FTOdesignated entities.liv As a result, secondarysanctions may dissuade foreign firms and
banks from even approaching Iran out of fear
of violating US laws.lv The U.S. has
designated Hezbollah, Kata’ib Hezbollah,
Asa’ib Ahl Al Haq, Hamas, Palestine Islamic
Jihad, and other proxy groups as FTOs,
leading to sanctions against members of these
organizations and their assets.lvi The U.S. has
also enacted proxy-specific legislation to deal
with Iran-aligned groups. For example, the
Hezbollah
International
Financing
Prevention Amendments Act of 2018
penalizes banks that conduct business with
Hezbollah or any other entity that supports
the group with arms or financial resources.lvii
FTO designations and proxy-focused
legislation have pushed the U.S. to view
Iranian proxies as their own independent
actors.
Numerous US administrations since
the Jimmy Carter presidency have employed
sanctions against Iran, making it a longstanding instrument of US policy in this
sphere. However, questions remain over the
efficacy of US sanctions and the extent to
which they have curtailed Iran’s proxy
behavior.
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$50 billion a year.lxiv Furthermore, Secretary
Pompeo assessed that sanctions decreased
Iran’s defense budget by 25% in FY 2019.lxv
According to Reuters, Iranian-aligned Iraqi
militia commanders stated that sanctions and
the coronavirus pandemic forced Tehran to
reduce its monthly spending on Iraqi
paramilitary groups from $5 to $3 million. lxvi
According to the Washington Post,
Hezbollah operatives have also reported that
US sanctions have forced the organization to
cancel services, withdraw fighters from
Syria, and lay off members and workers.lxvii
Washington’s
sanctions
policy
towards Iran’s proxies has met a limited
degree of success. The preceding paragraphs
show that these tools have imposed costs on
Iran-backed fighters by reducing the number
of incentives and funding they receive. In
principle, Iran and its proxies should act more
cautiously and scale back their activities if
financial resources are scarce, preventing
them from maintaining a steady tempo of
operations against US and partner interests.
However, Iran continues to support these
groups regardless of the sanctions. This
persistence reflects both the low costs of
maintaining proxy networks in the first place
and the durable political influence that these
proxies have generated in their respective
countries that enables resilience in the face of
material hardship.lxviii
This record suggests that sanctions
must not be an end in and of themselves and
must contribute to a broader goal. Sanctions
have cost Iran and its proxies economically,
but Tehran continues to actively support its
proxies given their importance to Iran’s
foreign policy in the region. As Ariane
Tabatabai and Colin P. Clarke argue, the U.S.
should adopt a multi-pronged Iran strategy
that views sanctions as only one part of a
broader initiative to incorporate other
elements of statecraft to clamp down on the
threat from Tehran.lxix This paper largely
advocates for this view, viewing it as a

VI. THE EFFECTS OF US SANCTIONS
ON IRAN’S PROXY NETWORK
The debate over the effects of US sanctions
on Iran’s proxies has centered on two groups.
One side claims that sanctions have been
counterproductive in US policy towards Iran,
suggesting that these tools solely antagonize
Tehran and embolden it to continue its
support for proxies regardless of the financial
barriers that Iran faces.lviii This side argues
that sanctions hurt economically vulnerable
segments of Iran’s society, increase Tehran’s
desire to save-face by not capitulating to US
pressure, and empowers regime hardliners
and their illicit networks at the expense of
moderate members of the political class.lix
Even though the Trump administration had
exempted humanitarian supplies and medical
equipment from sanctions, organizations
such as Human Rights Watch argue that
sanctions are still harmful because they
dissuade outside firms from providing such
items in the first place. These firms prefer to
avoid business with Iran altogether in order
to minimize the bureaucratic inconvenience
of navigating US sanctions laws. lx
Meanwhile, rising inflation and the
devaluation of the rial, stemming from a
shortage of dollars in the country from US
sanctions, have prevented Iranians from
affording these products.lxi
The other side argues that the
sanctions have been effective because they
have deprived Iran of critical revenue that
would have been diverted to proxy groups if
the regime had gained unfettered access to
it.lxii This group argues that sanctions have
forced proxy groups to slash their own
spending and reduce recruitment efforts,
preventing these organizations from
increasing their manpower. lxiii According to
former Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, Iran
lost $70 billion in oil revenue since
Washington’s departure from the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA),
with further reductions expected to be around
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•

middle ground approach between the two
groups of debate mentioned above. An
outright revocation of all sanctions eliminates
the leverage that Washington has gained over
Iran and incentivizes Tehran to keep up its
support for proxies in the Middle East.
However, a sole dependence on sanctions
without a clear strategy distorts any clear
pathway to an end-result to the US-Iran
standoff. A multifaceted approach should
consider how diplomatic, political, military,
and economic tools address each other’s
shortcomings, plugging potential gaps and
ensuring that policymakers can consider all
possible limitations to their counter-proxy
strategy.

•

•

VII. POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on this evaluation, the U.S. under the
Biden administration should move to carry
out the following actions to best counter
Iran’s proxy networks:
•

•

•

Maintain select, preexisting sanctions
against Iran and its proxies that
measurably affect Tehran’s networks and
further US goals in measurable, realistic
ways. Without dismantling the entire
sanctions infrastructure, the Biden
administration should also be open to
continuously request regular updates on
the efficacy of these sanctions and
readjust policies accordingly in response
to timely findings and information.
Reexamine the broader sanctions
portfolio to understand how proxyrelated sanctions may affect other areas
of US Iran policy such as Tehran’s
nuclear program. Key lessons on the
effectiveness of sanctions in one area
may inform approaches to these
economic tools in others. Additional
research on how these sanctions affect
multiple instruments of Iranian national
power could also give US policymakers
greater insight into how deeply
intertwined Iranian civil and economic
institutions are with Tehran’s illicit
activities and military programs.

Increase
military-to-military
coordination with Israel and Persian Gulf
partners to discuss ways to counter
Iranian proxy groups in the region and
carry out joint counterterrorism exercises
in support of interoperability.
Promote intelligence-sharing agreements
with US partners in the Persian Gulf
region as well as Israel to better monitor
the movements and activities of Iran’s
proxies. Regional coordinative bodies
could facilitate the timely flow of
information on proxy activities between
participants
involved
in
these
arrangements, expediting and informing
decision-making during crises.
Direct funding to special programs to
educate firms and banks in the U.S. and
abroad as to how to avoid violating
sanctions laws, maintain compliance, and
uphold due diligence practices.
Increase funding to the Drug
Enforcement Agency (DEA), Treasury
Department, and other agencies
responsible for tracking and countering
illicit revenue flows from Iranian
proxies. Earmark any of these additional
funds to enhance information-collection
branches of these organizations like the
Treasure Department’s Office of
Intelligence and Analysis and DEA’s
Intelligence Research Specialists.

Proxies will continue to remain a threat to the
U.S. and its partners in the Middle East, but
sanctions remain one of the most effective
tools to whittle down the strength of these
organizations without exposing US personnel
to direct military conflict. However,
sanctions cannot work alone and do not have
the full strength to achieve US goals.
Sanctions should be combined with military
and intelligence cooperation with other
partners in the region who understand local
security dynamics and can provide input on
how Washington could effectively use its
available tools to pressure Iran and its
proxies. In addition, the U.S. should examine
sanctions themselves to calibrate and sharpen
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this tool in ways that maintain effectiveness
and avoid fixation on the means while losing
sight of the ends.
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COVID-19 and America’s Far Right: A Look at the Contemporary Extremist
Landscape
Morgan Moon
This article explores how COVID-19 has led to a resurgence in the American far-right by
examining how the Militia Movement, Boogaloo Movement, and White Nationalist Movement have
each responded and adapted toward the pandemic. This article seeks to explore how COVID-19
has served as a catalytic event within the far-right. The article concludes that violent extremists
will continue in their efforts to exploit public fears and grievances associated with COVID-19 to
incite violence, intimidate targets, and promote their violent extremist ideologies. This academic
assessment is both timely and necessary to address this new extremist landscape where antigovernment and anti-authority extremists could be motivated to conduct attacks in response to
perceived infringement of liberties at a time when all levels of government are seeking to limit the
spread of a worldwide pandemic.
Introduction: A Catalyst for the Far-Right
The coronavirus disease, COVID-19, has
affected all aspects of day-to-day life for
most Americans. From sprawling cities,
small towns, to even the most rural edges of
America, no demographic was spared.
Individuals in the United States are
increasingly finding themselves and their
loved ones’ dreams upended, unemployed,
and perhaps are even physically ill. Fear,
worry, and stress are all normal responses to
a real or perceived threat,i and this is what the
world is experiencing in the context of
COVID-19. Many of these same fears,
worries, and stressors, however, may also
point toward an increase in radicalization
within the growing fringes of the American
ideological spectrum, particularly from the
far-right. Periods of radicalization and
mobilization are typically thought to be
responses to specific historical developments
or events that are than exploited for political
ends. Arie Perliger states, “Far-right
terrorism was always part of the American
political landscape and its intensity [serves
as] indicators of the country’s stability and
health of its democratic and liberal
practices.”ii The aim of this research is to
examine how COVID-19 has served as such
a catalytic historical event and perhaps led to
a new resurgence in the American far-right.

The vast amount of literature focused on the
far-right tends to emphasize political, social,
and economic grievances as the main
facilitators of conflict throughout history.
COVID-19 is unique in that it influences all
three of these grievances. The Congressional
Research Service reported, “[The] COVID19 pandemic has had a significant effect on
unemployment in every state, industry, and
major demographic group in the United
States.”iii In fact, unemployment rates in
2020 have been widely considered to be the
worst yet since the Great Depression of
1929.iv Further, a Health Affairs policy brief
reported that within only the first month of
COVID-19, and the resulting quarantine,
loneliness increased by 20 to 30 percent,
while emotional distress more than tripled. v
The immediate effects of social isolation
resulting from the pandemic are surges in
mental health concerns, substance abuse, and
domestic violence.vi Also, a vast number of
individuals are now confined to their homes
and spending significantly more time online,
where both their general frustrations and
online exposure makes them more
susceptible to online radicalization. vii Finally,
COVID-19 has been politicized more than
any virus in the past.
COVID-19 is far from the only virus to be
politicized for ideological or political
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interests.viii What makes COVID-19 different
is that the United States has become
increasingly polarized in recent years and has
ultimately divided the response to the
pandemic along two distinct political lines.
This divide has led to two contradictory
versions of COVID-19, one in which the
virus is a threat and one where the virus is
not. The extremes of this political spectrum
have been particularly susceptible to
conspiracy
theories,
along
with
misinformation
and
disinformation
surrounding COVID-19. The Institute for
Strategic Dialogue noted that between
January and April 2020, 34 websites known
to host disinformation surrounding COVID19 received 80 million interactions on
Facebook, while posts related to the World
Health Organization (WHO) only received a
little over 6 million interactions. ix As a result,
there has been an increase in distrust and
discord in the American public in response to
the virus along both political party lines and
in larger conspiracy theories. In a poll done
by the Pew Research Center, three-quarters
of the American public stated they believed
the country to be more divided now than ever
before the coronavirus outbreak. x This is
shocking given that a similar poll in 2017,
reported that the gap between the political
values of Democrats and Republicans was
larger than at any point in the survey’s 23year history.
Some are calling COVID-19 the “perfect
storm” for the far-right in America.xi The
Counter-Terrorism Committee Executive
Directorate (CTED) stated, “Extreme rightwing terrorists are using COVID-19-related
conspiracy theories and disinformation to
radicalize, recruit and fundraise, as well as
seeking to inspire plots and attacks.” xii The
far-right has attempted to co-opt the
pandemic at a time where increasing
vulnerabilities to COVID-19 disinformation
and misinformation have dwindled trust in
federal institutions. This paper seeks to

examine the landscape of the American farright in response to the pandemic to assess
how COVID-19 has been adapted into
conspiracy theories, tooled by extremist
leadership, and ultimately translated into real
world violent actions. This study will attempt
to paint the new landscape of the American
far-right by examining how the Militia
Movement, Boogaloo Movement, and White
Nationalist Movement have distinctly
responded to the pandemic. Ultimately, this
research seeks to address how COVID-19 has
led to resurgence in the American far-right.
Research Design
This article seeks to examine how a variety of
far-right extremist organizations have
incorporated COVID-19 into their rhetoric
and how the pandemic has served as a
catalyst for the far-right in the United States.
Specifically, I will be looking to answer the
following question: has COVID-19 led to a
resurgence of far-right extremism in the
United States? This research is of particular
significance for understanding how far-right
extremists use polarizing or significant
events to appeal to a larger audience, thus
gaining further recognition and membership.
Large events in American history have
previously served to move far-right
organizations from the marginalized corners
of the political spectrum closer to the
mainstream neo-conservative movement. For
example, events like the Charlottesville
‘Unite the Right’ Rally in 2017 attracted huge
numbers of both far-right groups and more
moderate
mainstream
conservatives.xiii
COVID-19 will perhaps serve as an extreme
example of this trend and one that will have
lasting impact on the months and years to
come. COVID-19 is not going anywhere for
some time and examining how the far-right
has exploited the pandemic and adapted its
rhetoric during these times will be significant
for understanding its subsequent impact after.
Violent extremists will continue in their
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efforts to exploit public fears and grievances
associated with COVID-19 to incite violence,
intimidate targets, and promote their violent
extremist ideologies.
I conducted my research using a variety of
open sources. The ideological movements
that I specifically looked at are the Militia
Movement, Boogaloo Movement, and White
Nationalist Movement. The majority of my
research, as I am most interested in
communications concerning conspiracies
and COVID-19 rhetoric, draws from
extremist channels on social media and
organizational
websites.
Mainstream
platforms, such as Facebook and Twitter, are
largely deleting many of these accounts, but
other platforms such as MeWe, Telegram,
4chan, BitChute, and Discord are becoming
the new safe haven for these extremist groups
and individuals. The bulk of my research thus
pulls information from these extremist
channels from burner accounts and profiles I
have developed that infiltrate each
community. A large challenge encountered
with this open-source data mining was deplatforming during data collection and
research. For example, Facebook’s removal
of Boogaloo related groups in July 2020 xiv
and MeWe in October 2020. I was able to fill
these gaps through secondary sources, like
Unicorn Riot’s Discord extremist database
and professional interviews.xv I also looked at
leadership specific positions observed on
individual organizational websites, blogs,
and podcasts, such as the Oath Keepers
official webpage and the David Duke Radio
Show.
Following collection, I then categorized my
qualitative data based on ideology and types
of rhetoric. The three movements I analyzed
used a variety of different media platforms,
including MeWe, Minds, Telegram,
Facebook, Twitter, Parler, Bitchute, and
Discord. The Militia Movement, perhaps due
to its large membership base of older veterans
and retired law enforcement officials tended

to be more active on Facebook and Twitter
rather than new increasingly fringe channels.
The Boogaloo, which once thrived on
Facebook, has since been de-platformed and
largely moved to Discord, MeWe, and
Keybase. Finally, the White Nationalist
Movement, due to its heavily violent and
provocative content sticks to more extreme
platforms, like Telegram. To comb through
this data, I narrowed my search into 3 distinct
categories. The first category was general
conspiracies surrounding the pandemic and
its origin. For example, how were groups
responding to the pandemic itself, such as
conspiratorial treatments or misinformation.
I also examined rhetoric by leadership
specifically, like Oath Keeper’s founder
Stewart Rhodes’ public statements in
February through April on COVID-19.xvi
Finally, I examined real world violent
actions, specifically violent plots or attacks in
direct response to COVID-19-related
grievances. Sorting my open-source data into
both ideological and subcategories allowed
me to conduct analysis on how each group
responded to the pandemic individually and
to then examine larger trends among the three
movements. My research timeline was
constricted to the months of January through
August 2020. I chose this timeline to examine
when the pandemic was first introduced into
online rhetoric in early winter and how each
ideological subgroup reacted to the
subsequent state-led COVID-19 measures
and mandates across the United States.
The Pandemic Landscape of the Far-Right
The Militia Movement
In 1993, the contemporary Militia Movement
emerged in the United States, centered
around anti-government ideologies with a
strong emphasis on paramilitary activity. xvii
Followers of these paramilitary groups call
themselves “militias” in reference to the socalled “Unorganized Militia” referenced in
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attacking the “deep state,”xxvi antiimmigration policies, and tweets about
impending civil war,xxvii resonated positively
across the Militia Movement.
Due to the anti-government underpinnings of
the Militia Movement, the group was some of
the very first within the far-right to begin
spouting conspiratorial beliefs regarding
COVID-19. This stems largely from the
Militia Movement’s fear of martial law, in
which an epidemic has long been prophesied
to be exploited in order to subjugate the
American people. For example, in 2009, Oath
Keepers published “10 Orders We Will Not
Obey,” which states, “4. We will NOT obey
orders to impose martial law or a ‘state of
emergency’ on a state.”xxviii Thus, Oath
Keepers, along with many others in the
Militia Movement saw epidemics like H1N1,
SARS, and Ebola as potential tools for
enacting martial law and control of the
state.xxix COVID-19 has been particularly
convenient for the Militia Movement since
these predated conspiracies and fears
surrounding epidemics and state-control
could co-exist in the new pro-Trump
landscape as the administration largely left
the handling of the pandemic and ‘state of
emergency’ up to state governors and
legislators. The Militia Movement was able
to support both Trump and lash out at the
‘gross oversteps’ of state and local
governments without deteriorating from their
own ideological beliefs. Militia groups were,
thus, some of the first to organize and
participate in “anti-lockdown” protestsxxx in
reaction to state responses to the growing
pandemic and became a common presence at
subsequent demonstrations around the
United States.

federal and state laws.xviii The Militia
Movement is often combined under the
umbrella term, ‘The Patriot Movement,’
along with the tax protest movement and the
sovereign citizen movement.xix Since it is
difficult to place each adherent of the Patriot
Movement into a specific category,
particularly
on
anonymous
onlinechatrooms, I use the terms interchangeably,
but am referring to the anti-governmentfocused movements created prior to the 2016
elections, which distinguishes
these
individuals from the Boogaloo Movement
that is covered in a later section.
The core belief of the Militia Movement is
the idea of the ‘New World Order,’ which
refers to a conspiratorial world by the
“globalist,
socialist
one-world
government.”xx The New World Order is
ultimately trying to enslave all Americans by
rendering them defenseless, typically starting
with their right to bear arms.xxi The core goal
of the Militia Movement, thus, is the
restoration of the legitimate U.S. government
that has been subverted by conspirators.xxii
The 2016 elections resulted in large-scale
structural changes within the movement,
particularly in regard to their long held antifederal beliefs. Prior to the Trump
Administration, the movement had shunned
major party candidates for president, opting
rather for fringe Republican candidates or
independents from within the Militia
Movement itself.xxiii After the election of
President Trump, who they view as an ally in
their fight of the ‘deep state,’ xxiv the
movement began to adapt their views on
federal authority and found a new common
enemy in the shape of ANTIFA. As Southern
Poverty Law Center states, “Lacking the sort
of mortal enemy in the White House that
supercharged Patriot groups when Obama
was elected in 2008, the movement has
gravitated more and more toward the same
white nationalist themes [of] the Trump
administration.”xxv
Trump’s rhetoric

Conspiracy Rhetoric Online:
The Militia Movement ultimately placed
COVID-19 into the context of pre-existing
conspiracies theories regarding the New
World Order. The prominent militia actors
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online appeared to be the Three Percenters,
the Oath Keepers, the Light Foot Militia, and
the American Contingency. xxxi Key trends
found in research were the implementation of
FEMA camps and marital law that would be
used to subjugate the American people. New
conspiracies also emerged from the
movement, such as the concept of COVID-19
as a Chinese-made bioweapon that was either
deliberately or accidentally released on the
public. The Militia Movement also has a
strong ‘prepper’ survivalist culture, which
emerged as a trend in COVID-19 rhetoric,
especially in the early days of the pandemic
when the U.S. government appeared to not be
addressing the growing virus quick enough.
The Militia Movement has perceived the
pandemic as a tool that is being used by the
New World Order to impose a ‘globalist UN
police state.’xxxii One of the largest themes in
online chatter is the idea of imposing martial
law. One user, in January 2020, posted, “How
else could they round up the masses?
[reference to the declared global health
emergency] This my people is what medical
fema/martial law is about…Let’s fight back
against THEM NOT EACH OTHER.” A
Three Percenter posted a photo of bullets
with the slogan “contact tracer repellent” in
response to COVID-19 contact tracing by
public health officials. This conspiracy
centers on the idea that contact tracers will
send individuals to “FEMA camps.” xxxiii
FEMA camps are feared among the Militia
Movement, in which they believe FEMA has
constructed up to hundreds of concentration
camps for future dissidents to the New World
Order.xxxiv There is even a Facebook page,
with 397 members, titled “Contact Tracers –
How to Talk, Stop and Sue Tracers,” aimed
to fight back against perceived federal
overreach.xxxv The Oath Keepers posted in
February, “Don’t tell me the CDC didn’t also
know exactly how dangerous [COVID-19]
was. They knew. And yet they didn’t tell
YOU.”xxxvi Overall this trend depicts that

while the movement post-2016 has shifted
their anti-government ideologies to account
for President Trump, they still remain heavily
distrustful and potentially volatile toward
other agencies within the federal
government.
Another trend of the Militia Movement has
been rhetoric regarding COVID-19 as a
Chinese bioweapon that was either accidently
or intentionally released. Many accounts
have pointed out the fact that China’s only
“Biosafety Level 4” lab is conveniently
located in Wuhan, which is the maximum
safety level used for studying dangerous
pathogens.xxxvii One post on the Facebook
page “Patriots United for America” states,
“China’s president figured that if he killed a
few of his own…and spread the virus to other
nations (especially to the USA) they would
‘level the economic playing field’ and not
have fired a shot…Wake Up America!” xxxviii
COVID-19 as a Chinese bioweapon was a
rampant conspiracy among many groups in
the first few months of the pandemic. For
example, CrowdTangle data found “Chinese
bioweapon” received 3.1K interactions on
Facebook from March 22 - 28, 2020.xxxix One
possible reason for this trend is that the
Militia Movement, by the 2010s, begun
adopting anti-immigrant beliefs that
extended from a distrust of globalization, as
demonstrated by involvement with both antiMuslim extremist groups and border
vigilante patrol groups. xlThese conspiracies
became more political-leaning as the election
approached, tying in both the New World
Order and the demonized Democratic Party
as accomplices. A Parler account titled
“Trump Patriots Vs. Election Fraud” stated,
“THIS VIRUS is a man-made bioweapon,
created in a WUHAN lab. It was released
INTENTIONALLY by the CCP with
knowledge, support, and assistance from the
power structures of the Democrat Party.”xli
The Militia Movement, especially in the first
months leading up and following lockdown
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founder of People’s Rights network. I then
examined how leadership tooled broader
conspiratorial trends, like martial law, the
New World Order, Chinese bioweapons, and
survivalist rhetoric, to promote or expand
upon their own agendas. In other words, I
wanted to examine how leadership was
tooling grievances from COVID-19 to
benefit and feed their organizations’
ideological goals.

measures, also showed trends toward a broad
range of “prepper” related conspiracies.
“Prepper,” or survivalist’s sentiments have
been present within the movement from its
birth and were inspired by the perceived
survivalist-tactics at infamous events like
Ruby Ridge in 1992 and Waco in 1993. xlii
This same propensity for survivalist tactics
was further adapted toward the pandemic.
For example, Stewart Rhodes, founder of
Oath Keepers, posted on March 18, 2020,
“It’s critical that towns and counties do all
they can with their own resources now to
prepare. Do NOT count on the state or federal
Gov. to give you all you need.” xliii Three
Percenters in a COVID-19 update and public
service announcement stated, “Simply put,
buy those staples your household
uses…maybe think about starting a
garden…You can also have some MRE’s or
other freeze-dried goods stored away that can
last anywhere from five to twenty-five
years.”xliv On the Tennessee Light Foot
Militia page, one user posted free survivalist
handbooks in preparation for the approaching
pandemic in February.xlv While this
“prepper” rhetoric occurred simultaneously
as other large swaths of the general public
panicked to stock up on goods like toilet
paper,xlvi what is significant is that the Militia
Movement’s response has been shaped with
an anti-government focus or “on our own”
attitudes. Trends in these conspiracies
focused on pushing survivalist tactics where
the government and state were perceived as
either untrustworthy or failing in their
response to COVID-19.

Stewart Rhodes:
As the founder of the Oath Keepers, which
claims membership of more than 30,000
police, soldiers, and military veterans,xlvii
Stewart Rhodes serves as a prominent
figurehead of the Militia Movement – writing
Tweets (prior to de-platforming), live
streaming speeches, appearing on various
extremists’ podcasts, and speaking at Patriotthemed rallies across the country. For the
purpose of this paper, this also makes him the
easiest militia leader to examine in depth. By
January 2020, Rhodes began posting about
the seriousness of COVID-19 that was
spreading at the time within China, and for
over two months, provided advice and
information regarding COVID-19 to his
followers. Curiously, unlike other proponents
within the Militia Movement, Oath Keepers
sided with caution when first approaching the
pandemic. For example, Rhodes posted an
“open letter to the state governors” urging
them to declare a pandemic health
emergency, to shut down schools, and to
cancel all public gatherings, including
churches.xlviii This trend is especially
interesting since it goes against core antigovernment beliefs by stating that the
government should be doing more to control
the pandemic. Rhodes continued with this
rhetoric throughout the first few months of
the pandemic, attempting to act as both an
official on COVID-19-related updates and
information and organizing community-led
responses to the virus. Rhodes posted various

Leadership Response:
To address leadership’s response to COVID19, I examined three of the largest names
active within the Militia Movement that
consequently have a lot of available primary
sources: Steward Rhodes - founder of the
Oath Keepers, Chuck Baldwin – founder of
Liberty Fellowship and Ammon Bundy –
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“COVID-19 Update” livestreams that
promoted
self-lockdowns,
“prepper”
rhetoric, and conspiratorial cures for the
virus, stating, “Do NOT count on the state or
federal government to give you all you need
.xlix Stewart Rhodes’ rhetoric may have been
aimed at gaining more relevance among more
moderate members of the “prepper” and
antigovernment movement, but this caused
massive ridicule from the Militia Movement
that largely saw the pandemic as a hoax and
supported the Trump Administration’s
handling of the it, as shown later through
Chuck Baldwin.
As the pandemic progressed, either due to the
Militia Movement’s ridicule or increasingly
more aggressive federal COVID-19
mandates, Rhodes changed his narrative,
shifting from concern about failing to contain
the virus to disdain of government
involvement altogether. While at the
beginning, Rhodes called on President
Trump to immediately shut down all
commercial airline traffic as well as schools
to slow the spread of the virus, l by April
the organization began to emulate antilockdown and anti-mask beliefs. Rhodes
posted in early April, “I believe the time has
come for patriots to stand up in mass
protest…against the arbitrary shut downs that
exercise powers we the people never granted
the government, and that directly violate the
Bill of Rights.”li This change brought them in
line with other militia groups that were taking
a hardline approach at opposing public health
efforts to curb the pandemic. By April,
Rhodes was attending “anti-lockdown”
protests across the country in Washington,
Texas, and New York.lii

1992.liii Montana Human Rights Network
describes Baldwin as the “unofficial reverend
of the militia movement.”liv Unlike the Oath
Keepers, Baldwin took an aggressive antigovernment COVID-19 response from the
beginning. Baldwin began publishing
columns and seminars to his webpage
regarding COVID-19 as a ploy by the New
World Order, anti-vaccinations, and
encroaching marital law. While comparing
U.S. responses to COVID-19 akin to the Nazi
takeover of Germany, Baldwin stated, “It
happened in less than 30 days – and it is
happening due to mass hyperbole and media
manipulation…the fearmongering over the
claim that corona has the potential to be a
global pandemic akin to the Black Death is
pure, unadulterated poppycock.”lv Baldwin
goes on to announce that both the state and
the federal government are using COVID-19
as a pretext for martial law, “From this point
on, whenever local officials, county officials,
state governors, or federal bureaucrats decide
there is sufficient reason to suspend the
Constitution they will not hesitate to do so.” lvi
Baldwin also spread anti-vaccination
conspiracies to his followers, even in the
early months of the pandemic, citing Bill
Gates’ “hidden agenda” and Big Pharma’s
“fascists” suggestions. In an April column he
wrote, “[COVID-19] was an exercise for total
government control over our lives. This has
been the agenda of Big Government statists
in both political parties for decades…the
power elite have taken the American people
further down the road to serfdom and slavery
than any previous attempt.”lvii Overall,
Baldwin’s approach to COVID-19 appears to
be more in line with expected Militia
Movement sentiments, where an epidemic
has always been predicted as one of the first
steps of the New World Order that would
“mandate vaccines,” massive surveillance,
and the subjugation of the American people.
Chuck Baldwin also publicly attacked what
Stewart Rhodes called the “proactive, rather

Chuck Baldwin:
Pastor of Liberty Fellowship and prominent
figure within the Militia Movement, Baldwin
attracts an array of far-right congregants,
such as Randy Weaver, who was later
involved with the Ruby Ridge standoff in
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than reactive” measures Oath Keepers took in
response to the pandemic.lviii Chuck Baldwin
in April 2020 announced his resignation at
National Chaplain of the Oath Keepers,
directly attacking Stewart Rhodes in his
decision to departure. lix The letter, which
received 1.1K interactions, stated, “By
resorting to gross fearmongering and
hyperbole, you have joined the mainstream
media and Big Government medial hacks in
attacking virtually every constitutionally
protected liberty.”lx Chuck Baldwin, and his
many followers, blamed Oath Keeper’s
“MAGA statist non-sense” on the
indoctrination of the Trump Administration’s
beliefs.lxi This depicts the internal dilemma of
the current Militia Movement, one that has
largely in the past sustained itself on
opposition toward the federal government,
but that is now trying to maintain support for
President Trump, even in the face of federal
lockdown measures. Chuck Baldwin and his
followers largely appear to have abandoned
this rhetoric during COVID-19 and have now
tied Trump in with the larger narrative of the
‘deep state.’

disruptive force at anti-lockdown protests
and demonstrations across the country.
Ammon Bundy, as of August 26, 2020, was
arrested twice for trespassing and entering
the Idaho Senate chamber in protest of
various COVID-19-related measures.lxiv
Bundy has become an icon of the Militia
Movement that is rallying across the nation
for a new cause: mask mandates and
quarantine orders. A Kansas City article
reports, “Ammon Bundy and his allies have
exploited COVID-19 fears to build a
dangerous network of militia members and
other far-right factions.”lxv
Real World Action:
With the Militia Movement taking an active
part in COVID-19 related protests around the
country, and with over 1,000 pandemicrelated demonstrations since May 2020, lxvi I
have chosen to focus on COVID-19-related
events with violent intent that have resulted
in charges of known militia members. The
Militia Movement has a long history of
participating in terrorist plots in the United
States, making this both significant for
analyzing the homeland threats these groups
pose and constricting research focus down to
a few incidents. Ultimately, there were two
COVID-19 related attempted terror attacks
by known militia members: Christian
Ferguson in Ohio and the thirteen members
of the Wolverines Watchmen in Michigan.
[Shown Below: Demonstrations around the
United States in response to the COVID-19
Pandemic.]lxvii

Ammon Bundy:
Unlike Rhodes and Baldwin, who have been
leaders within the Militia Movement for over
a decade, Bundy and his People’s Rights
network were born as a direct result of
COVID-19. The anti-government group, also
called “Ammon’s Army,” was founded in
Idaho in March 2020, which the Institute for
Research and Education on Human Rights
reports has accumulated a membership base
of around 20,000 across the country.lxii
Ammon Bundy’s rhetoric has been
increasingly violent toward COVID-19
restrictions and lockdown measures. Bundy
routinely urges his followers to be aggressive
toward any COVID-19 health directives and
lockdown measures stating, “Do not comply.
That is what it will take.”lxiii Ammon Bundy
and his many followers have been a
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Christian Ferguson:
Ferguson, a native of Cleveland, Ohio, is the
founder of a small militia group called 75th
Spartans.lxviii Ferguson was arrested on May
8, 2020, for plotting to kidnap and kill federal
agents in an effort to promote his new militia.
A Cleveland FBI agent stated, “He made
statements [online] about tactical options for
killing multiple targets and the disposal of
their bodies.”lxix Ferguson was ultimately
seeking to take advantage of the increase in
militia activity across the country resulting
from COVID-19, which he saw as proof that
an uprising was possible and only needed a
signal. On Discord, Ferguson stated, “We’ll
just need to leave a calling card with the
Spartans name once the media gets a hold of
our card we’ll spread like wild fire and other
militias will get up.” Ferguson also allegedly
met with other anti-government adherents to
run practice drills on kidnapping and
conducting
reconnaissance.
Ferguson
appears to have drawn inspirations from the
Three Percenter movement, where in a meme
urging individuals to join his militia, he used
an image of a Spartan helmet with a Three
Percenter logo.lxx

related to the lockdown efforts by both
Michigan and Virginian governors. Governor
Whitmer especially, according to the AntiDefamation League, emerged as a favorite
target among antigovernment groups, which
criticized her many health measures to
contain COVID-19.lxxiii This case is
particularly interesting in the scope of this
project as it shows a radicalization purely
driven by COVID-19 in response to state
lockdown measures and mandates. This
demonstrates the potential dangers from the
antigovernment
Militia
Movement,
particularly at a time when all levels of
government are seeking to limit the spread of
a worldwide pandemic.
The Boogaloo Movement
The Boogaloo Movement is one of the
newest additions to the far-right, only coming
into the public eye around mid-2019. The
movement is significant within the new
COVID-19 threat landscape, since during the
pandemic this chatroom phenomenon
gradually evolved into a physical movement
that appeared regularly at lockdown and antimask protests across the nation. “Boogaloo”
has only just recently come to signify a single
movement. Previously, this was merely a
slang trend of popular meme culture within
fringe platforms like 4chan’s /k/. lxxiv By
2019, however, the term had come to mean
much more than just slang; it represented a
movement ideologically centered on
advocating for a future civil war in
America.lxxv During the pandemic this
decentralized movement grew, possibly due
to both increased grievances resulting from
COVID-19 and higher numbers of the
population at home and online. The Tech
Transparency Project in April 2020 found
125 Facebook groups devoted to the
“Boogaloo,” with more than 60% created in
the first three months of COVID-19
quarantines.lxxvi These groups were being
fueled by COVID-19 grievances, where

Wolverines Watchmen:
While the arrests related to the attempted
kidnaping of Michigan Governor Gretchen
Whitmer fall outside this paper’s proposed
timeline, this was a major attempted terror
attack directly responding to COVID-19
restrictions, and the plot’s planning extended
as far back as March 2020. All 13 of the
individuals initially arrested were associated
with the militia cell called the Wolverines
Watchmen, which was founded by two of the
men facing charges, Joseph Morrison and
Pete Musico.lxxi As early as March, the group
allegedly began seeking personal information
about police officers on their Facebook
group, in response to the increasing
lockdown efforts by state officials. lxxii The
members’ grievances stemmed from issues
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groups like “BoojieBastards: Intelligence and
Surveillance,” gained almost 6,600 members
between February and April as the pandemic
unfolded in the United States. lxxvii The
Boogaloo Movement was able to grow and
truly emerge as a powerful voice in the farright owing to perceived threats of
government
suppression
surrounding
COVID-19 lockdowns measures.
Initial scholarship on the Boogaloo
Movement first characterized the movement
as white nationalists, mistaking the group’s
desire for civil war as an intended race
war.lxxviii This is largely now known to be
false, with the movement more ideologically
resembling the Militia Movement. For
example, the organization promotes both
anti-government and anti-police sentiments,
appearing both at anti-lockdown protests and
at protests resulting from the murder of
George Floyd, thus attracting a broad
spectrum of adherents from the far-right. In
April 2020, one Boogalooer posted, “We are
not racist, the only hate I have is for
overreaching government.”lxxix This is not to
say that the threat posed by the Boogaloo
Movement is any less than that posed by
white nationalists. The idea of violence is
widely accepted within the Boogaloo
Movement, and many talk fondly about the
future prospects of the “inevitable boog.” An
alleged 15 arrests and five deaths have been
linked to the movement and “boogaloo”
rhetoric, and considering the Boogaloo only
entered the scene around the onset of
COVID-19, this suggests that worse violence
may be expected from the movement in the
months to come.
The Anti-Defamation League predicts that
the Boogaloo Movement likely surpassed
10,000 adherents online by summer 2020. lxxx
However, the number of members who are
physically going out and taking part in
demonstrations and attacks is much smaller.
Much of the Boogaloo still remains an online
phenomenon, which is illustrated by the

meme-like culture of their symbols that often
allude to inside-message board jokes and the
movement’s
unique dialect.lxxxi
The
Boogaloo have a plethora of words they use
to describe themselves, such as boogaloo
bois, boogs, and boojihadeen. However,
while the movement may seem decentralized
as an online community, their adoption of
uniforms and behavior signifies a very
specific ideological unity that is attracting an
array of members from across the nation.
The Boogaloo Movement in many ways
reflects the pre-2016 Militia Movement,
which might explain why some boogalooers
have ties to other anti-government groups
like the Three Percenters. Recently,
especially during COVID-19, the Boogaloo
Movement has begun ridiculing the Militia
Movement’s support of the Trump
administration, which many call “boot
lickers,” referring to individuals who are
sucking up to federal authorities. For
example, one Boogaloo member wrote in
June 2020, “[Militia/Three Percenters] are
always ready to take a knee and blow the state
as long as they have an R in front of their
name.”lxxxii In other words, the Boogaloo
Movement is holding onto the antigovernment attitudes that were once common
in the early years of the Militia
Movement.lxxxiii Because of these present
differences, The Boogaloo Movement should
be viewed as a distinctive movement within
the far-right, separate from both the White
Nationalist
Movement
and
Militia
Movement.
Conspiracy Rhetoric Online:
The Boogaloo Movement has ultimately
viewed COVID-19 and any steps by federal
and local authorities to control the spread of
the virus from an antigovernment and antilaw enforcement perspective. A central trend
that is unique to the movement is the
portrayal of COVID-19 as the potential start
of the “boog,” meaning the onset of civil war
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wave” stated, “All I can say is be prepared
cause s**t could possibly pop off if they try
to implement any sort of martial
law…Honestly it’s already starting.” lxxxvi A
trend within these conversations is
accelerationism, which often views mass
social upheaval as the necessary prelude to
usher in a rebuilding of society, an upheaval
that is not only inevitable but desirable. lxxxvii
For example, another posts states, “That s**t
gets my d**k hard. More chaos [in reference
to COVID-19 unrest] only ups the boogaloo
chances happening even sooner.”lxxxviii
Another account stated in response, “Yeah
I’m not worried about the virus, it will pass.
What I revel in is the panic and the potential
of the boog.”lxxxix This combination of
optimism and anticipation of a ‘boog’
breaking out at anti-lockdown and anti-mask
protests might explain why the movement’s
members often attended related events well
armed with both firearms and explosives in
order to potentially balance the power in an
event of civil war between local or federal
officials. During the height of anti-lockdown
protests, many individuals began posting
“boog ready” photos of themselves to their
accounts on their way to protests that would
picture them wearing their “boog kit” of
weapons and protective gear, which both
showed individuals’ conviction for the
movement and prompted others to come out
in support.
Another trend in the Boogaloo Movement is
anti-federal government sentiments related to
COVID-19, viewing measures by the U.S.
government as acts of tyranny and attempts
to subjugate the masses. However, unlike the
Militia Movement, much of the rhetoric only
hints at the ‘deep state’ and is stripped of any
New World Order conspiracies. One user
posted, ““Leftists use coronavirus to
implement Martial Law! It’s almost time to
Boog, are you ready?!!!?”xc This conspiracy
reflects that Boogaloo’s fear of the
government potentially declaring martial law

in America, that members view both as
exciting and as a signal for training. Another
notable trend is conspiracies regarding the
government’s utilization of the pandemic for
tyrannical purposes and support for
confrontation with lawmakers and enforcers
of COVID-19 mandates. Finally, there was
also a surge of conspiracies regarding
martyrdom myths following the death of
Duncan Lemp in March 2020, which have
remained a continual theme within the
movement. [Shown Below: Boogaloo word
cloud made of Reddit data for the months of
November and December 2019 vs. March
2020 – depicts how COVID-19 begun to play
an integral part in the Boogaloo
Movement.]lxxxiv

Since the key ideological component of the
Boogaloo Movement is anticipating and
embracing a pending civil war, it is not
surprising that much of their conspiratorial
rhetoric painted COVID-19 as the trigger
event, or as one user put it, “boog
conditions.”lxxxv For example, one Discord
user of prominent Boogaloo page “PATRIOT
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movement’s anti-law enforcement beliefs
that intensified over the summer, which
began calling police-related murders “getting
lemp’d” or “duncan lemp’d.”xcvi The
adoption and unification around Duncan
Lemp as a martyrdom figure in early March
2020, combined with growing personal
grievances as a result to COVID-19, truly
pushed the movement from the confines of
online chatrooms to physical reopen
demonstrations across the country.

to enforce quarantine measure. These antigovernment and anti-authority sentiments
have also turned steadily more violent as the
lockdown progressed. Many Boogaloo
memes depicted themes of COVID-19 as a
tool for violence against law enforcement and
lawmakers. One meme stated, “The
Coronavirus is highly contagious but it’s only
a serious threat to people over the age of 50.
The average age of Congress is 57.8 years
and 61.8 in the Senate. Cough on your elected
officials.”xci Overall the Boogaloo Movement
is distrustful of any measures taken by the
federal government to combat COVID-19,
with many voicing support or desire for
confrontation
against
civil
society,
lawmakers, and law enforcement.
A significant new trend within the Boogaloo
Movement’s rhetoric and subsequent
conspiracies is the growing idea of the
martyrdom. Duncan Lemp has largely been
adopted as the martyr of the Boogaloo
Movement and is praised by a variety of other
antigovernment extremists. Police killed
Lemp on March 12, 2020 during a no-knock
raid on his residence in Maryland. xcii Right
before his death, Lemp posted a photo
referencing the “boogaloo” to his Instagram
and also founded a Facebook and Telegram
channel
called
“BoogalooUSA.”xciii
Boogaloo adherents quickly adopted Lemp as
their mascot at anti-lockdown protests, for
example, giving their name to reporters at
protests as “Duncan Lemp” and wearing his
name on their body-armor and vests. The
Daily Beast reports that “Duncan Lemp” was
used as an alias at COVID-19 related protests
in Wisconsin, Nebraska, Tennessee,
Michigan, North Carolina, Indiana, and
Nevada.xciv Hashtags and memes like
#IamDuncan and #weareDuncanLemp are
increasingly popular. For example, one
boogalooer wrote, “I AM DUNCAN LEMP,
WE ARE DUNCAN LEMP, WE ARE
LEGION, WE ARE ONE.”xcv The death of
Duncan Lemp helped solidify the

Leadership Response:
While membership of the movement has
grown immensely since the start of the
COVID-19, the organization lacks any
significant leaders. This is due in large part to
the virtual and decentralized quality of the
movement.
Groups
that
attend
demonstrations typically plan collectively
within private chatrooms dedicated to
individual states or towns, which act
independently of each other, as oppose to the
Oath Keepers more formal “calls to action”
by Stewart Rhodes.xcvii Members of the
movement have seen this as both a strength
and weakness. In a 133-page document titled,
Basic Boogaloo Tactics, it states, “Clear
leaders make excellent targets to cut the head
off a movement and kill morale, but no clear
leaders leave a force that can be taken over
by anyone who has the balls to claim
ownership.”xcviii One account, Obi Boog
Kenobi, who was active on MeWe across a
spectrum of Boogaloo channels before being
de-platformed, stated, “We do need regional
state and national networks but the strongest
network is always the local group, our
communities are our first line of defense.” As
it stands now, the movement prefers small,
regionally-focused cells, reflecting the
broader movements feelings toward
libertarianism and individual freedom.
The decentralized movement typically
attended anti-lockdown and anti-mask
protests that were organized by other groups
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or individuals, rather than planning
Boogaloo-specific demonstrations. However,
there was an exception in May 2020 where
members of the Facebook group “Blue Igloo”
organized several small protests around
Raleigh, North Carolina. xcix The Facebook
account, in response to arrests by Raleigh
police at a “Reopen NC” protest, stated,
“This is a call to arms. I’m going to need
every able-bodied man to pack up your gear
and plan for a peaceful assembly at this very
spot on May 1st.”c This attempt by “Big
Igloo” further highlights the effects
grievances surrounding COVID-19 had in
solidifying the Boogaloo Movement as a
physical entity of the far-right, in contrast to
the online phenomenon as it stood in late2019.

known Boogaloo members. Ultimately, there
were two significant COVID-19 focused
Boogaloo-related arrests: Wyatt Winn of
Texas and Alan Viarengo of California.
Wyatt Winn:
Wyatt Winn, along with 8 other protesters,
was arrested for engaging in an armed
standoff with law enforcement outside of a
bar with “AR-15 type weapons.” He and the
others arrested were ‘standing guard’ for a
bar that was opening in protest of state
lockdown measures. Responding sheriff
Mike Griffis stated, “This was not a protest
of their second amendment rights. It was a
show of force to ensure this lady could violate
the governor’s order.”cii According to the
Anti-Defamation League, Winn was a
member of around 24 Boogaloo-related
groups on Facebook and also shared photos
of himself with other armed boogalooers and
multiple memes in reference to Duncan
Lemp.ciii Winn claimed that he was there to
protect the bar, showing how the Boogaloo
Movement and its adherents have framed
COVID-19 measures within antigovernment
and tyrannical rhetoric, galvanizing some to
take physical steps to object mandated
regulations. This also depicts a growing trend
in the Boogaloo Movement where members
act as “operational security” during COVID19-related protests. For example, in July
2020, the Boogaloo came out to serve as
security during an anti-mask protest, in
Columbus, Ohio, even setting up a perimeter
as depicted in one boogalooer’s Facebook
Livestream that has since been deplatformed.

Real World Action:
The Boogaloo Movement already established
itself within its first 13-months as a serious
far-right violent extremist threat. The AntiDefamation League has recorded 16
incidents where alleged Boogaloo members
have been arrested on a variety of criminal
charges, including murder and terrorist plots,
from March to October 2020.ci The
movement was increasingly active across the
country in response to COVID-19, which
served as a true catalyst for the movement to
attract new followers and enter the physical
stage. The movement is heavily decentralized
and, while it is known that the Boogaloo
Movement was active at anti-lockdown and
anti-mask demonstrations and rallies across
that nation, true numbers reflecting
movement-specific attendance may never be
known. This is due to that fact that much of
the group’s planning occurs in small
regional-specific private chatrooms, where
some protests may have as little as four
Boogaloo members present and other’s with
large and robust attendance. This section
focuses on real world actions that resulted in
COVID-related violent plots or attacks by

Alan Viarengo:
Alan Viarengo was charged for stalking and
harassing the Santa Clara County Health
Inspector after sending at least 24 threatening
letters over COVID-19 measures that
contained Boogaloo rhetoric and imagery.
Upon arrest, authorities seized more than 100
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window of the status quo.”cvi This sentiment
appears to be correct given the enormous
increase in white nationalist violence in
recent years following the election. For
example, the Anti-Defamation League’s
annual threat report highlighted that white
nationalist violence accounted for 90% of
domestic extremist-related murders in
2019.cvii The Trump Administration’s shift
toward a more nationalistic agenda allowed
far-right leadership to gain both mainstream
relevance and an increasing membership base
online.
Ideologically, groups within the White
Nationalist Movement are motivated by the
belief that white identity should remain the
focus of Western civilizations in an effort to
combat the growing so-called “white
genocide.” While not always overt, at the
core of this ideology is white supremacy, the
idea that the white race is both superior and
more deserving than other races since
minority groups are “systematically
destroying the U.S.”cviii There are ultimately
two parties within the White Nationalist
Movement: those that think they can best
affect change through mainstream politics
and those that view themselves as the last
vanguard against the extinction of their race.
The mainstream portions of the movement,
such as Richard Spenser and the ‘alt-right,’cix
believe that campaigning for positions within
politics and society is the best path toward
long-term ideological goals. The vanguard,
like The Base and Atomwaffen Division, see
revolution as the only viable path toward
“saving” the white race. The White
Nationalist
Movement
shares
many
conspiracies and antigovernment sentiments
with other far-right movements, but the key
difference is the importance placed on race,
specifically the white race. In this paper, the
White Nationalist Movement will be used to
describe a plethora of groups, like the Ku
Klux Klan, neo-Nazis, skinheads, and

firearms along with an assortment of
explosives from his residence. civ In his letters,
Viarengo attacked California’s COVID-19
mandates, for example, stating, “Remind
everyone that (1) the Constitution is not
suspended during times of crisis and (2) your
silly little ‘orders’ are not enforceable by
law…F**k all authority. Enjoy the
Boogaloo!”cv Viarengo’s letters highlight the
anti-authority rhetoric that is rampant
throughout the movement, particularly in
response to state implemented lockdown
measures. The Boogaloo Movement, along
with the Militia Movement, views lockdown
and mask mandates as efforts by the
government to strip individuals’ liberties that
are protected within the U.S. constitution.
This illustrates a broader domestic security
threat at a time when government officials are
responding to COVID-19 in a myriad of
ways, especially in coming months as the
U.S. pursues a federal-led vaccination
campaign.
White Nationalist Movement
Unlike the Militia Movement and Boogaloo
Movement, the White Nationalist Movement
has been a recurrent facet of the United States
for over a century. America’s dark past has
long been intertwined with race-centric
nationalism that often is broadcast as simple
patriotic fervor. Images depicting the KKK’s
march of almost 50,000 participants upon
Washington, D.C. in 1925 demonstrate not
just an enormous fringe base, but also a
widely accepted tolerance for beliefs of white
racial hegemony and violence. In recent
decades, there has been a significant revival
within the movement, one that has
increasingly entered the mainstream political
sphere following the 2016 election. Far-right
leaders, such as Matthew Heimbach, have
come to see the election of President Trump
as a kind of “nationalism 2.0,” stating,
“Donald Trump was the rock that White
America finally threw through the glass
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various other organizations driven by white
nationalist beliefs.
The White Nationalist Movement has tooled
COVID-19 as a way of validating theories
related to the perils of globalization and antiimmigrant sentiments. The movement has
used evidence of the virus originating in
China to further xenophobic rhetoric to
recruit new members. For example, one
white nationalist YouTube channel stated,
“We’ve been kind of calling this from day
one. Even before day one. Long before the
coronavirus…. it’s [globalization] all very
unsustainable.”cx While the Militia and
Boogaloo Movement have increasingly taken
to the streets over lockdown measures, the
real revival of the White Nationalist
Movement occurred online. For example, the
Institute for Strategic Dialogue found that
channels associated with white supremacy
and white nationalism on Telegram grew by
more than 6,000 users in March 2020
alone.cxi A plethora of COVID-19 related
white nationalist channels have popped up on
Telegram, the messaging platform preferred
by the movement, such as “Covid Red Pills”
and “Corona Chan News,” which populated
their channels with a mountain of antiSemitic and increasingly violent xenophobic
rhetoric and memes. Further, various white
nationalist figureheads, like David Duke,
have used fears and grievances surrounding
COVID-19 to accuse the U.S. of failures to
contain foreign threats as a direct result of
globalization. While much of this rhetoric is
to be expected of the White Nationalist
Movement, what is particularly concerning is
the increasing popularity of these channels,
which suggests a growing number of
Americans being drawn toward similar
white-centric
sentiments
surrounding
COVID-19.

encrypted messaging platform Telegram,
where thousands of extremists congregate to
spread their violent and racist rhetoric
without
fears
of
de-platforming.
Increasingly,
these
channels
are
interconnected. For example, the Institute for
Strategic Development found that out of 208
white supremacist channels, 205 were linked
to one another.cxii This highlights the
interconnected online ecosystem that
Telegram has allowed the movement. For this
research, a massive network of more than 450
channels of various white nationalist
tendencies, including Proud Boys, the Rise
Against Movement (R.A.M.), alt-right
figureheads, and far-right “shitposting”
chatrooms were monitored. Ultimately, the
trends most prevalent within these groups
regarding COVID-19 were anti-globalization
and anti-immigration rhetoric, anti-Semitic
propaganda, and accelerationist adoption of
the virus as a weapon.
Globalization has long been the enemy of the
White Nationalist Movement, where
members feel that increasing numbers of
immigrants are taking over the United States
and are forcing the white race to become a
minority. Southern Poverty Law Center
states, “White nationalists seek to return to an
America that predates the implementation of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the
Immigration and Nationality Act of
1965….cited as the harbingers of white
dispossession.”cxiii COVID-19 has thus been
framed as proof that globalization is a threat
to society, linking the spread of the virus to
minority groups. A white nationalist
Telegram channel, “Banned in the USA,”
stated, “The government lets a “deadly virus”
into our country due to a feckless
immigration system…Freedom even has a
price under greedy global capitalism I
guess.”cxiv Other users believe that COVID19 has served as a revelation for the
mainstream American public and provided a
“damning
indictment
against

Conspiracy Rhetoric Online:
The White Nationalist Movement has found
a safe haven within the confines of the
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globalization.”cxv Alex Jones, on Infowars,
provided an emergency report in the early
stages of the pandemic stating that COVID19 was an engineered weapon by globalists to
take down the Western World. cxvi There are
also trends of anti-Chinese conspiracies and
propaganda. For example, 4Chan’s Telegram
channel posted, “A Chinese woman proudly
filmed herself buying huge amount of
facemasks
from
multiple
US
supermarkets…it feels so awesome to buy all
the masks! I didn’t leave a single mask for the
Americans!”cxvii In another video an
allegedly COVID-19 positive Chinese
women is “caught” spitting on bananas in a
grocery store with the caption, “Is this an
isolated incident or are Chinese Nationals
and Communist Party loyalists being paid
and instructed to do this by their
government?”cxviii This trend highlights
tactics by the White Nationalist Movement to
further ideas of anti-immigration and racism
through exploitation of fears related to
COVID-19.
Anti-Semitic tropes and conspiracy theories
have also been increasingly present during
the White Nationalist Movement’s response
to COVID-19. From February to March
2020, Twitter recorded a 750% increase in
anti-Semitic conspiracies and tweets, often
linking George Soros to COVID-19.cxix This
largely stems from the white nationalist’s
fears regarding the ZOG, a popular acronym
for the “Zionist Occupied Government.”
Much like the New World Order, the ZOG
seeks to control and subjugate the American
people, but unlike the NWO, it is controlled
entirely by the Jews and reflects anti-Semitic
stereotypes of “manipulative Jewish
elites.”cxx One Telegram channel stated, “I
WANT YOU TO BE ASHAMED FOR
THIS [Explicit] JEWISH BIOWEAPON
YOUR
PEOPLE
CREATED
AND
BLAMED ON THE CHINESE! YOU ARE
LITERALLY SUBHUMAN!”cxxi Mike
Peinovich, founder of the Daily Shoah and

prominent leader in the alt-right, states, “This
is the Jewflu not the Wuflu. It’s primarily
spreading in Jewish communities.” Peinovich
and other members of the White Nationalist
Movement are playing on stereotypes that
were common in Nazi Germany that the
Jewish people are “carriers of disease.” These
conspiracies have led to an uptick in antiSemitic hate crimes within the United States.
White nationalists have begun using
“zoombombing” tactics to infiltrate and spam
Jewish Zoom meetings with violent and
pornographic imagery. For example, Alex
Auernheimer, who refers to himself as a
“white nationalist hacktivist,” has infiltrated
multiple Jewish-related Zoom meetings that
he targets with racist rants and Nazi
imagery.cxxii The Anti-Defamation League
has recorded 196 incidents of these antiSemitic “zoombombing” attacks in 2020, cxxiii
demonstrating how the White Nationalist
Movement has adapted their tactics to a new
virtual environment.
Finally, in response to increasing trends in
anti-globalist and anti-Semitic rhetoric, the
movement has begun to adopt more
accelerationist tactics, using COVID-19 as a
bioweapon
upon
minority
groups.
Accelerationism is an inherently violent
ideology of the White Nationalist Movement,
and adherents believe that the only path to
saving the white race from a “white
genocide” is through the instigation of a race
war and downfall of the current system of
government. The Foreign Policy Research
Institute states, “Accelerationists call for the
expulsion or extermination of Jewish people,
ethnic, and racial minorities.”cxxiv COVID-19
has been seen as a trigger event for potential
race war and the collapse of a globalist
society. One white supremacist states, “This
whole coronavirus thing has been an
accelerationist’s wet dream…If the virus is
any worse than the media is leading us to
believe, then this will result in a more
substantial collapse down the line.”cxxv In a
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trends alert released by the Department of
Homeland Security, increasing tactical
rhetoric was reported that urged the use of
COVID-19 as a bioweapon stating that it was
an “obligation to spread [COVID-19] should
any of them [white nationalists] contract the
virus.”cxxvi Some of these tactics include
visiting non-white neighborhoods while
infected, spraying saliva on law enforcement,
and spitting on elevator buttons. For
example, Telegram channel “Terrorwave
Refined” stated, “If you get this virus, you
have an OBLIGATION to spray your saliva
from a spray bottle on the faces of cops
everywhere you go,”cxxvii which was
immediately followed by a video titled, “I
know things are collapsing, but can’t it
happen faster?”cxxviii COVID-19, for some of
the White Nationalist Movement, is viewed
as a convenient weapon to target perceived
enemies and instigate violence, which is
further legitimized by their racial
conspiracies blaming both China and Jewish
people for the initial spread of the virus.

characterized by anonymous encrypted
chatrooms. This trend in decentralization is
highlighted by significant increases in loneactor attacks by white nationalists, where
perpetrators now often have no formal group
membership but largely self-radicalize at the
aid of online propaganda.
While trends seem to suggest that leadership
within the White Nationalist Movement is
decreasing in both audience and significance,
similar conspiratorial patterns are still
present. Particular trends are antiglobalization and anti-immigration, which
leaders of the movement are using as proof
for xenophobic rhetoric they propagated long
before COVID-19. For example, David
Duke, an internationally recognized leader
within the White Nationalist Movement, has
regularly rambled on his podcast about the
Jewish conspiracies behind COVID-19,
claiming that COVID-19 is a Jewish scheme
to push Americans to take opioids and fund
the Jewish-run pharmaceutical industry. cxxix
Other movement leaders, like Tom
Kawcyznki, have used COVID-19 to rebrand
and regain prominence in the contemporary
far-right. Kawcyznki, who once advocated
publicly for a white-dominated monarchy in
New England, has rebranded himself a
coronavirus expert on the “Coronavirus
Central” podcast and Telegram channel. cxxx
Kawcyznki, who made it into Apple’s top 20
“Health & Fitness”cxxxi podcasts in the early
months of the pandemic, used COVID-19
related conspiracy theories to attract a larger
base of Americans outside of his typical farright support. Kawcyznki has used COVID19 to move from the marginalized corners of
the far-right to gain a more moderate array of
conspiratorial listeners.

Leadership Response:
Unlike the Boogaloo Movement, the White
Nationalist Movement has a plethora of
public figures that operate openly in the
public sphere, hosting a wide array of
conspiratorial websites, podcasts, and blogs.
Leadership within the movement has been
outspoken with conspiratorial trends
regarding COVID-19, promoting various
agendas
of
anti-globalization,
antiimmigration,
and
anti-Semitism.
Interestingly, the movement has begun to
take the shape of an online phenomenon, an
almost opposite trend of the Boogaloo
Movement. As more and more white
nationalists flock online, depicted by the
large amount of group-specific Telegram
channels, popularity for once prominent
leadership fades. Once prolific figures, like
David Duke, have now fallen to the way side
in favor of a more decentralized movement

Real World Action:
As with the Militia and Boogaloo
Movements, this section focuses on real
world actions perpetrated by known white
nationalists and fueled by COVID-19 related
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grievances. White nationalists took on
increasingly violent rhetoric online in
response to COVID-19, particularly targeting
minority groups, and were also present at
many anti-lockdown and COVID-19
demonstrations. However, one significant
challenge with researching white nationalistspecific violence is the media’s willingness
to prescribe ‘white supremacists’’ titles to
far-right individuals, failing to account for
the distinct ideological differences between
the movements in the far-right. Ultimately,
I’ve chosen to focus on Timothy Wilson, an
accelerationist and white nationalist, who
attempted a violent terror attack as a direct
result of lockdown measures.

Wilson was motivated by the broader trends
within the White Nationalist Movement, such
as anti-Semitism and accelerationism, that
were triggered as a result of COVID-19
lockdown measures by the governor, further
depicting the volatile storm of COVID-19
within the fringe of the far-right.
Research Implications and Concluding
Remarks:
This article sheds light on the ways in which
distinct movements within the far-right
responded and adapted to COVID-19. Surges
of fear and societal grievances related to
COVID-19, were largely a cause for
celebration among the far-right, as the
pandemic validated their movement’s beliefs
toward increasing federal authority and a
foreign threat from abroad, while also
attracting a number of new members
radicalized by COVID-19 mandates. The farright was both intensified by the growing
polarization of America prior to the
pandemic and the subsequent public
resentment toward U.S. officials’ handling of
COVID-19. COVID-l9 led to resurgence in
the far-right due to the movement’s ability to
infect their conspiratorial ideas into
contemporary public debate to gain larger
moderate support. Large levels of grievances
in the American public resulting from the
pandemic led to not just resurgence but even
an emergence of new far-right threats, such
as the Boogaloo Movement. Overall, two
predominant far-right trends emerged during
the pandemic: those who believed the virus to
be a hoax and instrument for government
overreach and those who accepted its
existence but believed it to be manufactured
or spread maliciously. COVID-19 was and
still is a catalyst for the contemporary farright landscape, as this research shows.
This article serves to stand as part of a much
larger project for understanding the
significant role that 2020 has had on the
contemporary landscape of the far-right. A

Timothy Wilson:
Timothy Wilson was thwarted in his attempt
to blow up Belton Regional Medical Center,
a hospital caring for COVID-19 patients near
Kansas City, Missouri. According to the
Anti-Defamation League, Wilson “felt a
sense of urgency to act after Belton’s mayor
issued a stay-at-home order on March 24,
2020.cxxxii Wilson was active online in both
the National Socialist Movement and
Vorherrschaft Division, two white nationalist
groups. Wilson was physically part of any
formal group; further illustrating a move
within the White Nationalist Movement
toward
online
decentralization.
Vorherrschaft Division, a splinter of
Atomwaffen Division, urges its members to
engage in accelerationist attacks to bring
about the collapse of society. cxxxiii Wilson
applied this accelerationist perception to
COVID-19, which he perceived as
“engineered by Jews as a power grab.” cxxxiv
For example, in one Telegram post, Wilson
states, “I think it’s real [COVID-19],
however
ZOG
[Zionist
Occupied
Government] is using it as an excuse to
destroy our people. They scare people and
have society break down…Mark my words
it’s coming. I hope people are ready.” cxxxv
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challenge in this research was separating and
narrowing the scope of this project to only
focus on COVID-19, when in reality 2020
was ridden with a number of politically
polarizing events that warrant their own
research. For example, further research is
necessary to understand how the environment
created by COVID-19 potentially led to
increasingly more violent far-right activities
during the civil unrest and protest movement
resulting from the murder of George Floyd in
May 2020 and during the contested 2020
election and subsequent “stop the steal”
protests. Ultimately, this research was taking
place at a time when the environment
surrounding COVID-19 was rapidly
evolving, and now with cases stabilizing in
the country, a new federally-led vaccine
campaign, and re-opening efforts in
American cities, a more comprehensive
review is warranted to understand the lasting
effects the pandemic has had on the far-right.
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Disunited Kingdom: Scottish Independence and Transatlantic Security
Nicholas Labecki
The United Kingdom’s withdrawal from the European Union, or “Brexit,” has resulted in renewed
momentum for Scottish independence. While the 2014 Scottish Independence Referendum was
touted as a “once in a generation” event, the Scottish National Party (SNP) has argued that Brexit
constituted a “significant and material change in the circumstances that prevailed in 2014,” and
thus necessitates a second independence referendum. Beyond the economic and societal impacts
of a future “Yes” vote, potential Scottish independence holds major implications for transatlantic
security. First, Scottish independence could significantly disrupt the British armed forces, forcing
Westminster and Holyrood to negotiate the division of both manpower and equipment as well as
the transfer of UK military installations in Scotland. Independence could likewise necessitate the
relocation of the British nuclear force from Faslane to a new site in England or Wales. Finally,
Scottish independence stands to embolden other European separatist movements which, coupled
with the SNP’s opposition to nuclear weapons, presents a substantial challenge to alliance
cohesion within the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).
month’s Scottish Parliament elections, which
stated that the “Scottish Parliament should
have the right to hold another referendum...if
there is a significant and material change in
the circumstances that prevailed in 2014,
such as Scotland being taken out the EU
against our will.”i

Introduction
On September 18, 2014, Scots voted “No,”
electing to eschew independence and remain
a part of the United Kingdom (UK),
preventing
a
potentially
significant
disruption to the existing transatlantic
security framework. The 2014 Scottish
Independence Referendum, or “Indyref” for
short, was hailed as a “once in a generation
event” by then Scottish First Minister Alex
Salmond. After the “No” campaign prevailed
with 55% of the vote, the question of Scottish
independence was assumed settled for the
foreseeable future. This prevailing wisdom
was short lived, however. On June 23, 2016,
Britons voted to leave the European Union
(EU), commencing a years-long process that
culminated with the UK formally departing
the EU on January 31, 2020. While 52% of
the electorate backed the “Leave” campaign
nationwide, Scotland overwhelmingly voted
to remain a member of the EU, with 62% of
Scots voting to “Remain.” First Minister
Nicola Sturgeon, who replaced Alex
Salmond following the 2014 independence
referendum, was quick to seize on the
opportunity to call for a second independence
referendum, citing the Scottish National
Party’s (SNP) manifesto for the previous

The COVID-19 pandemic has likewise
proven to be an inflection point in the debate
over Scottish independence. Polls in
November 2020 found that 74% of Scots
approved of Sturgeon’s handling of the
pandemic, with 72% favorably rating the
performance of the Scottish Parliament at
Holyrood. Meanwhile, just 19% of Scots
approved of UK Prime Minister Boris
Johnson’s performance during the pandemic,
with 25% believing the UK Parliament at
Westminster had performed well. ii Scottish
dissatisfaction with Westminster’s handling
of the pandemic has correlated with a
significant increase in support for
independence. An October 2020 Ipsos MORI
poll found that a record 58% of Scots
supported independence while also finding
that the pro-independence SNP had a sizable
lead heading into the 2021 Scottish
Parliament elections. iii
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Support for both the SNP and independence
waned somewhat in the early months of
2021, however. The SNP, indeed, emerged
from the May 6 Scottish parliament elections
as the largest party but fell one seat short of
an absolute majority with 64. Proindependence parties will be in the majority
in the new parliament, though, with the
Scottish Greens securing eight seats after
backing another independence referendum in
their 2021 party manifesto. The election
provided little clarity, however, with the prounion Conservatives, Labour, and Liberal
Democrats receiving a combined 50.4% of
the constituency vote compared to just 49%
combined between the SNP and the Greens. iv
Moreover, while Nicola Sturgeon quickly
proclaimed that the SNP had won a mandate
to pursue another referendum, the polling
average since the beginning of April 2021
shows 46% of Scots opposed to
independence compared to 45% in favor,
suggesting that the heightened nationalist
sentiment witnessed during the peak of the
pandemic has subsided. v

Impact on the British Armed Forces
Scottish independence could prove a
logistical nightmare for the British armed
forces, requiring Westminster and Holyrood
to oversee the division of both manpower and
equipment as well as the handover of UK
military bases in Scotland. At present, the UK
Ministry of Defence does not know how
many Scots serve in the UK armed forces.
Though
personnel
records
include
nationality, UK nationals may only select
“British,” making it difficult to determine an
exact breakdown by country.vi Nevertheless,
assuming that the proportion of Scots in the
armed forces is roughly equivalent to
Scotland’s share of the UK population, Scots
should account for approximately 11,900 of
the 145,300 members of the UK Regular
Forces stationed at home and abroad.vii
Additionally, at the time of the 2014
independence referendum, approximately
11,000 military personnel were stationed in
Scotland, along with 4,000 Ministry of
Defence civilian personnel (comprising 7.5%
and 7.6%, respectively, of the total number of
personnel in the UK). Approximately 2,200
Volunteer Reserves were also based in
Scotland at the time (10.3% of the UK
total).viii Should Scottish independence come
to pass, it can be assumed that Scottish
members of the UK armed forces will form
the nucleus of a new Scottish military. As
Malcolm Chalmers of the Royal United
Services Institute (RUSI) has cautioned,
however, Scots in the UK armed forces are
among the most supportive of the Union,
raising doubts about their willingness to
switch their allegiance to a new Scottish
military.ix Chalmers has likewise warned
that, while the SNP has pledged to match the
pay and conditions of the UK armed forces,
tight economic conditions in postindependence Scotland could force defense
spending cuts, potentially causing the
Scottish military to suffer a significant “brain

Though it might be too soon to remove St.
Andrew’s Cross from the Union Jack, it is
vital to consider the implications of Scottish
independence. Much discussion has focused
on the impact independence will have on the
British economy and British society, but it is
impossible to ignore the impact Scottish
independence would have on transatlantic
security. The potential for Scottish
independence stands to cause a major
disruption to the British armed forces, with
the division of both manpower and
equipment to be settled. Independence could
likewise force the relocation of the British
nuclear force from its home at Faslane, a
long-standing priority for the SNP. Finally,
Scottish independence could seriously
threaten alliance cohesion within the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).
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drain” if highly-trained Scots elect to remain
in the UK armed forces.x

UK government’s counterargument at the
time provides a useful window into what an
independent Scottish military might look
like. Pointing to the SNP’s projected defense
expenditures, which Holyrood said would
range from £1.6 billion to £2.5 billion, the
UK government argued that this would have
comprised just 7% of the contemporary UK
defense budget. An independent Scotland,
under the SNP’s projections, would thus
spend less on defense than comparable small
European countries, such as Norway and
Denmark. With defense spending decreased
to such a level, Westminster argued, and with
Holyrood’s tax revenue drawn from a much
smaller base than Westminster’s, the Scottish
government would be hard-pressed to
maintain the numerous bases and to operate
the modern weapons systems it hoped to
inherit, weakening Scotland’s security and
costing thousands of jobs in defense-related
industries.xiv

Beyond the division of manpower, Holyrood
and Westminster will need to negotiate the
handover of UK bases in Scotland to a new
Scottish military. Scotland is home to a
considerable portion of the UK’s defense
infrastructure. Royal Air Force (RAF)
Lossiemouth in Moray in the northeast of
Scotland is home to four squadrons of
Eurofighter Typhoon fighter jets as well as
the entirety of Britain’s fleet of Poseidon
maritime patrol aircraft. In an age of renewed
Russian hostility towards the West, the
Typhoons are crucial to the interception of
Russian bombers that approach UK airspace
from the north. Likewise, the Poseidon
aircraft are vital to British anti-submarine
warfare efforts and the monitoring of Russian
submarines seeking to slip into the North
Atlantic. Certain to be more contentious is
the fate of Her Majesty’s Naval Base
(HMNB) Clyde at Faslane, Dunbartonshire,
on the west coast of Scotland. HMNB Clyde
is one of the Royal Navy’s three main naval
bases in the UK (the other two being HMNB
Portsmouth and HMNB Devonport on the
English Channel), and is the home of the
UK’s nuclear deterrent, known colloquially
as Trident.xi The SNP has long campaigned
on Trident’s removal from Scottish soil, with
the issue being a core part of the SNP’s
platform since the 1960s, and is unlikely to
permit the Royal Navy to continue operating
the base at Faslane. xii

The Nuclear Dilemma: Relocating Trident
The fate of the UK nuclear force at Faslane is
likely to be one of the more contentious
issues should Scots vote for independence in
a potential second referendum. The UK is
unique among the world’s nuclear powers in
that it only possesses one means by which it
can deliver its nuclear weapons. Indeed, the
UK nuclear force is comprised of four
Vanguard class submarines, each of which is
capable of carrying up to sixteen Trident
missiles. During the 2014 Indyref campaign,
the SNP identified the relocation of Trident
as one of its chief defense priorities, calling
for “the speediest safe withdrawal of nuclear
weapons from Scotland.”xv If the SNP
followed through on this pledge, which
seems likely given that the SNP’s opposition
to the British nuclear program dates back to
the 1960s, the British government would be
forced to make rapid contingency plans for
the relocation of Trident. Any relocation of
Trident would prove extremely difficult and

Finally, an agreement must also be reached
regarding the division of military equipment.
During the Indyref campaign, the Scottish
government advocated for a division of assets
and liabilities based on population. Based on
a 2007 estimate that placed the Ministry of
Defence’s total assets and investments at £93
billion, Scotland would have inherited
approximately £7.8 billion in assets. xiii The
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costly. Such a process would not be as simple
as relocating Trident to another location in
England or Wales as the specialized facilities
at HMNB Clyde simply do not exist
elsewhere in the UK. Studies in 2013
predicted the total cost of relocating Trident
would reach at least £20 billion and would
take approximately 20 years to complete,
although then-Defence Secretary Philip
Hammond suggested that the process could
be completed in as few as 10 years if the
government treated the relocation as an
absolute priority.xvi

favorable shelter. The Falmouth site,
however, is 50 nautical miles from
Devonport, which the authors noted would
force submarines to spend an estimated six
hours traveling between the two locations in
order to load and unload nuclear
warheads.xviii Further compounding these
issues is the prospect for local opposition to
the storing of nuclear weapons in a given
location. The costs of relocating Trident from
HMNB Clyde and replicating the nuclear
weapons handling facilities at Coulport also
stand to drain resources from other parts of
the defense sector, weakening the UK’s
overall defense readiness for a time. The UK
government has already budgeted £31
billion, as well as an additional £10 billion for
contingencies, to fund the Vanguard’s
replacement, with the first of four
Dreadnought class submarines set to arrive
later this decade.xix

Of particular concern would be replicating
the nuclear weapons handling facilities at
Coulport, which are used to store and
maintain nuclear warheads, their re-entry
vehicles, and the Trident missiles. While the
Vanguard class submarines could be
stationed and repaired at a number of other
locations in the UK or abroad, there is no
equivalent to Coulport in the rest of the UK,
forcing such a facility to be developed from
scratch. Strict safety regulations require the
facilities to be resistant to earthquakes,
impacts, explosions, and various other
potential hazards. Given the risks of a nuclear
accident, Coulport’s relatively remote
location was ideal for isolating any such
accident from the general public. Coulport
was likewise ideal for its close proximity to
Faslane, with the two facilities located just
2.5 miles apart by land and 15 nautical miles
by sea, cutting down on the time necessary to
load and unload munitions and decrease time
spent in transit between the two sites. xvii

Scottish Accession to NATO and the
Impact on Alliance Cohesion
Lastly, Scottish independence could also
prompt a fight over Scottish accession to
NATO, potentially placing considerable
strain on alliance cohesion. Prior to 2012, the
SNP opposed continued membership in
NATO, believing that membership would
prevent the removal of Trident from Scottish
soil. At its 2012 party conference in Perth,
however, the SNP reversed course, dropping
its opposition to NATO, providing an
independent Scotland could seek Trident’s
relocation.xx If Scotland does become an
independent state, however, it would not
receive preferential consideration for
accession to NATO. Rather, Holyrood would
be forced to negotiate Scottish accession to
the alliance like any other aspiring member
state.xxi One potential benefit for Scotland,
however, is that all previous participants in
the Membership Action Program (MAP),
which was established to aid NATO aspirants
in their preparations for accession, have been

As Hugh Chalmers and Malcolm Chalmers
noted in a 2014 report for RUSI, however, colocation of the nuclear submarines and their
munitions at Devonport—the previous home
of the UK’s non-Vanguard submarine fleet—
appears unfeasible. Rather, the RUSI report
suggested a site near Falmouth as a desirable
alternative, citing its relative isolation and
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post-communist states. Scotland faces none
of the major political or military hurdles that
needed to be overcome prior to the
admittance of Central and Eastern European
states or the Balkans.

potential sticking point for accession during
the Indyref campaign. A 2013 UK
government white paper contended that the
SNP’s desire to seek accession for an
“independent Scottish state while being
unwilling to subscribe to the nuclear aspects
of NATO’s Strategic Concept, risks
undermining the collective defence and
deterrence of NATO Allies, and would
represent a significant complication to its
membership.”xxv Although this could be
written off as a talking point aimed at
dissuading Scots from voting for
independence, the ability of the UK to delay
Scottish accession to NATO should not be
underestimated. Though certainly an extreme
example, Greek opposition to North
Macedonia’s use of the name Macedonia
forced the former Yugoslav republic to wait
two decades before joining the alliance. The
matter was only resolved after Skopje agreed
to change the country’s name to North
Macedonia in 2017, leading Athens to end its
opposition of North Macedonia’s accession
to both NATO and the EU. xxvi The SNP
should not assume a UK government that was
recently forced to expend billions of pounds
relocating Trident will avoid delaying
Scottish accession to the alliance at least in
the short term.

Nevertheless, other potential impediments
could stand in the way of Scottish accession
to NATO. Namely, the SNP’s steadfast
opposition to nuclear weapons could prove
the biggest hurdle to be overcome prior to an
independent Scotland’s accession to NATO.
NATO’s 2010 Strategic Concept reaffirmed
the alliance’s stance on nuclear weapons,
stating that, “Deterrence, based on an
appropriate mix of nuclear and conventional
capabilities, remains a core element of our
overall strategy. The circumstances in which
any use of nuclear weapons might have to be
contemplated are extremely remote. As long
as nuclear weapons exist, NATO will remain
a nuclear alliance.”xxii Despite this
commitment, an independent Scotland would
not be the first member state to desire a break
with NATO’s history as a nuclear alliance.
Prior to the adoption of the 2010 Strategic
Concept, Belgium, the Netherlands,
Germany, Norway, and Luxembourg
spearheaded an effort to remove all U.S.
nuclear weapons from Europe and to reassess
the role of nuclear weapons in European
collective defense. xxiii Although this effort
failed, strong backers of NATO’s nuclear
mission may fear that permitting Scotland to
opt out of the nuclear mission will convince
other member states to follow. Indeed, the
German Social Democratic Party’s recent
statements in favor of the withdrawal of U.S.
nuclear weapons is a warning sign, xxiv
particularly as Angela Merkel’s CDU limps
towards the September 2021 federal election
facing public backlash over the government’s
handling of COVID-19 vaccine rollout.

Additionally, the UK government might not
be the only objector to Scottish accession to
the alliance. Scottish nationalism is but one
of
many
subnational
independence
movements in Europe. Though less
discussed, support for separatist movements
in both Flanders in Belgium and the South
Tyrol and Veneto regions of Italy is not
insignificant.xxvii Flemish separatism is of
particular concern to NATO, with Supreme
Headquarters Allied Powers Europe
(SHAPE) and other high-level elements of
the alliance located in Belgium. Fortunately,
SHAPE is located in the Walloon region and
NATO headquarters is in the bilingual

The UK government likewise pointed to
Scottish opposition to nuclear weapons as a
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Johnson’s majority is unlikely to be
overturned for at least a few election cycles,
barring a landslide. And while the Johnson
government’s handling of the COVID-19
pandemic could have provided the impetus
for such a landslide, the UK’s successful
vaccine rollout, coupled with the fact that the
next election remains three years in the
future, could boost Johnson’s chances of
another electoral victory. Assuming Johnson
resists the pressure to hold a second
referendum in the interim, which seems
highly likely, a second referendum could be
a decade or more in the future. By that time,
the full effects of Brexit should be known,
potentially assuaging the fears of Scots who
desired to remain in the EU. However, the
SNP’s own success in the 2019 General
Election and the 2021 Scottish parliament
elections suggests that support for Scottish
independence has remained consistent.

enclave of Brussels, potentially limiting any
disruptions Flemish separatism could cause.
More concerning, however, could be the
Spanish reaction to Scottish independence.
Madrid has dealt with the separatist
movement in the Basque Country for
decades, while the independence movement
in Catalonia has captured global headlines in
recent years. Spain already has a track record
for going against the tide of Western opinion,
opposing the recognition of Kosovo’s
independence from Serbia in 2008 over fears
of parallels to Catalonia and the Basque
Country.xxviii
To be sure, Scottish independence is highly
unlikely to be the end of NATO. Scotland’s
geography, if not its military prowess, is
likely to prove too important in countering a
resurgent Russia to allow petty disputes to
delay the accession of an independent
Scotland to the alliance. However, additional
stress on alliance cohesion could not come at
a worse time. Democratic backsliding in
Hungary and Poland, as well as Turkey’s
deepening relationship with Moscow and
clashes with fellow member state Greece
have likewise been causes for concern. The
alliance simply cannot afford a fight over
Scotland that alienates Spain and potentially
other vital member states.

As such, the vast implications of Scottish
independence for the British armed forces
and transatlantic security at large must be
taken seriously. The creation of a new
Scottish military could prove extremely
challenging logistically, forcing Holyrood
and Westminster to negotiate the handover of
various equipment, weapons systems, and
UK bases in Scotland. The relocation of
Trident from Faslane to another location in
the UK could be perhaps the most
contentious dispute, forcing the UK
government to spend billions of pounds
preparing a new site and disrupting the
established operations of the UK nuclear
deterrent. Finally, Scottish accession to
NATO could cause a serious disruption to
alliance cohesion at a time when NATO is
already struggling to cooperate in
confronting a resurgent Russia. The UK
government and its NATO allies cannot
simply bury their heads in the sand and hope
the issue of Scottish independence goes
away. Even if a second independence

Conclusion
Britain’s exit from the European Union has
reignited the debate over Scottish
independence just years after a supposedly
“once in a generation” referendum. Despite
the SNP’s pledge to hold an Indyref2 in the
near future, however, the prospect of such a
referendum appears a long way off. The
December 2019 UK General Election
delivered Boris Johnson’s Conservative
Party its largest majority since the days of
Margaret
Thatcher.
Though
the
Conservatives have been in government for
more than a decade now, the size of
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referendum is years away, the close call in
2014 and the shocking result of the 2016
Brexit referendum reinforce that serious
preparations should be made to limit
disruptions to the UK armed forces and
NATO in the event of a future “Yes” vote.
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Why Operation PBSUCCESS Failed: Misperceptions, Unethical Conduct and
False Precedents
Marie Swain
Operation PBSUCCESS, the Central Intelligence Agency’s (CIA) 1954 covert action campaign in
Guatemala, remains one of the most consequential intelligence failures in the history of the U.S.
Intelligence Community (IC). Though the operation occurred more than half a century ago,
PBSUCCESS remains relevant today to discussions surrounding what constitutes an operational
failure and whether it is appropriate for the IC to influence policymaking, and if so, to what degree.
This article examines why PBSUCCESS failed and how its impact rippled throughout history,
prompting the CIA to conduct other U.S. covert action operations during the Cold War according
to PBSUCCESS’s operational model until its humiliating defeat at the Bay of Pigs. It concludes
that maintaining key principles in the intelligence community, such as rigorous tradecraft and
high ethical standards, may guide improved intelligence practice and prevent similar intelligence
failures in the future.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ironically, Operation PBSUCCESS was a
colossal intelligence failure. This 1954 covert
CIA operation in Guatemala fell short of
fulfilling its aspirational name due to three
primary reasons: 1) PBSUCCESS was
heavily misguided by inaccurate analyses
about the presence of communism in
Guatemala; 2) PBSUCCESS was plagued by
unethical behavior by senior intelligence
officials; and 3) PBSUCCESS prioritized
short-term, tactical success over long-term,
strategic aims. While the CIA did accomplish
its primary goal of removing the leader of
Guatemala, the Agency’s focus on
celebrating this initial achievement led to
PBSUCCESS being lauded as a complete
intelligence
success.
The
operation
consequently morphed from being a singular
intelligence failure in history to becoming the
model for future covert action operations,
multiplying its negative impact over time.
Thus, in addition to the factors that
contributed to this operation’s initial failure
in 1954, the most significant intelligence
failure of PBSUCCESS was that it set a poor
precedent, prompting policymakers to
believe in the efficacy of covert action and
overly depend on this type of intelligence
activity to achieve their political objectives.

This article begins with a section outlining
the history of PBSUCCESS, including the
operation’s political context, its execution,
and its long-lasting impact in the United
States. It then analyzes the roles that
intelligence,
senior
leadership,
and
operational perception of success played in
making this operation an intelligence failure.
The article concludes with an examination of
the lessons that the IC can draw from this
failed intelligence campaign to foster
improved intelligence practice today.
II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The CIA carried out covert action to
overthrow the president of Guatemala in
1954 due to the convergence of several
historical factors and events—namely, the
passage of Decree 900 in 1952, the election
of U.S. President Dwight D. Eisenhower
(Eisenhower) in 1953, and the appointment
of Allen Dulles as Director of the CIA the
same year.
Guatemala’s Agrarian Reforms
In March 1951, Juan Jacobo Árbenz Guzmán
(Árbenz) became the president of Guatemala.
As the second democratically elected
president of the country, Árbenz kept many
of the same policies as his predecessor, Juan
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José
Arévalo
(Arévalo),
including
maintaining a strong legislature and
upholding the right to free elections. i In June
1952, the Guatemalan legislature passed
Decree 900, an agrarian reform bill initially
introduced by the president. Seeking to
replace “the feudalist modes and relations of
production with capitalist ones,” this bill
directed that all uncultivated land larger than
224 acres be confiscated by the government
and redistributed to local farmworkers and
indigenous groups.ii The bill maintained that
the government would compensate all
landowners for any land it expropriated.

bananas in Guatemala, was the largest
landowner in the country at that time. Though
the Guatemalan government under Decree
900 only took UFCO’s unutilized land,
UFCO lost nearly 400,000 out of the 550,000
acres it owned, as less than 100,000 acres of
UFCO’s property was being farmed at that
time.vii And while UFCO was compensated
for the land the government confiscated,
UFCO had vastly undervalued its property on
tax records for years, and therefore received
millions of dollars less in compensation than
what its land was worth. viii Subsequently,
looking to restore its fortunes, UFCO turned
to the U.S. government.

At this time, over half of the agricultural land
in Guatemala was held by only twenty-two
families, whose wealth and influence were
sizable.iii The land reform law spurred fierce
backlash from the upper echelons of
Guatemalan society, and in the four weeks
before the decree was passed, the government
made a number of concessions to appease the
opposition.
However,
despite
the
government’s
compromises,
“Pedro
Aycinea, a coffee producer and a member of
one of the twenty wealthiest families in
Guatemala…suggested
that
the
government’s agrarian bill was inspired by
Communists.”iv Ayincea was shortly joined
in this cry by the Catholic Church; the
General Association of Farmers (AGA), an
organization consisting of Guatemalan
landowners; and the United Fruit Company
(UFCO), who all “[denounced] the bill as a
Communist instrument.”v However, despite
the powerful opposition, the agrarian reform
went into effect. Subsequently, the
government expropriated more than 16
percent of Guatemala’s arable land and
redistributed it to more than 130,000 families
across the nation.vi

Competing Views at State and CIA about the
Communist Threat
UFCO and the State Department had
disagreed throughout Truman’s presidency
about whether communism posed a threat in
Guatemala. The CIA’s position sided with
UFCO and ultimately swayed Truman to
authorize a response, though practical
circumstances brought a postponement until
Eisenhower took office.
UFCO began lobbying the Executive Branch
and Congress to take action in Guatemala
against alleged communist reforms starting in
the late 1940’s, when Árbenz’s predecessor,
Arévalo, implemented a new labor code
which allowed UFCO workers to go on
strike. As many of its former employees held
prominent positions in the U.S. government,
UFCO enjoyed a far-reaching political
influence. Notably, future Secretary of State
John Foster Dulles (Foster Dulles) had
previously been a lawyer for UFCO and his
brother, future CIA Director Allen Dulles,
served on UFCO’s board of directors at this
time.ix

The backlash increased following the
enactment of this bill. Most significantly,
UFCO, an American corporation that grew

Trying to rouse political support for an
intervention in Guatemala in response to
Arévalo’s
labor
reforms,
UFCO
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covertly overthrow Árbenz. xv However,
Secretary of State Dean Acheson ended up
terminating the operation in October 1952
before it could begin after the State
Department received reports that the
president of Nicaragua had leaked the CIA’s
plan to other Central American leaders. xvi

representatives such as Public Relations
Director Thomas Corcoran (Corcoran)
sought
out
“officials
who
might
be…sympathetic” to the company’s
difficulties.x In 1950, Corcoran met with the
State Department’s Director on Central
America. Though the Department “had a low
opinion of Arévalo’s policies,” it “considered
[Guatemala] free of Communist influence”
and “wanted to avoid big stick tactics that
could prove counterproductive.”xi Corcoran
also met with Dulles in 1950, who was
known to have a “well cultivated anticommunist slant” and desire to remove the
“pro-communist leadership in Guatemala.”
Yet, “without approval from State, CIA
evinced little interest.”xii

Operation PBSUCCESS
It was not long before the CIA was given a
second chance. Though a CIA report
published in October 1952 following the
termination of PBFORTUNE concluded that
“rather than setting up a Communist state,
Árbenz desires to establish a ‘modern
democracy,’”xvii Dulles remained convinced
the United States needed to oust Guatemala’s
president. Although he was not able to
achieve this objective as Deputy Director of
the CIA under Truman, Dulles hoped that the
next president in the White House would be
“receptive to [his] covert action agenda.”xviii
In January 1953, President Eisenhower
assumed office, pledging to firmly counter
the spread of communism around the world.
Eisenhower soon thereafter appointed Dulles
Director of the CIA, and by August of that
year, Eisenhower approved the CIA to carry
out PBSUCCESS to oust Árbenz once and
for all.

Despite Dulles’s “procedural correctness,”
CIA officials were more concerned about
Guatemala than their State Department
counterparts and had been wary of signs of
Soviet
interference
since
Arévalo’s
xiii
election.
In 1950, the CIA’s Office of
Policy Coordination (OPC) sent one agent to
enroll in a university in Guatemala City to
gather intelligence on communists in the
country. Though this project only had a
budget of $6,000 and “produced few results,”
the CIA remained apprehensive about Soviet
designs regarding Guatemala. xiv

The CIA began planning the operation right
away. Per a November 1953 memorandum,
the objectives of PBSUCCESS were “to
remove covertly, and without bloodshed if
possible, the menace of the present
Communist-controlled
government
of
Guatemala” and “to install and sustain,
covertly, a pro-U.S. government in
Guatemala.xix Placing the fate of the mission
on the hopes that it could create the
“impression of very substantial military
strength” through “psychological warfare,”
the CIA set up headquarters in Miami and
began
broadcasting
propaganda
on
Guatemalan radio channels to undermine

By 1952, the CIA had published new
assessments corroborating UFCO’s warnings
about the existence of communism in
Guatemala. Consequently, though UFCO
continued lobbying throughout this period, it
appears that policymakers were far more
convinced of the threat Guatemala posed to
U.S. security after hearing the information
from the authority of the CIA. Backed up by
the CIA’s judgment that Guatemala was
becoming the site of a “Soviet beachhead in
the Western Hemisphere,” President Truman
authorized
Operation
PBFORTUNE
(PBFORTUNE) in September 1952 to
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“very much in doubt.”xxvi As the operation
largely depended on whether the CIA could
psychologically mislead Árbenz through the
use of airplanes and false radio reports into
believing that Armas had a strong military
force, it was a great blow when the CIA lost
two out of three of its bombers. At an
emergency meeting at the White House on
June 22nd, Dulles reported to Eisenhower that
the operation as it was had a zero percent
chance of success, and only a twenty percent
chance if the lost aircraft were replaced. xxvii
Eisenhower authorized replacing the two
bombers. A few days later on June 27th,
shaken by Armas’s supposed air force and
hoping to put an end to civilian casualties,
Árbenz resigned.xxviii Armas then became the
president of Guatemala on July 8th, 1954,
fulfilling the tactical objective of the mission
to oust Árbenz.

public support for Árbenz in Guatemala. xx It
next picked Carlos Castillo Armas (Armas),
an exiled former officer of the Guatemalan
Army and previous candidate for the
PBFORTUNE operation, to lead the coup.
Notably, in May 1954, ten months into
planning PBSUCCESS, the CIA discovered
that Árbenz had secretly purchased and
shipped weapons from Czechoslovakia, a
Soviet satellite. Previously, in 1951, the
United States implemented an arms embargo
on Guatemala, declaring that it would not lift
this ban unless Árbenz resigned. xxi By 1953,
the State Department began “to thwart all
arms transfers” to Guatemala from other
nations.xxii However, as the Guatemalan
military had begun running dangerously low
on ammunition and fearing a potential
insurgency, Árbenz decided it would be best
to obtain arms from Czechoslovakia, which
was still willing to sell him weapons. Despite
this context, the U.S. government regarded
Guatemala’s arms purchase as a clear
indication Árbenz was collaborating with
Moscow, confirming the CIA’s reporting.

After Action Reviews: False Promises and
Missed Warnings
In the aftermath of PBSUCCESS, the
operation was lauded as a triumph in the U.S.
government. In a post-operation assessment
published in November 1954, the CIA
reported that “PBSUCCESS had fully
achieved its objectives” and been “a
successful mission.”xxix However, while the
CIA and Eisenhower were jubilant about the
initial success in Guatemala, the United
States was harshly criticized internationally.
Though the United States did not openly
admit to staging the coup, many rightly saw
Armas’s installation as the United States’
doing. Seeking to justify its actions, the CIA
sent several officers to Guatemala City in
July 1954 in an operation code-named
Operation PBHISTORY (PBHISTORY) to
find evidence that would “conclusively prove
the Communist nature of the Árbenz
regime.”xxx Though CIA officers searched
through more than 150,000 documents from
Árbenz’s administration and the Communist
Partido Guatemalteco de Trabajo (PGT),

One month later, the CIA launched
PBSUCCESS. On June 18, 1954, Armas led
his “National Liberation Movement” of 150
men in a “symbolic invasion” of
Guatemala.xxiii Then, from June 18-26, while
Armas’s forces staked out at a small church,
the CIA sent hired pilots to Guatemala City
to drop pro-“Liberation Forces” pamphlets
and shell several surrounding towns to create
the illusion that Armas had an air force under
his command.xxiv Additionally, it jammed
Guatemalan radio waves with false reports of
fighting and victory for Armas’s “liberation
forces” and accounts of subsequent
celebrations by “freed” local population in
the countryside.xxv
Initially, on June 20th, two days into the
invasion, the success of PBSUCCESS was
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Guatemala’s communist party, they failed to
find any proof that Árbenz’s government was
communist nor any evidence that the PGT
had ties to the Soviet Union. xxxi

remained with the CIA,” and “Eisenhower
continued to be kept personally informed of
covert actions by Allen Dulles.”xxxviii Due to
the lack of thorough oversight into the CIA’s
covert activities, the full truth about the flaws
in PBSUCCESS would not be revealed until
after the Guatemalan coup’s operational
model was applied to the Bay of Pigs
Invasion in 1961.

Despite a lack of evidence from
PBHISTORY to validate the Agency’s basis
for PBSUCCESS and the several near
disasters such as the two downed bombers
during the operation, the CIA sought to
“convince the White House that it was an
unqualified and all but bloodless victory.”xxxii
During the post-operation briefing at the
White House in August 1954, Dulles openly
lied to President Eisenhower, telling him that
“only one of the rebels it had backed was
killed.”xxxiii Yet, “at least four dozen were
dead, according to the CIA's own
records.”xxxiv

III. ANALYSIS: THE THREE
FAILURES OF OPERATION
PBSUCCESS
1) The Role of Inaccurate Intelligence
PBSUCCESS first and foremost was an
intelligence failure because the intelligence
reports that the operation hinged on were
“largely incorrect.”xxxix Analysts crafted
assessments based on limited evidence and
overestimated the influence of communists in
Guatemala. Relying on analogies and mirror
imaging to fill in the gaps in their knowledge
about the situation in Guatemala, analysts
falsely concluded that the Soviet Union was
responsible for “the rapid growth of
Communist activity in Guatemala,” and
warned that the United States needed to act
fast if it was going to counter this threat in the
Western Hemisphere. xl While many senior
policymakers had previously desired to
overthrow Árbenz, independently of
incoming analysis, they were convinced that
it was the correct call per the briefings they
received from the CIA’s Office of National
Estimates
and
Office
of
Current
xli
Intelligence. Consequently, though they
were not involved in the actual authorization
of PBSUCCESS, “analysts played a critical
function in the decision making process and
as a result, in the overthrow of Guatemala’s
president.”xlii

Though Eisenhower believed Dulles’s
falsehood, the president faced Congressional
pressure after PBSUCCESS to investigate the
CIA and its covert activities. Seeking to resist
a Congressional resolution calling for a
“Joint Congressional Oversight Committee,”
Eisenhower appointed an independent panel
in July 1954 headed by General James
Doolittle to review the CIA and make
recommendations about covert action. xxxv
Though the subsequent “Doolittle report”
published in September 1954 contained
several critiques of Dulles, including a
warning of the dangers of the CIA director’s
relationship with his brother, Secretary of
States Foster Dulles, Eisenhower largely
dismissed the panel’s feedback. Likewise,
Dulles resisted implementing the report’s
recommendations, and allegedly did not even
show the report to other senior intelligence
officers.xxxvi Eisenhower did, however,
establish the 5412 Committee in 1955, which
was a group made up of the president,
Secretary of State and Secretary of Defense
assigned to review and approve covert
operations.xxxvii However, the “initiative

Under-Collection, Misperception, and the
Bipolar Lens of the Cold War
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The problems in analysis originated from a
profound lack of collection to foster informed
interpretations. On the eve of PBSUCCESS,
the CIA had very few sources in Guatemala
and “only had a dim idea” about what had
occurred in the country before Árbenz rose to
power in 1950.xliii Although the Agency
ramped up collection efforts after
PBSUCCESS was authorized by Eisenhower
in August 1953, a pre-operation assessment
conducted from November 12-December 15,
1953 concluded that “in numerous instances,
the time and information essential to a
completely documented picture were
lacking.”xliv It noted that the assessment was
“inadequate by meticulous standards of
scholarship,” but that it “sufficed to establish
certain conclusions upon which action could
be predicated.”xlv Acknowledging that “very
little, and that little most imperfectly, [was]
known by U.S. agencies of the Guatemalan
government and Communist intelligence
services,” the report went on to declare that
“it must also be presumed that, given Soviet
training and a decade to establish one, the
Guatemalans possess an intelligence service
that is, by Central American standards,
superior.”xlvi

tone and pace of legislative policy as a
whole.”xlix Additionally, they claimed that
Árbenz was “dependent on the Communists
for his platform and his program,” and that
“key posts throughout the government...are
effectively held by Communists.”l
Another key problem was the way in which
the analysis itself was conducted.
Intelligence officers viewed Guatemala from
a U.S.-centric, Cold War, bipolar lens, to
conclude that the international communist
movement was connected around the globe
and that Guatemalan communists took orders
from Moscow.li In the “fog of war,” in which
China had recently fallen to communism in
1949 and the Soviet Union had acquired
nuclear weapons, tension between the two
superpowers was escalating, causing the CIA
to grow concerned about the possibility of
Soviet intentions closer to home. lii At this
time, the idea that a “Soviet-masterminded
international conspiracy threatened the Free
World” was not “manifestations of
McCarthyite paranoia,” but the majority
view, shared by both those in and outside of
the government.liii
Additionally, intelligence analysts relied on
false analogies to assume that the communist
party in Guatemala would follow past
examples of communist expansion around
the globe. Analysts in the CIA’s Directorate
of Plans perceived the events occurring in
Guatemala as parallel to “Communist
minorities' successes in Russia and China.” liv
Increasingly disturbed by intelligence reports
in the 1950’s that Guatemala’s communist
party was growing in number, combined with
Árbenz’s enactment of Decree 900 in June
1952 and purchase of weapons from a Soviet
satellite in May 1954, the idea began to take
hold in the CIA that the Soviet Union had
specifically targeted Guatemala to be the next
“denied area.”lv Relying on the CIA’s
conclusions in 1952 that the Soviet Union

Analysts also misinterpreted the information
they did have about the situation on the
ground in Guatemala. Primary source CIA
documents from 1953 reported that the PGT
only had roughly 1,500-3,000 members in
Guatemala but exercised “an influence far
beyond what its numbers, under other
conditions, might indicate.”xlvii Analysts
reported that other left-leaning political
parties in Guatemala were “intellectually
overpowered by the Communists, as the
Mensheviks in their day were overpowered
by the Bolsheviks.”xlviii While intelligence
assessments acknowledged that the PGT only
held four seats out of the 58 total seats in
Guatemala’s National Assembly, they
asserted that the communist PGT still “set the
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was using Guatemala as a “Soviet
bridgehead”
to
spread
communism
throughout the Western Hemisphere, the
National Security Council decided to
authorize PBSUCCESS in August 1953,
declaring that “a policy of non-action would
be suicidal, since the Communist movement,
under Moscow tutelage, will not falter nor
abandon its goals.”lvi

the policymaker’s responsibility to decide if
it is a good idea to go forward with an
operation, especially without the support of
analysis to support this decision; however,
this does not excuse poor judgments on the
part of the IC.
The Truth About Communism in
Guatemala
While the CIA was correct that there were
members of the communist party in
Guatemala, and even underestimated their
actual numbers, Agency reports vastly
overstated the degree of power communists
had in the country. Current scholars believe
that the PGT had roughly 5,000 members
when PBSUCCESS was initiated in June
1954. However, 5,000 was “a small
percentage of a population of over three
million” that Guatemala had at the time. lx
William Prescott Allen, the publisher of the
Laredo Times and a friend of Eisenhower,
telegrammed the president in 1954, saying
“Yes, Guatemala has a very small minority of
Communists, but not as many as San
Francisco.”lxi Further, these few thousand
Guatemalan communists did not have nearly
the power that CIA assessments claimed. The
PGT, in reality, was loosely organized and
the leader of the party, Jose Manuel Fortuny,
lost his campaign to win a seat in the National
Assembly in 1952.lxii As the CIA stated, the
PGT only held four seats in the National
Assembly, and although they supported
Árbenz’s agrarian reform legislation, “they
did not formulate the legislation, nor did they
control the votes in congress.”lxiii

However, these interpretations were far from
the truth and greatly exaggerated the
influence of communism in Guatemala. lvii
Per the 1953 pre-operation assessment’s own
admission, the CIA suffered in the lead up to
PBSUCCESS’s “symbolic invasion” from a
severe lack of information.lviii To make up for
the shortage in reputable evidence, analysts
relied on “inferences, syllogistic ‘duck tests’
that consistently generalized from the
particular” to come to conclusions.lix Though
it is the job of intelligence analysts to provide
assessments to policymakers even if there is
a high uncertainty at play, analysis about
Guatemala moved unjustifiably beyond the
data. Analysts presented too high a
confidence in their key judgments, even
though they were correctly upfront (at least in
the preoperational assessment in 1953) about
the poor informational foundation on which
they based these conclusions. If intelligence
analysts had been far more upfront about the
lack of certainty they had in their
conclusions, then policymakers could have
made more informed judgments.
Of course, even if intelligence analysts did
this, the Eisenhower administration could
have rejected this uncertainty and gone ahead
with the operation anyway, believing the cost
of having a potential Soviet-supported state
in the Western Hemisphere was too
dangerous. Yet, if analysts had been more
cautious in stating their conclusions, then this
would not have been an intelligence failure,
but a policymaking failure. Ultimately, it is

Furthermore, Árbenz was no more a
communist than his predecessors. Árbenz,
instead, was a nationalist who believed that
“it was a crime that only twenty-two families
owned the majority of the nation’s arable
land.”lxiv Per the 1945 Guatemalan
constitution, Árbenz sought to “modernize
Guatemala, to create the conditions necessary
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for the country’s self-sufficiency, and to
increase the standard of living for the
majority of the population.”lxv Decree 900
was one way Árbenz thought he could
accomplish this. Though members of the
PGT supported this piece of legislation,
Árbenz believed that Decree 900 would help
to “alleviate the conditions that made
Communism appear so attractive” in the first
place.lxvi Additionally, Árbenz prohibited
communists from his cabinet, the police
force, and most government departments. lxvii

was worried that he would need to defend the
state from a potential coup d’état. lxxi
Lessons Learned about Analysis in
PBSUCCESS
Avoiding misperception can be difficult,
even for an experienced intelligence officer.
However, there were certain procedures
intelligence analysts could have done to
prevent PBSUCCESS from being an
intelligence failure. Though they were in the
midst of the Cold War, this context was not
enough to sufficiently mitigate their
mistakes. They were not best suited in the
first place to avoid groupthink and not have
the vast majority of analysts fall victim to the
Cold War paranoia of the time. While George
Kennan in 1950 and one CIA report in 1952
said that Árbenz was not Communist and that
he “desires to establish a 'modern
democracy,’” there is no evidence anyone in
the CIA took these points of view under
thoughtful consideration.lxxii

While few people understood this at the time,
international communism was not a
monolithic movement solely orchestrated by
the Soviet Union, especially in Guatemala.
As Soviet expert George Kennan stated in
1950, “most of the people who go by the
name of ‘Communist’ in Latin America are a
somewhat different species than in Europe.
Their bond with Moscow is tenuous and
indirect.”lxviii Indeed, as the CIA discovered
in Operation PBHISTORY in July 1954 after
the conclusion of PBSUCCESS, the Soviet
Union had no hand in the creation of the PGT
and no “master plan” in Guatemala. lxix

The analysts committed malpractice because
they did not do all they could have to check
their conclusions. Per the Analytic Standards
laid out in 2007 in Intelligence Community
Directive 203, analysis must “incorporate
analysis of alternatives,” “properly express
and explain uncertainties associated with
major analytic judgments,” and “properly
distinguish between underlying intelligence
information and analysts’ assumptions and
judgments.”lxxiii Of course, the IC did not
officially codify these standards until more
than five decades after PBSUCCESS.
However, these tenets still should have been
followed, as intelligence officers knew about
these best practices long before 2007.
Analysts in the lead up to PBSUCCESS
ought to have conducted alternative
competing hypotheses. Even if they thought
other conclusions were untrue, they still
should have provided these alternative
assessments to policymakers, so that another

Communism in Guatemala instead originated
from “native conditions that pervaded
national life long before the Russian
Revolution.”lxx The CIA falsely conceived of
a connection to the Soviet Union, drawing on
historical comparisons to argue that
Guatemala would fall to communism, as had
several Eastern European states. Since
Guatemala seemed communist, it had to be
communist. All too often, analysts
misinterpreted key facts, such as the number
of seats the PGT held in the National
Assembly. Likewise, while Guatemala did
purchase weapons from a satellite state of the
Soviet Union, Árbenz only did this because
the United States had stopped sending
manufactured weapons to Guatemala and he
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point of view was at least considered.
Intelligence officers also ought to have and
been more straightforward to policymakers
about how uncertain they were in their
conclusions. If asked, intelligence officers
should have presented possible courses of
action in Guatemala but done so in terms that
specified their uncertainties. Fundamentally,
it is the burden of the policymaker to decide
what is right, and policymakers would have
been more able to make a fully informed
decision about going forward with
PBSUCCESS if they had been made more
aware of the CIA’s uncertainties. When the
stakes are high, it is more important than ever
to include these kinds of rigorous standards
of tradecraft, despite outside pressures.lxxiv

the actions of senior intelligence officers.
CIA Director Dulles repeatedly committed
improper conduct in the lead up to the
operation’s authorization and following its
conclusion.
Dulles “deviated from the professional
standard” expected of intelligence officials
and took inappropriate actions to influence
policymakers to go forward with a covert
action operation in Guatemala. lxxvi Dulles
was known to have a “well cultivated anticommunist slant” and “devotion to covert
action.”lxxvii As Deputy Director of the CIA
during PBFORTUNE, Dulles had “wanted to
remove pro-communist leadership in
Guatemala from the early 1950s.”lxxviii Dulles
likely genuinely believed that this policy
objective would counter Soviet aggression in
the Western Hemisphere, as CIA reports
implied at the time; however, the fact that
Dulles promoted this issue to multiple
policymakers was an overreach on his part
which unethically breached the “intelligencepolicy barrier.”lxxix As the CIA was only six
years old when Dulles was appointed as its
director in 1953, Dulles hoped that by taking
on more covert action missions, he would be
able to raise the profile of the Agency and
himself. Though PBSUCCESS “gave the
agency the aura that Dulles coveted,” the
Director let his personal predispositions and
desire for professional and organizational
prestige influence his job, incorrectly
identifying his own requirements in the
intelligence cycle. lxxx

The failures of analysis in PBSUCCESS
illustrate the importance of refraining from
using one’s personal perceptions to build
conclusions when there are no previous
assessments that provide nuance or ensure
that another framework is more applicable. A
lack of reliable information can produce
uncertainty and require intelligence officers
to make unfounded claims. Analysts should
evaluate countries based on their unique
circumstances and be careful not to overly
rely on analogies or historical comparisons.
While intelligence analysts are not flawless,
and should not be expected to be, sufficient
collection paired with rigorous tradecraft will
help ensure the CIA does not accidentally go
through
another
PBSUCCESS.
As
information is often the “lifeblood of
decision making,” it is of the utmost
importance that analysts provide objective
reports to policymakers so that they can
choose the best course of action for the
situation at hand.lxxv

Dulles also improperly depended on personal
connections to promote his own agenda.
Dulles had an inappropriate amount of
coordination with his brother, Secretary of
State John Foster Dulles (Foster Dulles), as
well as indirect closeness to President
Eisenhower. The familial connection the two
Dulles brothers shared leaked into
professional life so much that they frequently

2) The Role of Unethical Behavior of
Senior Officials
It would be remiss not to mention that the
operation was also an ethical failure due to
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discussed covert action “on Sundays by the
swimming pool.”lxxxi Often, Dulles first
discussed a potential CIA operation with
Foster Dulles, and then Foster Dulles would
bring up his brother’s plan to the president
“over a cocktail in the Oval Office.” lxxxii
Typically, Foster Dulles would return to his
brother from such meetings with the approval
of the president.lxxxiii This “policy solidarity”
showed itself specifically in the months
preceding PBSUCCESS, as Foster Dulles
met with Eisenhower many times to inform
the president of the “communist threat” in
Guatemala and to urge him to approve a CIA
mission in the country.lxxxiv Though
Eisenhower was “predisposed to use covert
action,” the Dulles’ brothers' unethical
coordination played a major role in
influencing the president’s decision to go
forward with PBSUCCESS, especially as
rapidly as he did.lxxxv

deception was an extremely unethical
decision that marred not only his reputation,
but also the Agency’s for years to come.
Though small in form, Dulles’s lie was a big
intelligence failure.
3) The Role of Operational Priorities and
Perception of Success
Lastly, an intelligence operation is a success
when it achieves both its short-term and longterm
political
objectives
and
comprehensively evaluates the performance
of an operation in its aftermath. In the case of
PBSUCCESS, intelligence officers and
policymakers alike in the aftermath of the
operation focused solely on the fact that
Árbenz had been successfully ousted, rather
than considering whether the mission had
also achieved their long-term goal of
bringing about a stable, non-Communist
Guatemala in a plausibly deniable way. lxxxvii
Instead, by defining operational success
based
on
the
immediate
tactical
accomplishment of Árbenz’s removal, the
CIA led policymakers to conclude that covert
action operations, especially ones modeled
after PBSUCCESS’s tactics, were an
advantageous way to realize their political
ambitions.

Lessons Learned about Unethical Conduct
in PBSUCCESS
The unethical lie that Dulles told Eisenhower
in the August 1954 debriefing regarding the
low number of fatalities that PBSUCCESS
caused—and
thus
Eisenhower’s
misperception about the success of the covert
action—played a major role in allowing
PBSUCCESS to be considered an
“unblemished triumph” in the eyes of
policymakers and the ideal for future covert
operations.lxxxvi In committing this ethical
misstep, Dulles violated one of the central
tenets of intelligence—do not reassure.
Intelligence officers are tasked with
providing
objective
intelligence
to
policymakers, regardless of whether the
information they have contains bad news.
Even if it meant that the CIA would lose its
credibility and no longer have a welcome seat
at the table of decision making, Dulles ought
to have told the truth to Eisenhower and
presented an accurate picture of how the
operation went. Ultimately, Dulles’s

Legacy of PBSUCCESS Shapes U.S. Covert
Action Worldwide to Bay of Pigs
The exclusive focus on the operation’s shortterm achievements led PBSUCCESS to enter
“into Agency lore as an unblemished
triumph.”lxxxviii The CIA had previously
achieved covert action success in 1953 when
it overthrew Prime Minister Mohammad
Mosaddegh in Operation AJAX (AJAX), but
PBSUCCESS
raised
policymakers’
expectations about what covert action could
achieve. The CIA’s success in ousting
Árbenz elevated the Agency’s profile and
made many in the Eisenhower administration
believe that covert action was “a safe,
inexpensive substitute for armed force in
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resisting Communist inroads in the Third
World.” PBSUCCESS thus became the
template for future covert action, despite its
operational
errors
and
conditional
circumstances.lxxxix

1954 significantly contributed to its downfall
in 1961.”xcv Though not categorized as such,
PBSUCCESS had been a high-risk mission,
contingent on Árbenz not forcefully resisting
Armas’s invasion.xcvi “The ease with which it
succeeded resulted largely from the
nonmilitant nature of the 1944 revolution” in
Guatemala, not because the operation’s
model itself was flawless.xcvii However,
because PBSUCCESS was categorized as a
victory in its immediate aftermath, and no
comprehensive analysis was conducted to
identify how Guatemala’s favorable
conditions resulted in the CIA’s success, the
1954 operation entered Agency legacy as the
ideal covert action model. xcviii While the
Paramilitary Study Group showed in 1961
that “victory in Guatemala had been neither
as clear nor unambiguous as originally
thought,” the CIA learned this too late to
prevent an overreliance on the model they
had created in 1954.xcix

The legacy of PBSUCCESS stayed with
Eisenhower throughout the rest of his
presidency. In subsequent years, Eisenhower
came to depend on covert action to carry out
his anti-communist foreign policy strategy,
including authorizing the CIA to conduct
operations in places as far away as South
Vietnam and Sumatra. xc However, the most
notable covert action operation Eisenhower
approved was in March 1960, when he
authorized the CIA to invade the Bay of Pigs
in Cuba and overthrow Cuba’s Communist
leader, Fidel Castro.xci
Richard Bissell (Bissell), the CIA’s Deputy
Director of Plans and the chief organizer for
the Cuban operation, sought to stage a repeat
performance of PBSUCCESS. During his
planning for the operation, code-named
ZAPATA, Bissell collaborated with the very
same government officials who had
orchestrated the 1954 operation. xcii As all
were confident that PBSUCCESS had proven
the effectiveness of psychological warfare,
“virtually the entire PBSUCCESS apparatus
was transplanted to ZAPATA,” with only a
few minor tactical tweaks.xciii

Long-Term Impact on U.S. Reputation and
Stability in Latin America
The United States paid dearly for failing to
appreciate
the
long-term,
strategic
consequences that might result from
PBSUCCESS. Soon after the operation, word
leaked that the United States was behind the
regime change, prompting widespread
international criticism. Many previously
close U.S. allies, such as the United
Kingdom, sought to distance themselves
from Washington in the subsequent years
over concerns of being associated with a
nation that was so willing to subvert
international sovereignty.

However, the flaws in PBSUCCESS’s model
were exposed to the world in April 1961,
when more than 100 American-backed exile
soldiers died, and more than 1,000 others
were captured in Cuba while trying to carry
out ZAPATA. Following this colossal
embarrassment, President Kennedy, who had
inherited ZAPATA from Eisenhower when
he took office in January 1961, established
the Paramilitary Study Group to investigate
why the operation had gone so wrong. xciv The
group found that “the CIA’s easy success in

Moreover, the leader that United States
brought to power, Armas, soon became a
brutal dictator, further damaging the United
States’
reputation.
Armas
repealed
Guatemala’s
1945
constitution
and
developed strict laws against communism,
including creating the National Committee of
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Defense Against Communism, which sought
“to incarcerate, exile, or execute supporters
and members of the Árbenz government.”c
He set up a secret police headed by Jose
Bernabe Linares, who was known for
submerging “his suspects in electric shock
baths” and other exceptionally cruel
punishments.ci Consequently, during the
three years Armas was in power, nearly
10,000 Guatemalans were killed in the name
of combatting communism.cii

objective of installing a pro-U.S. leader in
Guatemala, the United States spurred greater
radicalism and sympathy for communism in
Latin America, thwarting its long-term
strategic objective of keeping communism
out of the Western Hemisphere.
Lessons Learned about Operational
Priorities and Perception in PBSUCCESS
The CIA’s failure at the Bay of Pigs in 1961
eliminated the precedent that PBSUCCESS
had established in the Agency following
1954, but this came at the high cost of lives
lost and the nation’s reputation harmed.
PBSUCCESS ultimately spurred antiAmerican sentiment, inciting sympathy for
Communism, despite the operation’s
objectives to do the opposite. Though the
United States’ short-term goal was built on
national security interests, its long-term
objectives of favorable international
perception and credibility in the face of the
Cold War ought to have been prioritized
more than its desire to oust one political
leader in one Latin American country.

In the decades following Armas’s regime,
Guatemala endured years of political
turbulence, repression, and war under a
number of authoritarian, U.S.-backed
leaders.ciii It is currently estimated that more
than 40,000 people were murdered in
political killings in Guatemala since
PBSUCCESS.civ Regrettably, though the
CIA succeeded in its first short-term
objective of overthrowing the Guatemalan
president, it “failed to install an adequate
substitute,” bringing injury to both the
reputation of the United States and to the
stability of Guatemalan society. cv

IV: IMPLICATIONS OF OPERATION
PBSUCCESS TODAY
The three main failures of PBSUCCESS lead
to several important lessons. To avoid
misperception and thus incorrect decision
making, analysts and policymakers alike
should steer clear of groupthink and mirror
imaging, consider alternative hypotheses,
and not jump to conclusions based on limited
evidence. Comprehensively analyzing and
testing one’s previously held conclusions will
help ensure that reliable judgments, rather
than bias-laden decisions, are produced.
Additionally, to avoid ethical transgressions,
intelligence officers, especially senior
leaders, should commit to abiding by high
ethical standards.

Further, and more crucially, PBSUCCESS
spurred anti-American sentiment throughout
Latin America for decades to come, inciting
far more sympathy for communism and the
Soviet Union than if the operation had never
occurred. The 1954 intervention helped give
rise to a new generation of radicals in Latin
America, such as Che Guevara and Fidel
Castro, for “whom this experience signaled
the necessity of armed struggle and an end to
illusions about peaceful, legal, and reformist
methods.”cvi Though not realizing it, “the
Eisenhower administration unintentionally
contributed to a public opinion climate more
receptive” to communism and drew the
Soviet Union’s attention to Latin America, as
it began expanding its relationships in the
region following the coup. cvii Ultimately, by
focusing on achieving its explicit mission

Finally, PBSUCCESS illustrates how critical
it is to not prioritize short-term intelligence
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objectives over long-term goals and to not
make one intelligence operation the
automatic model for future enterprises. The
success of intelligence operations must be
evaluated by how well they fulfill all stated
objectives, and each new proposed action
must be considered independently, based on
the unique circumstances of that situation.
Covert action should be exercised prudently
and judiciously for national security purposes
rather than for reasons of convenience or
desired
prestige.
As
PBSUCCESS
demonstrates, conducting covert action that
seeks to radically overstep another country’s
sovereignty should not be taken lightly. If the
knowledge that the United States was
responsible for that action becomes publicly
known, it will undoubtedly undermine
credibility of the United States in the eyes of
the American public and world and call into
question the democratic ideals of the nation.
Thus, going forward, it is of paramount
importance that the United States learn from
the intelligence failures of PBSUCCESS and
implement the lessons established from this
operation into the daily activity of the U.S.
Intelligence Community.
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The Flaws in the Antiquities-Trafficking-As-Art-Crime Law Enforcement Model
Reggie Kramer
Antiquities trafficking is often overlooked, not only in international security conversations, but
also within law enforcement. It has largely been siloed with other crimes involving art or cultural
heritage. This article argues that doing so is to the detriment of efforts to combat the illicit
antiquities trade, as it obscures links between antiquities trafficking and other illicit trades and
allows for under-resourcing. It offers thoughts on a reorganization of the law enforcement model
for combatting the illicit antiquities trade. Finally, it provides an overview of non-law enforcement
methods of addressing the antiquities trafficking problem.
definition of ‘antiquities’ does not exist, as
Rothfield (2016) points out.i Antiquities tend
to be conflated with art, confused with
antiques, or presented as a category of the
vaguely defined ‘cultural property’ or
‘cultural heritage.’ For instance, the 1970
United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural
Organization
(UNESCO)
Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and
Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and
Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property
(1970 UNESCO Convention) provides
examples of ‘cultural property’ without
defining it. The examples include products of
archaeological excavations, elements of
dismembered
artistic
or
historical
monuments or archaeological sites, and
“antiquities of more than one hundred years
old,” but also paintings, vintage stamps, and
mineral collections.ii
Rothfield
suggests
that
the
distinguishing characteristic of an ‘antiquity’
is its non-comparability—each artifact is
unique, not necessarily because it was
manufactured as a one-of-a-kind item, but
because of its history, archaeological context,
or mere survival to the present. iii Manacorda
and Chappell (2011) add an additional
dimension to the definition: antiquities have
value because they represent something of
cultural significance. iv Passas and Proulx
(2011) argue that the ‘trafficking’ of
antiquities is the sale or trade (openly or
clandestinely) of archaeological objects with
illicit origins.v Based on these arguments and

Introduction
Law enforcement efforts to combat
antiquities trafficking should address the
phenomenon alongside trafficking in other
illicit goods, not as a subsection of art or
cultural heritage crime or solely in the
context of terrorist financing. A countertrafficking model that divorces antiquities
trafficking from other forms of trafficking
obscures the fact that many illicit goods
follow the same routes from source to
destination and ignores the possibility of
intersections between antiquities trafficking
networks and networks trafficking other
illicit goods. And yet, this is the model that
many law enforcement agencies and
international institutions employ.
The model fails on account of two key
flaws: 1) it obscures the connections between
antiquities trafficking and the trafficking of
other illicit goods, and 2) it allows for underresourcing. The separation of antiquities
trafficking from other trafficking phenomena
makes it more difficult for efforts to combat
either one. This article proposes a new model
that nests counter-antiquities trafficking
efforts within other counter-trafficking
programs, rather than under the vague, overly
broad ‘art crime’ or ‘crimes against cultural
heritage’ headings.
The Definitions Problem
There is no single accepted definition of
antiquities trafficking or the illicit antiquities
trade. It does not help that an accepted
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the various national interpretations of the
1970 UNESCO Convention, such as the US
Cultural Property Implementation Act, this
paper will define ‘trafficked antiquities’ as
archaeological objects stolen from museums
or private collections or excavated without
proper approval and without following
archaeological best practices. They must also
be sold or traded, whether domestically or
internationally: an illegal excavation
conducted to fill one’s own personal
collection is a serious crime, though it does
not qualify as antiquities trafficking.

may not consider antiquities trafficking a
threat at all.
The phenomenon does have more
tangible negative effects. The illicit networks
that perpetrate antiquities trafficking drive
corruption, undermining the state’s authority
and ability to control its territory. xi
Traffickers frequently rely on corrupt
government
authorities—Bulgarian
trafficking rings, for example, have included
the head of the National Police’s Cultural
Property Department and have suborned
prosecutors to prevent excavations at
exploitable archaeological sites. xii Other, less
spectacular examples of corruption in
antiquities trafficking abound. According to
Mackenzie et. Al. (2020), the international
trade in illicit antiquities, like most
trafficking activities, is reliant on the
complicity of customs officials in source,
transit, and destination countries to overlook
wrongdoing in exchange for payment. xiii
Perhaps more threatening still is the
potential for antiquities trafficking to finance
other, more obviously dangerous, activities.
Islamic State (ISIS) is known to have
financed itself through the illicit antiquities
trade—though the extent of its direct
involvement in antiquities trafficking is
unclear, it certainly benefitted from taxing
looters and traffickers operating on its
territory.xiv Baker and Anjar (2012) report
that Syrian and Lebanese smugglers traded
stolen archaeological materials for weapons
that were ultimately sold on to parties to the
Syrian Civil War.xv Without relation to
insurgent and terrorist groups, trafficked
antiquities have enabled other forms of
organized crime, serving as collateral or
currency in drug deals.xvi In 2014, Spanish
authorities returned pre-Columbian artifacts
looted from Colombian sites that were seized
from an individual with ties to Colombian
cartels, who was likely using the artifacts to
launder the cartels’ drug money. xvii

The Antiquities Trafficking Threat
The scope of the antiquities trafficking threat
is disputed. Estimates of the size of the
international market in illicit antiquities vary
wildly, from dollar amounts in the tens of
millions to those in the tens of billions. vi
While these latter estimates are likely
overinflated, most metrics point to market
growth in recent years:vii though the West
remains the largest market for antiquities,
wealthy collectors in Russia, the Middle East,
and China have become major destinations
for illicit antiquities.viii
It is not even broadly accepted, by the
public or the international and national
security communities, that antiquities
trafficking is a threat. As Clarke and Syzdlo
(2017) note, the set of activities commonly
termed ‘art crime,’ including antiquities
trafficking, is not always perceived as a
danger to human well-being.ix Its effects are
not nearly as visible as those of violent
crimes, nor do trafficked antiquities cause the
same level of individual harm as trafficked
drugs or weapons. Most writing on
antiquities trafficking seems to emphasize the
societal harms of the practice: the loss of
history and culture to private collections, the
destruction of archaeological context and
sites through looting, and other negative
consequences.x People who place little
priority on these issues, real though they are,
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Police’s Art and Antiquities Unit, which
addressed the illicit antiquities trade, was
briefly disbanded and reformed in 2017. xix
The US and UK are merely examples—it
seems that, in most countries, specialized art
crime or cultural heritage crime units are
tasked with addressing antiquities trafficking.
Perhaps reflective of this national-level
dynamic, at the International Criminal Police
Organization (INTERPOL), antiquities
trafficking is filed under ‘Cultural heritage
crime.xx’
In most national and international
security conversations, antiquities trafficking
has been addressed solely as a means of
terrorist financing. ISIS’ involvement in the
trade brought it to the fore of many security
discussions, though, again, only as it applied
to terrorism. In 2015, the UN Security
Council unanimously adopted Resolution
2199, urging countries to curb the trade in
archaeological materials illegally looted from
Syrian and Iraqi sites, alongside such other
crimes as drug trafficking, oil theft, and arms
trafficking. The resolution explicitly linked
the need to stop the trafficking of Syrian and
Iraqi antiquities to ISIS.xxi In 2020, major
media sources such as the New York Times
and The Atlantic covered Facebook’s
removal of antiquities sales from its
platform—a decision brought on by the links
of those sales to ISIS. xxii Antiquities
trafficking has not received nearly the same
amount of attention, or been divorced from
art crime and cultural heritage crime in the
same way, in any non-ISIS context.

The Current Law Enforcement Model for
Addressing Antiquities Trafficking
Antiquities trafficking should be addressed,
for its deleterious effects to both culture and
international security. The phenomenon
threatens to erase parts of humanity’s shared
cultural heritage and remove crucial pieces of
context that enable the study of the past. It
may also drive corruption, finance terrorism,
and enable other forms of organized crime.
At present, however, domestic and
international law enforcement efforts have
fallen short of effectively addressing this
threat.
Most of these efforts employ the same
model, dealing with the phenomenon as a
subset of art crime or crimes against cultural
heritage. This model derives from the 1970
UNESCO Convention, which frames the
illicit antiquities trade as one example of
cultural property crime. In contrast, the 1988
United Nations (UN) Convention against
Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and
Psychotropic Substances and the three
protocols to the 2000 UN Convention
Against Transnational Organized Crime
(Palermo
Convention)—on
human
trafficking, migrant smuggling, and arms
trafficking—address illicit trades directly.
The 1970 UNESCO Convention’s
implementation led to the assignment of antiantiquities trafficking efforts to art crime or
cultural heritage crime authorities in many
countries. The convention calls on its
signatories to create national services for
regulating the importation and exportation of
cultural property and enforcing said
regulations. In the United States, these
services are divided among Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) and the Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI). At both
agencies, antiquities trafficking falls under
the jurisdictions of art crime units—ICE’s
Cultural Property, Art and Antiquities
Program and the FBI’s Art Theft Program.xviii
In the United Kingdom, the Metropolitan

Current Model Shortcoming 1: Obscuring
Connections Between Illicit Trades
There is more overlap between antiquities
trafficking and other forms of trafficking than
the current model would suggest. Many
trafficked goods follow the same routes, or
pass through the hands of the same actors.
While the extent to which easily recognizable
transnational
criminal
organizations
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participate in the illicit antiquities trade is
hotly debated,xxiii there is little doubt that they
intersect with antiquities trafficking networks
(and other less organized networks
trafficking in any number of goods) at key
nodes. Afghan smuggling enterprises, for
example, have been identified moving
antiquities alongside opium, arms, and
humans across the Pakistani border, likely
with the complicity of the same corrupt
customs officials.xxiv In another example
from the same region, in November 2020,
Pakistani officials found historic coins
among narcotics, smuggled precious gems,
and counterfeit jewelry in shipments bound
for the United Arab Emirates and Hong
Kong.xxv In Cambodia, even when different
actors are involved in drug, human, and
antiquities trafficking, they use the same
smuggling routes into Thailand and on to
Singapore.xxvi The extent of the interaction
between
antiquities
trafficking
and
trafficking in other goods suggests that there
would be some value in situating them closer
together than does the current model.
Attempts to separate the illicit
antiquities trade from other illicit trades tend
to be based on overstatements of the
uniqueness of the antiquities trafficking
phenomenon. Mackenzie et. Al. (2020)
claim, “that a looted and illegal antiquity
can… become a legal commodity based on
the transnational nature of the crime is a
nearly unique feature of the illicit antiquities
trade.xxvii” This claim does not stand up to
scrutiny. For one, an ‘illegal antiquity’ does
not become legal by virtue of its sale on the
otherwise licit market, much as the theft of a
bicycle is not forgiven when the thief lists it
for sale on a licit online marketplace.
Secondly, numerous illicit goods follow a
similar path from illicit to licit, through
smugglers, corrupt customs officials,
apparently legitimate businesses, or any
combination thereof. Shelley (2014) rightly
points out that the trades in counterfeit goods

and smuggled cigarettes mirror the illicit
antiquities trade, in that they require the
‘laundering’ of their products through the
obscuration of their origins.xxviii One might
also point to illegally excavated minerals and
metals, or illegally harvested and mislabeled
timber and ivory, which are then sold openly.
And, for each of these trades, as for the illicit
antiquities trade, there is a long period of
overlap with ‘black market’ goods that are
illicit from production to sale, as
demonstrated above. Antiquities trafficking
is not a phenomenon isolated from other
forms of criminality. Instead, it interacts with
other illicit trades, whether it travels the same
routes, involves the same actors, or uses the
same laundering methods.
Ignoring these interactions has
significant implications for efforts to combat
the illicit trade in antiquities. Critical
information on antiquities trafficking that
turns up in a drug trafficking investigation,
for instance, may be disregarded, because
investigators simply do not recognize it, or
know who to share it with. Of the publiclyannounced investigations conducted by the
FBI’s Art Theft Program since its inception
in 2005, for example, only two cases related
to antiquities trafficking appear to have been
conducted collaboratively with other FBI
programs, non-FBI law enforcement
agencies, or the US military—both of which
related to artifacts linked to Syria and
ISIS.xxix This does not prove that information
sharing is not occurring. It does, however,
illustrate the apparent disinterest with which
antiquities trafficking is viewed by
(particularly American) law enforcement and
national security communities outside of the
art crime space, except where ISIS is
involved. Hiding the issue alongside other
‘art crimes’ or ‘crimes against cultural
heritage’ fosters this disinterest.
Current Model Shortcoming 2: UnderResourcing
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worldwide—there is little reason to expect
that to change, given the limited perception
of the threat posed by art crime broadly, and,
for the purposes of this analysis, by
antiquities trafficking. Calls for the American
and British governments, for example, to
provide more funding and manpower to the
FBI Art Theft Program and the Metropolitan
Police’s Art and Antiquities Unit,
respectively, seem unlikely to be met with a
positive response. A new law enforcement
model for addressing antiquities trafficking,
then, should stress reorganization, not
resource reallocation.

Perhaps because of the failure to connect
antiquities trafficking to illicit trades that are
perceived to be more threatening, efforts to
combat it are under-resourced. Activities that
currently fall under the ‘art crime’ umbrella
range from theft to forgery to fraud, and, of
course, to antiquities trafficking. And yet, in
general, the law enforcement units tasked
with addressing these crimes are miniscule.
The FBI’s Art Crime Team, the operating
arm of the Art Theft Program, consists of 20
special agents.xxx In contrast, the US Drug
Enforcement Administration (DEA), which
oversees efforts to combat drug trafficking
and other drug-related crimes, has almost
5,000 special agents, and another 5,000
support staff.xxxi When the UK Metropolitan
Police relaunched its Art and Antiquities Unit
in 2017, it did so with three detectives. xxxii In
2009, Canada’s art crime task force was
established with four officers.xxxiii The
exception to this trend is Italy’s Comando
Carabinieri per la Tutela del Patrimonio
Culturale
(TPC),
with
its
280
xxxiv
investigators.
TPC’s strength reflects
Italy’s wealth of cultural heritage and the
immense importance Italian culture places on
its own material history. It may come as little
surprise that TPC is widely held up as the
world’s most effective art crime unit; it is also
almost certainly the organization that has had
the most success countering antiquities
trafficking, despite a lack of hard interdiction
and arrest data.xxxv
Antiquities trafficking is unlikely to
ever be a true law enforcement or national
security priority for most states, except when
it comes to terrorist financing. Few nations
place the same emphasis on and devote the
same resources to art crime and cultural
heritage protection as Italy. Short of broad
cultural
shifts—though
educational
initiatives concerning antiquities, such as
those run in Italy by the Ministry of
Culture,xxxvi
would
be
beneficial

A Potential New Model for Law
Enforcement
Antiquities trafficking should be addressed
by the same law enforcement units that
combat other illicit trades, including those in
drugs, arms, counterfeit products, and
smuggled cigarettes. These units have
significantly more resources than the art
crime units that currently tackle antiquities
trafficking, and would only have to change
their methodologies slightly. Given the
amount of overlap between the illicit
antiquities trade and other illicit trades, if
investigators of these latter trades were
trained to see the intersections of their
subjects with antiquities trafficking, the fight
against illicit antiquities trading would be
greatly strengthened. In short, drug, arms,
and human trafficking and counterfeit
product and cigarette (among others)
smuggling investigators should be trained to
uncover cases of antiquities trafficking in the
course of their primary investigations.
During these investigations, they would
likely uncover far more routes, actors, and
methods involved in antiquities trafficking
than the small number of devoted art crime
investigators are capable of, particularly as
they must split their attention between such
disparate crimes as fraud and theft.
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Situating antiquities trafficking under
the umbrellas of other, higher-profile illicit
trades would likely provide it with more law
enforcement attention than it currently
receives. For every art crime investigator,
there are thousands of law enforcement
officials investigating drug trafficking, arms
trafficking, human trafficking, and other
illicit trades. If each one of these
investigators were trained to put a small
amount of time into examining the
intersections and overlaps of their primary
investigations with antiquities trafficking, the
total number of man-hours spent on
antiquities trafficking would undoubtedly
dwarf the current number. There is only so
much the FBI Art Crime Team’s twenty
special agents or the Metropolitan Police Art
and Antiquities Unit’s three detectives can
do. This is true no matter the investigators’
level of expertise, especially when they are
tasked with becoming expert in a range of
disparate crimes linked only because they
involve art.
This new model would prevent
redundancy and would likely increase
information sharing. In the current
framework, there is the possibility of
antiquities trafficking analysts and drug
trafficking analysts, for example, examining
the same routes or actors, with the only
difference being the illicit products of focus.
The new model limits that redundancy by
ensuring that these routes or actors are not
studied separately for each and every
trafficked product. Placing anti-antiquities
trafficking efforts and efforts to combat other
illicit trades under the same roofs might also
make it more likely that critical information
is shared between investigators. Internal
information sharing in law enforcement
bodies is known to be significantly easier
than external information sharing. xxxvii

Antiquities trafficking is not a problem to be
addressed only through law enforcement
efforts, which interrupt the illicit antiquities
trade, but do not thoroughly address its
driving market dynamics. The threat of
prosecution in destination states may
somewhat discourage demand for trafficked
artifacts. However, the end buyers’ demand
is unlikely to be deterred, as many are
unaware at the time of purchase that they are
buying illegally looted antiquities. xxxviii This
demand means that the incentive for dealers
and auction houses who are aware of the
origins of their wares to continue trading
remains stable.xxxix At the same time, then,
the incentive for looting remains stable as
well. As much as antiquities trafficking is a
criminal issue to be addressed by law
enforcement, it also has regulatory,
development, diplomatic, and educational
dimensions. In at least the last of these, there
is value tying antiquities trafficking to other
cultural heritage protection efforts.
The supply of illicit antiquities should
be combatted through bilateral import/export
control agreements between origin and transit
and destination countries, and economic
development programs. While it is likely that
smugglers will always find a way around
customs controls, making it more difficult to
export looted or stolen artifacts from source
countries should harm their profit margins
and reduce the economic incentive for
trafficking in antiquities. At present, the
largest destination country, the United States,
maintains twenty bilateral cultural heritage
import control agreements and three
emergency import restrictions (for Syrian,
Iraqi, and Yemeni artifacts). While some
major origin countries—Algeria, Bulgaria,
Cambodia, Egypt, Guatemala, and Peru, to
name a handful—are represented on this list,
others, such as India, Vietnam, and Turkey
are not. Also absent are significant transit
countries such as Switzerland, the UAE,
Pakistan, and Mexico. Given the relative ease
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with which antiquities can be smuggled from
origin to transit states, and then exported to
their destinations, destination states should
be sure to increase the scrutiny on antiquities
imports from known transit countries. xl
Improvements to the insufficient import
control regimes of the United States and other
destination countries will not stop antiquities
trafficking, but will make it more difficult,
thereby increasing the costs to traffickers
relative to their incentives. xli Likewise,
economic development programs targeted at
origin countries, and microtargeted to the
populations that participate in looting
archaeological sites solely for subsistence
purposes, might reduce the incentives to loot,
shutting off the spigot of the illicit antiquities
trade.xlii Transit and destination countries,
where most counter-antiquities trafficking
efforts occur, might also provide technical
assistance to increase law enforcement
capacity in lawless or corrupt source
countries.xliii
The demand for illegal artifacts
driven by collectors, auction houses and
antiquities dealers should be combatted
through education initiatives and a strict
regulatory regime. Many collectors may not
know that the artifacts they purchase are
illicit in origin: educating these end buyers on
the threat posed by antiquities trafficking,
with regards to both cultural heritage and
organized crime and terrorism, would go
some way towards suppressing the source of
demand for illicit antiquities.xliv Educating
collectors on their own personal liabilities if
they are found to be in possession of illicit
antiquities would also be useful, though this
only functions as a deterrent if laws on
purchasing and possessing looted or stolen
artifacts are thoroughly enforced. Auction
houses and antiquities dealers—which do
often know the illicit origins of their wares,
and may even be complicit in the
‘laundering’ process—should be subjected to
stricter regulatory regimes, under which they

should be forced to disclose information on
their suppliers and file reports when they
observe suspicious activity. Such a regime
could take a similar form to national antimoney laundering (AML) frameworks, or
even extend pre-existing AML regulations to
auction houses and antiquities dealers. xlv To
take the United States as an example once
more, in January 2021, Congress passed a
law to apply the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA), the
cornerstone of the US AML regime, to
antiquities dealers.xlvi The decision followed
years of efforts by cultural heritage and
anticorruption advocacy groups, and several
failed bills, but fits into a worldwide trend
towards the expansion of national AML
regulations to non-financial sectors.xlvii
Disinterest is the most significant
obstacle to combatting the illicit antiquities
trade. All talk of law enforcement models,
import control agreements, economic
development and educational programs, and
regulations is useless if there is not the
political will to implement or enforce them.
Nevertheless, given the threats antiquities
trafficking poses, both to society’s
understanding of humanity’s shared cultural
heritage and in its potential to finance
organized crime and terrorism, it is an issue
worth addressing. It is better addressed by
law enforcement alongside other forms of
trafficking and other illicit trades, rather than
alongside other crimes that happen to involve
‘art’ or ‘cultural heritage.’
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Do Extremists Follow Elections? A Quantitative Analysis of Politics and Domestic
Terror in the United States from 1970–2016
Lee Walter
This study uses ordinary least squares regression to determine the nature of the relationship
between electoral success and the amount of left- and right-wing domestic terrorist activity in the
United States. The study uses a framework used to explain incidences of international terrorism
created by James Piazza to construct a baseline model and compares the predictive power of that
model to the predictive power of models that control for the electoral successes of left- and rightwing political parties. The results of the analysis indicate that while the electoral success of rightwing candidates has no statistically significant effect on right-wing terrorist activity, there is mixed
evidence that suggests the success of left-wing candidates is correlated with left-wing terrorist
activity. This may be because election results are a salient issue for left-wing extremists, but it is
possible that the narrow year range of the data and other prevailing social conditions not captured
in the analytical framework used in this study are to blame. The paper concludes with
recommendations for further research and a call for better data collection on domestic terrorism,
as this lack of data has stifled research in the field and kept the public in the dark about the extent
of the threat.
Introduction
Over the last few years, several high-profile
attacks have once again catapulted domestic
terrorism into the national conversation. This
growing list includes the San Bernardino
shooting,i Pulse Nightclub shooting, ii
Charleston church shooting,iii the murder of a
protester at the Unite the Right rally in
Charlottesville,iv a shooting at a Pittsburgh
synagogue,v a thwarted mass shooting
planned by white supremacists at a Virginia
gun rights rally,vi a foiled plot to kidnap the
governor of Michigan,vii the mailing of pipe
bombs to the RNC and DNC headquarters,viii
and, of course, the storming of the US Capitol
Building.ix These incidents dominated their
respective news cycles and have begun a
serious debate over what to do about the rise
of domestic terrorism. Perhaps rightly so:
several of these events occurred even in the
midst of a global pandemic and nationwide
lockdown, and the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) believes that domestic white
supremacist organizations will continue to
pose the greatest terror threat to the country

through 2021, outweighing the threat posed
by international terrorist organizations.x
Proposed explanations for this uptick in
domestic terrorist activity are unsatisfying.
The leaked 2009 DHS memo that first
brought attention to the rise in domestic
terrorism offers little in the way of easily
verifiable explanations. xi According to the
report, radicalization and recruitment in
domestic terrorist networks began to rise
sharply around 2009. The report likened the
political climate of the country to that of the
early 1990s, when economic downturn,
criticism
about
the
administration’s
allowance of job outsourcing, anxiety about
illegal immigration, and the perceived threat
to US power and sovereignty by foreign
powers drove similar growth in domestic
terrorism, culminating in the 1995 Oklahoma
City bombing.xii DHS believed many of the
same factors drove the increase in 2009 and
noted that the election of Barack Obama and
the Democratic party’s perceived stances on
stricter gun control legislation, immigration
and citizenship, and the expansion of social
programs fueled extremist propaganda. xiii
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Scholars have agreed with DHS’s assessment
that the threat of right-wing extremism rose
dramatically around that time: an overview
on the topic by veteran international security
reporter Kathy Marks found a significant rise
in the incidence of attacks by antigovernment extremists in the late 2000s.xiv
Over ten years later, it seems the threat has
not subsided.
Though its explanations seem plausible, DHS
presumably based its analysis on internal
investigations and classified intelligence
reports, as it did not include any publicly
accessible sources of data with which others
could check their claims. It was therefore
impossible for members of the public to
independently verify the accuracy of DHS’s
explanations for the rise in terrorist activity.
Still, DHS is far from the only organization
that subscribes to the theory of political
disgruntlement causing terrorism. Political
parties have been encouraging and directing
the activity of ideological extremists since
long before the most recent presidential
elections. One need not look as far back as
the Brown Shirts for examples: a British
Member of Parliament has praised the Irish
Republican Army,xv and accusations abound
that Trump’s election and subsequent defeat
(as well as his public statements) galvanized
right-wing extremists.xvi Several classic
studies (discussed in the literature review
below) have also found support for the notion
that a lack of preferred political
representation is correlated with terrorism.
The questions these perceptions raise are the
focus of this analysis: To what extent is the
activity of domestic terrorists affected by
the outcomes of elections? If elections are
shown to not correlate with domestic
terrorist activity, is there evidence that
domestic terrorists respond to a different
set of stimuli?

Literature Review
Terrorism and Political Representation
Research on political representation and its
effects on terrorism has focused heavily on
the effectiveness of democratic vs nondemocratic political systems. The literature
generally agrees with foundational texts like
Gurr’s “Why Men Rebel.” Gurr claims that
“relative deprivation,” the tension that occurs
when a population’s actual level of political
and economic enfranchisement does not
match what it believes it should be able to
achieve, as well as the lack of a method for
registering political grievances with the
government leads minority groups to take up
arms against the state.xvii Huntington explains
the explosion of terrorist attacks in the 1960s
in the United States and around the world
with theories similar to Gurr’s relative
deprivation theory.xviii A study by Qvortrup
of Western European countries’ political
systems found that nations with majoritarian
political
systems
(i.e.,
single-party
governments that do not require the
formation of a coalition) experience a higher
incidence of domestic terrorism than do
nations with consensus-based, or coalitional,
governments.xix The more disproportional the
political system, he found, the higher the
incidence of domestic terrorism. Following
this school of thought, assuming that political
systems affect incidences of domestic
terrorism is a good starting point for the
analysis that will be conducted in this study
and provides grounds for a reasonable initial
hypothesis: the incidence of domestic
terrorism committed by extremists of each
political wing should increase as their
respective political fortunes wane.
This notion finds support in other literature in
the field as well. In their analysis of the
causes of international terrorism from 1975–
2000, Foster, Braithwaite, and Sobek
similarly found that legitimate, but still
insignificant proportional representation of
minority groups led to militancy, and
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country’s form of government was a stronger
predictor of the incidence of terrorism than
economic development, size of youth
population, and level of urbanization—all of
which were widely agreed to be highly
correlated with higher incidences of
terrorism.xxvi The authors also note that even
the perceived exclusion of extremist parties
in democratic nations such as Northern
Ireland and Italy led to more terrorist attacks,
while their later-perceived inclusion resulted
in fewer attacks.xxvii
The idea that the mere perception of
exclusion was relevant in predicting
incidences of domestic terrorism is a key
concept. The 2009 DHS memo makes a
similar claim: that right-wing extremists
reacted to the perceived stances of the
Democratic party on various social
issues.xxviii Other scholars have made similar
findings. A study of the children of British
Muslim immigrants by Gallis, Archick,
Miko, and Woehrel found that some
radicalized in part because of a perceived
sense of political disenfranchisement. xxix
While many domestic extremists claim to
hold the same or very similar beliefs and
goals espoused in mainstream political
discourse, some vigorously protest causes of
their political foils in spite of the fact that, in
some cases, no such causes exist.xxx That the
Obama administration did not propose
seizing private gun owners’ firearms is
irrelevant—what matters according to the
“perception hypothesis” is that extremist
groups perceived the threat to exist and acted
accordingly. The same is true of left-wing
groups. Whether the motivation for their
attacks in the 1970s was grounded in reality
does not matter to the analysis. Thus, while
in some instances it may seem that an
extremist organization logically should not
care about the results of an election where
neither party directly speaks to the issues
pertinent to said organization, such a group

concluded that the degree of proportionalism
in a country’s form of government is
significantly associated with higher levels of
domestic
terrorism
when
ethnic
fractionalization increases.xx Their findings
suggest that even fully enfranchised minority
groups can resort to violence if they feel their
concerns are not being addressed in the
public sphere. Furthermore, Crenshaw and
Ross argue that group grievances of
disenfranchised minority groups are the
primary “root cause” of terrorism. xxi
Another study by Qvortrup examined the link
between the implementation of proportional
representation electoral systems and the
incidence of terrorism in a given country. xxii
The study utilized a series of statistical tests
to demonstrate that the introduction of a
proportional representation system in
Northern Ireland and Algeria led to a marked
reduction in the number of terrorist attacks in
each country. Another paper that examined
countries with single-party governments,
such as the United Kingdom, found that they
tend to have a greater degree of political
volatility (i.e., policies are enacted and
reversed at a much higher rate) than countries
with multi-party government coalitions (e.g.,
Switzerland or Israel). xxiii
One particularly pertinent study by Qvortrup
and Lijphart found a statistically significant
correlation between a country’s form of
representational government and the
incidence of terrorism. xxiv The researchers
analyzed terrorist attacks in majoritarian and
consensus-based democracies (e.g., the
United States and United Kingdom in the
case of the former—whose majoritarian
systems, it is believed, do not represent the
interests of minority groups as well as
consensus-based systems—and Switzerland
and Israel in the latter) between 1985 and
2010 and found that incidences of terrorism
were six times higher in majoritarian
democracies than in their consensus-based
counterparts.xxv They also found that a
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a punishment for the crime. xxxiv As such,
there is no way to create a complete dataset
of domestic terrorist attacks by simply
examining federal court records. Some states
have passed anti-terrorism laws, but the laws
are not broad enough to create a useful
dataset (for example, many only contain
provisions pertaining to individuals trying to
use weapons of mass destruction). xxxv Further
complicating law enforcement collection of
data on domestic terrorist groups is the First
Amendment, which protects citizens’ right to
organize and espouse the radical ideologies
typically associated with these groups
without fear of law enforcement interference.
Think tanks have pieced together the most
common charges against domestic terrorism
suspects, but these records also show only
part of the picture.xxxvi
To address the scarcity of data in the field,
research organizations have put together
datasets based on their own criteria for what
constitutes “domestic terrorism.” RAND
maintains the widely respected Database of
Worldwide Terrorism Incidents, a useful tool
for quantitative analyses of terrorism that
unfortunately
does
not
adequately
differentiate between attacks carried out on
American soil by members of international
terrorist organizations and homegrown
attacks.xxxvii Enders, Sandler, and Gaibulloev
took a different path, creating a dataset of
domestic terrorist incidents derived from
resources similar to that of RAND’s
international
database,
the
National
Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and
Responses to Terrorism’s (START) Global
Terrorism Database (GTD). xxxviii The
researchers focused on how to separate
incidents of domestic and international
terrorism within the GTD using an elaborate
system of categorization and estimation. xxxix
They then used this data to conduct an
analysis of the effects of high rates of
domestic terrorism within a country on the
growth of international attacks originating

can still perceive a threat to its agenda and act
accordingly.
The Data on Domestic Terrorism
Large-n, quantitative studies of domestic
terrorism are somewhat few and far between
because data on domestic terrorism is scarce
due to insufficient government attention, as
many experts attest. Jerome Bjelopera of the
Congressional Research Service notes that
creating reports on the state of domestic
terrorism in the United States is frustrated by
the lack of a unified definition of domestic
terrorism within the US government and, by
extension, a lack of data. xxxi Additionally,
Roy Austin, a veteran hate crimes and
domestic terrorism prosecutor, recently
testified before the House Subcommittee on
Civil Rights and Civil Liberties that the
lackluster nature of the federal government’s
collection of data on hate crimes could only
be
achieved
through
“intentional
xxxii
irresponsibility.”
Collecting data from court records to remedy
this lack of data is not so simple due to the
way the U.S. government punishes “domestic
terrorism.” The most commonly cited
definition of domestic terrorism as used by
the federal government comes from the USA
PATRIOT Act. The Act defines domestic
terrorism as activities that “involve acts
dangerous to human life that are a violation
of the criminal laws of the United States or of
any state,” that “appear to be intended… to
intimidate or coerce a civilian population, to
influence the policy of a government by
intimidation or coercion, or to affect the
conduct of a government by mass
destruction, assassination, or kidnapping,”
and “occur primarily within the territorial
jurisdiction of the United States.” xxxiii The
primary purpose of this definition is simply
to trigger the use of greater Department of
Justice resources whenever a crime that
meets the definition is committed. However,
no individual can be charged with “domestic
terrorism” as the PATRIOT Act does not give
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from that country. The researchers found that
countries with high rates of domestic
terrorism tend to have outgrowths of
international terrorist organizations as well,
implying that domestic terrorism could have
international implications if left unchecked
and providing additional justification for
studies such as this one.
The results of the Enders, Sandler, and
Gaibulloev study are illuminating, and
derived datasets such as the one they created
are very cleverly constructed. But because of
the numerous assumptions required to
construct them (in this case, the researchers
assumed, among other things, that terrorists
whose nationality matched the country where
they conducted their attacks are domestic
terrorists. This is not always the case, as there
are many instances of citizens working to
further the goals of international terrorist
organizations), it is difficult to determine to
what extent the data has been contaminated
with the aforementioned international
extremists and to what extent individuals
who should count as domestic terrorists have
been excluded.
Other potential sources of data on domestic
terrorism include Duke University’s
International Terrorism: Attributes of
Terrorist Events database, which can be
filtered for domestic incidents but suffers
from the same shortcomings as the composite
Enders, Sandler, and Gaibulloev data; as it
was constructed to be a database of
international terrorist attacks, the filter can
add and leave out important data points. xl
START also maintains another database on
extremist crime in the United States, the
Extremist Crime Database, though the
dataset only covers 1990–2018 and only
includes incidents perpetrated by Al-Qaeda,
ISIL, the Animal and Earth Liberation
Fronts, and right-wing extremists.xli The
Bureau of Justice Statistics’ Hate Crime
Statistics Program only provides, as the name
suggests, data on hate crimes, while the FBI’s

Uniform Crime Reporting Program, a
composite database with data pulled from the
National Incident-Based Reporting System,
the Summary Reporting System, the Law
Enforcement Officers Killed and Assaulted
Program, and the Hate Crime Statistics
Program, does not provide any easy way to
distinguish between ideologically and
personally motivated crimes. xlii
Understandably, this lack of data has led to
something of a dearth of quantitative studies
in the field. Most analyses of domestic
terrorism use qualitative methodologies and
are necessarily somewhat narrowly focused.
In the United States, scholarship on the
causes of domestic terrorism focuses
primarily on individual, micro-level
analyses.xliii Landmark studies in the field
have analyzed the life histories of domestic
terrorists, singling out individual-level
factors such as histories of domestic abuse,
violent criminal records, and a history of
social isolation as common precursors to
radicalization.xliv
Original Contributions
Clearly there is much room to expand the
study of domestic terrorism through large-n,
quantitative studies that has only been
stunted thus far by a lack of data. Fortunately,
START recently completed work on the first
iteration of a dedicated domestic terrorism
database that seems to address many of the
limitations of past datasets. Unlike other
datasets, START’s database, the Terrorism
and Extremist Violence in the US (TEVUS)
database, has extensive information on
specifically domestic terrorist attacks dating
back to 1970.xlv TEVUS includes data on
approximately 2,800 terrorist incidents;
3,000 pre-incident activities such as
planning,
weapons
acquisition,
and
surveillance; 120 extremist crimes; profiles
of 1,400 perpetrators and 300 organizations;
and summaries of 300 domestic terrorismrelated court cases. The researchers who
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compiled the database pulled and sorted data
from four other databases to create TEVUS,
including the Extremist Crime Database, the
American Terrorism Study, the Profiles of
Perpetrators of Terrorism in the United States
database, and the relevant information from
the GTD.xlvi In other words, unlike RAND’s
data or the GTD, since its inception, the
TEVUS team has been dedicated to gathering
only data relevant to researchers of domestic
terrorism, and as such there should be far less
of the contamination that has plagued past
attempts at such an endeavor.
A cursory look at the descriptive statistics of
the dataset seems promising as there is much
variance in the data in need of explanation.
For example, according to the TEVUS data,
of the approximately 800 attacks committed
by left-wing extremists in the United States
from 1970 to 2016, 749 occurred in the 22
years from 1970, the first year listed in the
database, to 1991, while just 77 occurred
within the following 22 years. xlvii This
analysis will hopefully construct a
framework for understanding why such
changes in the incidence of domestic
terrorism in the United States occur.
Focusing on a single country also has merit.
Many of the large-n studies of terrorism
mentioned above lump “terrorists” into a
single broad group without delineating
between
ideological
sub-categories.
Furthermore, the few empirical studies that
have been conducted are mostly confined to
analyses of the spike in terrorism around the
world in the 1970s.xlviii By delineating
between ideological sub-categories of
terrorist organizations and expanding the
scope of the analysis from 1970 to 2016, this
study will contribute to filling a muchoverlooked gap in the literature on domestic
terrorism.
To this end, this analysis will use a
quantitative model that includes standards
socioeconomic, political, and demographic
variables common to quantitative social

science analyses created in a study by James
Piazza.xlix Piazza constructed a valuable
framework for use in similar studies in the
future with variables that include economic,
demographic, and political dimensions such
as gross domestic product per capita, ethnoreligious diversity, and levels of political
repression. The study examined 96 countries
over 17 years and tested the popular
hypothesis that lower levels of economic
development are correlated with terrorism.l
While his results indicated no correlation
between economic development and
terrorism, Piazza did find that demographic
variables such as population, ethno-religious
diversity, and state repression have a strong,
statistically significant effect on the amount
of terrorist attacks that occur each year in a
given country.li As such, it is clear these
variables should be included to the extent
possible in this study, too. Using the newly
available TEVUS database, which has data
from a much broader yet more precise range
than the data available in Piazza’s study, this
study will use Piazza’s model to test the
explanatory power of variables commonly
cited to influence the prevalence of terrorism.
It will then use this as a framework to control
for these variables while testing two new
variables described below.
Therefore, this study will make an original
contribution to the scholarship on domestic
terrorism on two counts: the subject matter—
testing the popular claim that election results
have an effect on the incidence of domestic
terrorism—and the quality of the data used in
the analysis—START’s new TEVUS
database.
Methodology
PART 1: Piazza in the US context
First, to determine whether Piazza’s model
on its own is appropriate for the analysis and
to establish a baseline against which to
compare models that include variables which
capture political success, I will use Piazza’s
model in two regression analyses with left-
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and right-wing domestic terrorist activity as
the dependent variables. It should be easy to
interpret from the predictive power of his
model whether the framework is well suited
to testing the political variables.
Several concessions must be made here due
to data constrictions. The “Repression” and
“Number of Political Parties” variables
Piazza uses will not be included in the
analysis simply because they are constant in
the United States for every year recorded in
the TEVUS database. From 1970 to 2016,
Freedom House has rated the United States a
1 in both civil and political freedom, and no
political party aside from Democrats and
Republicans has won a seat in the House of
Representatives.lii As such, their inclusion in
regression analyses would be redundant.
The variables “Human Development Index,”
a measure of the quality of a given country’s
healthcare and education systems as well as
the strength of its economy, “GINI
Coefficient,” a measure of economic
inequality, and “Ethno-Diversity,” a measure
of ethnic and religious diversity, will also not
be included due to the scarcity of available
data points within the 47-year timeframe. The
UN first recorded HDI in 1980, but no data
for the US exists between 1980 and 1990.
This results in only 27 instances of HDI
recorded between 1970 and 2016. Similarly,
the United States’ GINI Coefficient was first
recorded in 1979, after which there was a
multi-year gap before it was recorded again
in 1986 and 1991. GINI Coefficients were
then recorded on a mostly regular basis every
four years, which results in a mere 11 data
points. Taken together, these two variables
would restrict the analysis to an anemic 9 data
points, which is unacceptably small for
regression analysis. Finally, the “EthnoDiversity” variable is not included because
Piazza used data from the PRS Political Risk
Yearbook, to which I do not have access. The
CIA World Factbook, which Piazza also
drew data from, only lists data from 1990

onwards, which, again, would unacceptably
restrict the data for regression analysis.
The remaining variables will all be used to
test Piazza’s model in the US context. These
variables are as follows:
•

•
•

•

•

•

Gross domestic product per
capita: a measure of the
amount each US citizen
contributes to the US
economy
Unemployment: a measure of
the percent of Americans that
are unemployed each year
Inflation: measured by the
growth of the Consumer Price
Index (CPI) each year (the
CPI measures the cost of
consumer goods with respect
to the strength of the dollar)
Calories consumed per capita
per day: a measure of how
well fed the US population is
in general
Population: the raw number
of US citizens recorded each
year as reported by the US
Census
Delta population: a measure
of how much the US
population grew in a given
yearliii

Testing
Piazza’s
model
is
fairly
straightforward. Each of the remaining
variables listed in the above paragraph will be
analyzed using Ordinary Least Squares
(OLS) regression to determine the strength of
the correlation between each of the
independent variables used in Piazza’s study
and the dependent variable examined here:
domestic terrorist activity in the United
States. The model will be tested using six
different dependent variables: total events
(i.e., ancillary and preparatory events as well
as attacks) and attacks perpetrated by
individuals with left- and right-wing
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ideologies, total events and attacks
perpetrated by left-wing extremists, and total
events and attacks perpetrated by right-wing
extremists. The results of these analyses will
be used to determine the baseline predictive
power of Piazza’s model for use in the
“Terrorism and Political Representation”
models, as it will be necessary to see not only
which political variables are strongly
correlated with left- and right-wing terrorist
activity, but to what degree they improve
models that already control for variables
standard in social science quantitative
analyses.
Finally, the inclusion of preparatory and
ancillary activity along with completed
attacks requires justification. As the efforts of
law enforcement to penetrate domestic
terrorist organizations and thwart terrorist
plots has risen and fallen over the course of
the timeframe examined in this study, the
number of successful attacks may have risen
and fallen as well. To account for this, the
analysis will separately include models using
antecedent activity included in data for the
dependent variable to account for, e.g., the
periods after the Oklahoma City bombing
and the September 11 attacks, when law
enforcement focus on right-wing and jihadist
organizations, respectively, was high, and the
number of planned attacks may have risen
just as the number of completed attacks fell.
The importance of the inclusion of this data
is highlighted, for example, by the recent
foiled plot to assassinate then-presidential
candidate Joe Biden, which should be
accounted for even though it was not
successful.liv
PART 2: Terrorism and political
representation
Second, I will test whether electoral victories
in the House of Representatives, Senate, and
Office of the President of the U.S. improve
the predictive power of Piazza’s framework.
TEVUS separates attackers as being
motivated by left- or right-wing causes,

single issues such as environmentalism or
animal rights, etc. This series of distinctions
can be combined with an analysis of how well
represented these groups were politically
between 1970 and 2016 to determine whether
attacks increased or decreased alongside
growing
and
shrinking
political
representation.
This portion of the analysis will use the same
set of variables from Piazza’s framework as
mentioned in the previous sub-section. A
variety of metrics will be used to determine
whether political representation of a given
ideology has any effect on the activity of its
corresponding radical fringe elements. First,
the study will test whether a correlation exists
between left-wing activity and success in
House, Senate, and presidential elections. A
dummy variable will be constructed for each
of these three categories: a 0 represents a
House or Senate majority or a presidential
election victory for Republicans in a given
year, and a 1 represents a Democratic
majority or victory. I use binary dummy
variables here rather than raw seat numbers
in the House and Senate because these
variables will be summed to create a fourth,
composite
variable,
“Total
Political
Success”, which will be the first variable
inserted into Piazza’s model along with the
variable mentioned above that includes the
total of all left-wing activity in a given year.
Then, each other individual metric (i.e.,
House majority won/lost, Senate majority
won/lost, presidency won/lost) will be
inserted into separate regression analyses to
determine the strength of each individual
correlation with the dependent variable.
These separate analyses are necessary
because it will be important to note, if there
is a correlation with the cumulative measure,
the strength of the correlation for each
individual variable (i.e., it may be the case
that a loss in the House has a different effect
compared to a loss in a presidential election).
The three variables should not be used
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simultaneously, however, due to the risk of
multicollinearity.
This process will be repeated for left-wing
attacks, specifically (to see if, for example,
political success merely increases terrorist
activity but not necessarily attacks), and both
right-wing total events and attacks. For
clarity’s sake, the 16 regression analyses that
will be run are listed in the matrix below:
DV
Left-wing events Left-wing attacks Right-wing events Right-wing attacks
IV

Total political success
House majority
Senate majority
Presidential victory

Hypotheses
Hypothesis #1: Piazza’s model for
international terrorism is similarly
predictive of the incidence of
domestic terrorist activity in the
United States.
Determining whether this hypothesis finds
support from the analysis is difficult. Because
several variables have been excluded for
practical reasons, Piazza’s model will fit
differently in this analysis. Still, if the model
is predictive of the incidence of domestic
terrorist activity in the U.S., the analysis
should find roughly the same correlations—
or lack thereof—that found support in
Piazza’s study of international terrorism.
Therefore, for hypothesis #1 to find support,
there should be no or only weak correlations
between the economic variables (e.g.,
GDP/capita, unemployment, inflation, and
calories/capita) and the incidence of
terrorism, and there should be stronger
correlations between demographic variables
(e.g., population and change in population)
and the incidence of terrorism.
Hypothesis #2: As Democratic
electoral victories increase, left-wing
terrorist activity decreases.

Hypothesis #3: As Republican
electoral victories increase, rightwing terrorist activity decreases.
Determining whether these hypotheses find
support from the analysis is simple enough.
There are three possible outcomes for each
model (a positive correlation between
terrorist activity and electoral success, a
negative correlation between terrorist activity
and electoral success, or no correlation), and
the dummy variables all equate higher
numbers with Democratic victories and lower
numbers with Republican victories. Each
possible outcome in each model therefore
indicates a different answer to the study’s
research question: to what extent is the
activity of domestic terrorists affected by
the outcomes of elections? If the analysis
finds a strong positive correlation between
left-wing activity and political success, for
example, that would indicate that as the
political success of the Democratic party
increases, so, too, does the amount of leftwing terrorist activity, possibly indicating
that these extremists are emboldened by leftwing electoral victories. If, however, the
analysis finds a similarly strong correlation
between right-wing activity and political
success, that would indicate that as the
political success of the Republican party
decreases, the amount of right-wing terrorist
activity increases, possibly indicating that
right-wing extremists lash out in frustration
over a lack of political representation.
Results and analysis
PART 1: Piazza in the US Context
Table 1: Piazza
descriptive statistics
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regression

models:

Table 2: Piazza regression models: results
1
Total Events

2
Total Attacks

3
Total Events - Left

4
Total Attacks - Left

GDP/Capita

.002 (.015)

-.013 (.007)

-.007 (.009)

-.013 (.007)

-.001 (.005)

-.002 (.002)

Unemployment

13.645 (9.766)

-6.088 (4.77)

-.731 (6.040)

-7.615 (4.598)

1.373 (3.471)

.120 (1.092)

Inflation

-3.431 (3.996)

-1.317 (1.951)

.509 (2.471)

-1.937 (1.881)

-.690 (1.420)

-.088 (.447)

Calories

-.253* (.115)

-.141* (.056)

-.112 (.071)

-.131* (.054)

.070 (.041)

.026 (.013)

Population

6.164x10^-7 (.000)

3.13x10^-6 (.000)

1.803x10^-6 (.000)

3.251x10^-6 (.000)

-3.577x10^-7 (.000)

2.540x10^-7 (.000)

Delta Population

3.584x10^-5 (.000)

6.738x10^-5** (.000) 5.202x10^-5* (.000) 7.129x10^-5*** (.000) -1.560x10^-5 (.000)

-1.478x10^-6 (.000)

Constant

543.541 (560.511)

67.622 (273.745)

102.359 (346.640)

-2.151 (263.877)

-77.709 (199.195)

-70.297 (62.667)

Adjusted R-squared

0.325

0.672

0.489

0.585

0.022

0.252

5
6
Total Events - Right Total Attacks - Right

All coefficients are unstandardized B measurements; standard errors in parentheses.
*Indicates significance at the .05 level or higher.
**Indicates significance at the .01 level or higher.
***Indicates significance at the .001 level or higher.

These results clearly indicate that, for the
most part, the models that include only
variables from Piazza’s study (Piazza-only
models) function mostly the same in the
isolated case of the United States as they did
in his analysis of international terrorism. As
the Piazza-only models showed the expected
correlation between population/population
growth and terrorism as well as the expected
lack of correlations between the economic
variables and terrorism, it seems that the
analysis found some support for Hypothesis
#1. Only two variables, calories consumed
per capita per day and delta population, had
a statistically significant effect on the
explanatory power of the models, but the
correlation between terrorist attacks and
calories consumed per capita per day is
surprisingly strong. Calories consumed per
capita per day has a probable correlation with
terrorist attacks, with significance at the .05
level, but the strength of the correlation
coefficient at -.14 is strikingly large. It could

be the case that terrorist activity increases as
the American people become more deprived
nutritionally, but it seems more likely this
correlation is indicative of the fact that some
other, unaccounted-for economic variable is
affecting
the
models.
The only other variable that correlated with
domestic terrorist activity, and at a much
higher level of significance (in some cases at
the .001 level), was delta population. This
correlation is to be expected. With a
correlation coefficient of .00006738, the
results simply indicate that for every ~15,000
people born in the United States each year,
the number of domestic terrorist attacks will
increase by one. So, as raw population
increases, the raw number of attacks will also
increase. In Piazza’s study, the point of
including this variable was to compare
countries with exploding populations to those
with more static ones so he could
demonstrate that countries with unstable
populations have more problems with
terrorism. When examining a single country
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whose delta population does not vary much
from year to year, the most useful way to
incorporate a variable like this in future
studies might be to determine the average age
of domestic terrorists and perform a
regression analysis using delta population
lagged by as many years. That might provide
a more accurate measure of how many
attacks occur per a given increase in
population.
Finally, Piazza’s model seems much better at
explaining left-wing than right-wing
terrorism, with adjusted R-squared values of
.489 and .585 for total left-wing events and
attacks, respectively. The model has far less
predictive power for right-wing attacks, with
adjusted R-squared values of just .022 and
.252 for total events and attacks, respectively.
These are some of the most important values
against which the results of the left- and rightwing models must be compared to determine
whether extremist activity is affected by the
results of elections. As the Piazza-only
models are so poor at predicting right-wing
terrorist activity, these adjusted R-squared
values should increase the most after the
addition of the political variables.
PART 2: Terrorism and political
representation
Table
3:
Terrorism
and
political
representation regression models: descriptive
statistics
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Table
4:
Terrorism
and
political
representation regression models: results –
Left Wing
1
Total Events - Left

2
Total Events - Left

3
Total Events - Left

4
Total Events - Left

5
Total Attacks - Left

6
Total Attacks - Left

7
Total Attacks - Left

8
Total Attacks - Left

GDP/Capita

-.018* (.009)

-.006 (.018)

-.002 (.017)

-.015 (.010)

-.016* (.008)

-.009 (.007)

-.015 (.008)

-.015 (.008)

Unemployment

-3.493 (5.282)

-2.450 (14.668)

2.233 (13.293)

-4.659 (6.281)

-8.587 (4.574)

-3.275 (5.058)

-8.499 (4.781)

-8.544 (4.969)

Inflation

1.267 (2.149)

10.226* (4.084)

10.984* (4.074)

1.527 (2.471)

-1.67 (1.861)

-2.232 (1.831)

-1.938 (1.893)

-1.696 (1.955)

Calories

-.101 (.062)

-.203 (.120)

-.151 (.110)

-.075 (.072)

-.127* (.053)

-.162** (.055)

-.130* (.055)

-.122* (.057)

Population

4.242x10^-6* (.000)

3.909x10^-6 (.000)

2.279x10^-6 (.000)

3.570x10^-6 (.000)

4.109x10^-6* (.000)

2.265x10^-6 (.000)

3.734x10^-6* (.000)

3.669x10^-6 (.000)

6.327x10^-5** (.000) -4.038x10^-5 (.000)

-3.421x10^-5 (.000)

4.492x10^-5 (.000) 7.525x10^-5*** (.000) 8.2x10^-5*** (.000) 7.387x10^-5*** (.000) 6.961x10^-5*** (.000)

Delta Population
Total Political

-17.828*** (4.931)

-

-

-

-6.269 (4.270)

-

-

-

House Majority

-

-24.455 (13.576)

-

-

-

-18.748 (10.328)

-

-

Senate Majority

-

-

-24.517 (9.025)**

-

-

-

-5.514 (7.503)

-

Presidency

-

-

-

-17.366 (9.868)

-

-

-

-4.105 (7.807)

Constant

-163.183 (308.837)

24.630 (387.701)

62.518 (370.144)

-167.702 (370.265)

-95.526 (267.413)

178.431 (274.509)

-51.644 (273.984)

-65.989 (292.912)

Adjusted R-squared

0.617

0.715

0.714

0.517

0.598

0.61

0.58

0.577

All coefficients are unstandardized B measurements; standard errors in parentheses.
*Indicates significance at the .05 level or higher.
**Indicates significance at the .01 level or higher.
***Indicates significance at the .001 level or higher.

Table
5:
Terrorism
and
political
representation regression models: results –
Right Wing
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Total Events - Right Total Events - Right Total Events - Right Total Events - Right Total Attacks - Right Total Attacks - Right Total Attacks - Right Total Attacks - Right
GDP/Capita

-.003 (.006)

.000 (.006)

-.004 (.006)

-.001 (.006)

-.003 (.002)

-.002 (.002)

-.003 (.002)

-.002 (.002)

Unemployment

.860 (3.506)

1.848 (3.991)

.015 (3.520)

1.301 (3.766)

-.032 (1.105)

.210 (1.256)

-.362 (1.097)

.194 (1.184)

Inflation

-.549 (1.426)

-.722 (1.445)

-.693 (1.394)

-.671 (1.481)

-.046 (.449)

-.094 (.455)

-.089 (.434)

-.106 (.466)

Calories

.072 (.041)

.067 (.044)

.071 (.040)

.071 (.043)

.027* (.013)

.025 (.014)

.026* (.013)

.025 (.014)

Population

9.524x10^-8 (.000)

-4.657x10^-7 (.000)

3.852x10^-7 (.000)

-3.253x10^-7 (.000)

3.884x10^-7 (.000)

2.337x10^-7 (.000)

5.181x10^-7 (.000)

2.211x10^-7 (.000)

Delta Population

-1.351x10^-5 (.000)

-1.443x10^-5 (.000)

-1.163x10^-5 (.000)

-1.573x10^-5 (.000)

-8.586x10^-7 (.000)

-1.258x10^-6 (.000)

-6.764x10^-8 (.000)

-1.346x10^-6 (.000)

Total Political

-3.311 (3.273)

-

-

-

-.982 (1.031)

-

-

-

House Majority

-

-2.054 (8.148)

-

-

-

-.386 (2.565)

-

-

Senate Majority

-

-

-8.478 (5.524)

-

-

-

-3.013 (1.722)

-

Presidency

-

-

-

-.318 (5.916)

-

-

-

.323 (1.860)

Constant

-127.027 (205.013)

-57.928 (216.560)

-153.803 (201.738)

-82.651 (221.976)

-84.930 (64.602)

-66.578 (68.17)

-97.346 (62.874)

-65.267 (69.807)

Adjusted R-squared

0.022

-.005

0.057

-.006

0.25

0.231

0.293

0.232

All coefficients are unstandardized B measurements; standard errors in parentheses.
*Indicates significance at the .05 level or higher.
**Indicates significance at the .01 level or higher.
***Indicates significance at the .001 level or higher.
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Left-Wing Models
The correlations between the dependent
variable and Piazza’s variables in these
models are again inconsistent. Calories
consumed per capita per day is again
correlated at the .05 level in attack models
with roughly the same strength of correlation
coefficients, and delta population is again
strongly correlated with roughly the same
strength as well. In two total event models,
inflation was correlated at the .05 level with
a correlation coefficient of between 10 and
11, indicating that every percent of inflation
that occurs in a year in those cases correlates
to a 10-instance increase in left-wing terrorist
activity. As this correlation was inconsistent,
it likely indicates that inflation is, in general,
weakly or borderline correlated with
domestic terrorism at a statistically
significant level. The total population
variable is in a similar position; as it only has
statistical significance in three cases, the
correlation between total population and
incidence of domestic terrorism is likely
weak/borderline statistically significant.
The addition of the political variables had
varying effects on the left-wing models. The
total political variable that aggregates
success in the House, Senate, and presidency
was very strongly correlated with left-wing
terrorist activity, with significance at the .001
level and a robust correlation coefficient
of -17.828, while the senate majority variable
was significant at the .01 level with an even
weightier -24.517 correlation coefficient.
Victory in races for all three offices as well
as in the combined metric seems to have a
consistently negative effect on yearly leftwing terrorist activity. Perhaps most
tellingly, winning the House or Senate has
the greatest effect of all, with a Democratic
majority in both correlating with roughly a
24-event drop in left-wing terrorist activity in
the same year. The house majority and
presidency variables were borderline
correlated, with p-values of .080 and .087,

respectively. Finally, the R-squared values
for each model improved significantly
compared to the general Piazza-only model
for total left-wing activity. The R-squared
values improved anywhere from 5.5% in the
presidency model to roughly 45% in the
House and Senate models. These facts taken
together indicate an overall reasonably strong
negative correlation between political
representation and the total incidence of leftwing terrorist activity each year.
These correlations seemingly disappear in the
attack models, however, which do not
contain
any
statistically
significant
correlations between political variables and
left-wing domestic terrorist activity. The pvalues were not particularly close to
statistical significance, either. Total political
had a p-value of .151, presidency was .602,
senate majority was .467, and house
majority, the closest of the four to statistical
significance, reached .078. The R-squared
values of each model were also hardly
affected, starting at .585 in the Piazza-only
model and only budging a few percentage
points after adding each of the political
representation variables. As no statistically
significant correlation exists in this model,
little can be said for the importance of
winning elections in any capacity except that
it seems to have no effect on the amount of
left-wing attacks that occur each year.
There are several explanations for this stark
difference in outcomes between left-wing
activity and attacks. It is possible that the
types of left-wing attacks motivated by
political factors are overrepresented in the
TEVUS database, either because there is a
qualitative difference between how these and
other attacks are planned and executed or
because politically motivated attacks are
correctly identified as being politically
motivated and more widely reported by the
media as a result. This overrepresentation in
the media could result in a more meticulous
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still involved in Vietnam and had a
Republican president, and spiked again in the
early 2000s, when the United States went to
war in Afghanistan and Iraq and, again,
happened to have a Republican president.
It could simply be the case that war—an
extremely salient issue to many left-wing
extremists, as the TEVUS researchers note in
their definition of left-wing terrorismlvi—is to
blame for these upticks in left-wing terrorist
activity, not the political affiliation of the
president, which happened to correlate with
spikes in left-wing activity during two of the
most controversial conflicts captured in the
TEVUS data. Thus, one might expect that if
the United States takes a more isolationist
stance in the future, the amount of left-wing
terrorist activity will decrease regardless of
which party is in power. This, too, seems to
be fertile ground for future analyses.
Right-Wing Models
The addition of political variables to the
right-wing models, on the other hand, had a
uniform effect across the board. Controlling
for elections barely increased the predictive
power of the models, providing strong
support for hypothesis #3 (most of the
correlations from the original Piazza-only
models disappeared as well, with only
calories consumed per capita remaining).
Not a single political variable had a
statistically significant correlation with rightwing domestic terrorist activity or attacks.
None of the correlations were very close,
either. In the right-wing total event models,
the p-values of the political variables were as
follows: total political, .319; house majority,
.802; senate majority, .134; and presidency,
.957. The fact that victory in presidential
elections had the weakest correlation with
right-wing events is striking considering how
strong the correlation was for its left-wing
counterpart. The correlation between rightwing attacks is just as weak. With p-values of
.347, .881, .089, and .863 for the total
political, house majority, senate majority,

public charting of politically motivated
terrorist attacks that the TEVUS web
crawlers would be able to document more
thoroughly. As scholars have noted, terrorist
groups with different ideologies have
different attack planning cycles, and there is
a plethora of different left-wing terrorist
organizations that could be responsible for
this potential overrepresentation of pre-attack
planning activity.lv
There are also several other, less probable
explanations for the discrepancy in
correlations between the left-wing activity
and attack models. It could be that
Democratic and Republican presidents are
more or less active in pursuing left- and rightwing terrorist organizations. It may be the
case that law enforcement documented and
reported left-wing terrorism in a way that
overinflated the threat. Or it may simply be
the case that the press in the 1970s and 2000s,
when left-wing activity spiked, covered leftwing terrorism much more closely than it did
right-wing terrorism due to a higher demand
for coverage from the general population,
resulting in the same type of over
representation described above. This, of
course, raises the question of whether the
current belief that right-wing terrorism is on
the rise is based on a similar warped media
focus. Any of these potential explanations
could be the subject of future analyses.
One other key conclusion can be drawn from
these results. Because the total events models
show a strong and fairly consistent negative
correlation between the incidence of leftwing terrorist activity and left-wing political
victories, it is clear from the results of the
analysis that left-wing terrorist activity is
inversely proportional to left-wing political
success. However, it may be the case that this
correlation only appears under certain
circumstances that by chance happened to
occur frequently between 1970 and 2016. For
example, left-wing terrorism was highest in
the early 1970s, when the United States was
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and presidency variables, respectively, only
victory in the Senate was close to a
statistically
significant
correlation.
Most telling is the change in adjusted Rsquared values. Using only Piazza’s
variables, the adjusted R-squared values for
explaining variation in total right-wing
activity and attacks were .022 and .252,
respectively. After adding the total political
variable, which should have had the greatest
effect on the model, the predictive power of
the model for right-wing activity was
unchanged, while the predictive power of the
model for right-wing attacks decreased by
.2%. This is unexpected, as with so much
room for improvement, the R-squared values
of the right-wing models should have been
much higher than in the Piazza-only model
(or, at the very least, the increase should have
been greater than that found in left-wing
models). This could indicate that electoral
victories have an even stronger effect on leftwing terrorist activity than is indicated by Rsquared values and correlation coefficients
alone.
Finally, for all the advantages the TEVUS
dataset has over other domestic terrorism
databases, this portion of the analysis still
suffered from a limited dataset. Similar to the
way left-wing terrorism may have only
spiked because of US involvement in
overseas conflicts, it may also be the case that
right-wing terrorism only rises when specific
social grievances become inflamed, and that
these grievances were not irritated between
the years covered by the TEVUS database
save for the spike in the early 1990s, when
the conditions described in the DHS memo
prevailed. The TEVUS data ends in 2016,
meaning it does not include data during the
Trump presidency, and it also does not cover
the 1960s, the peak of the civil rights
movement, when right-wing terrorism
certainly spiked. As the oft-repeated claim
about Trump’s rise causing an uptick in rightwing terrorism was one of the inspirations for

this study, it may be prudent to rerun this
analysis when the data from 2016–2020 is
added, or if the researchers at START ever
try to add data from dates earlier than 1970,
to see if the results are different. It is also
puzzling that the models using right-wing
attacks seem to have better predictive power
than those using all right-wing activity.
Again, as was the case with the left-wing
models, this may be a matter of a qualitative
difference
between
how
right-wing
extremists plan and carry out attacks when
their preferred political party is not in power
or in how TEVUS, law enforcement, and/or
the media collect and report data on rightwing attacks.
Conclusion
Piazza in the US Context
First, it is important to note that except for the
models involving left-wing attacks and
antecedent activity, variables from Piazza’s
study were consistently more highly
correlated with domestic terrorism than were
the political variables. Three variables,
calories consumed per day per capita,
inflation, and delta population, are all
correlated with the incidence of domestic
terrorism. However, only one or two of these
variables seem to merit further investigation.
As mentioned above, change in population is
likely not a useful metric for the study of a
single country that has a mostly static
population growth rate. If, for some reason,
the growth rate of the US population either
explodes or falls dramatically at some point
in the future, such a variable might be
interesting to examine.
The fact that inflation seems to be at least
weakly correlated with domestic terrorism is
intriguing. Inflation coupled with stagnant
wages, for example, could indicate that
domestic terrorists are more subconsciously
motivated by money than they would like to
let on. A future study comparing the amount
of domestic terrorist attacks in the United
States compared to times when inflation is
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high and wages have remained comparatively
low for extended periods of time could
produce interesting results. If it is the case
that inflation affects the amount of terrorist
attacks in the United States to a noticeable
degree, future research could be directed
toward alleviating the specific areas of the
economy that affect terrorism.
It would also be interesting for future studies
to somehow include variables in Piazza’s
model that were missing in this analysis.
Inequality is a controversial topic in US
political discourse, and the inclusion of a
metric like the United States’ GINI
coefficient seems like it could hold some
promise. Another researcher could probably
gather the data required to calculate the
United States’ GINI coefficient and conduct
this analysis again (or simply wait for the
score to be reported enough times in the
future for the data set to be large enough to
be subjected to quantitative analysis).
Terrorism and Political Representation
Perhaps the most interesting takeaway from
these results is the consistency of the
direction of the correlation between rightwing terrorist activity and Republican
political success. Both left- and right-wing
activity were negatively correlated with the
political dummy variables. This means leftwing activity fell when the Democrats gained
power, but right-wing activity increased as
Republicans gained control. It may be the
case that left-wing extremists act out of
frustration at a lack of political representation
while right-wing extremists act when they
feel emboldened by political victories, but as
the correlation between these variables and
the incidence of terrorism was so weak in the
right-wing models, little can be said of the
exact nature of this relationship without
running another analysis with more data in
the future.
Some policy recommendations that stem
from the results of these analyses could easily
have troubling implications and likely cannot

be acted upon by policymakers. Policies
designed to combat extreme ideologies
before they coalesce into terrorist movements
would almost certainly infringe the civil
liberties of the groups they target, and such a
strategy would, as Bjelopera puts it, “place
the federal government in the business of
determining which ideologies are dangerous
and which are safe—essentially determining
which beliefs are good and which are
bad[.]”lvii And any community-level
partnerships would likely be hampered by the
same mistrust towards law enforcement that
has frustrated past attempts at Countering
Violent Extremism (CVE) outreach. As
Bjelopera notes, “an engagement strategy
driven by federal agencies charged with
intelligence gathering and law enforcement
responsibilities may run the risk of being
perceived as an effort to co-opt communities
into the security process—providing tips,
leads, sources, and informants. Some may
maintain that this threatens to ‘securitize’ a
relationship intended as outreach within the
marketplace of ideas.”lviii
It may be possible to identify which factors
cause terrorist activity to increase on either
side of the political spectrum, but in any case,
the government cannot simply instruct law
enforcement to conduct politically partisan
surveillance when these conditions are met.
Such a policy would clearly lead to
infringements of civil liberties and could
easily be abused by a president looking to
harass political opponents. This practice was
common during the Hoover era of the FBI. lix
The far more useful recommendation to come
from this analysis is that the study of
domestic terrorism could benefit greatly from
more data collection. An observation count of
n=~50 is low even by liberal standards for
OLS regression, and it is possible that some
of the confusion about the results of the rightwing models could be cleared up simply by
adding more data, either by waiting for
TEVUS researchers to expand the dataset or
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by getting the federal government to better
track domestic terrorism. And even TEVUS,
for all its merits, is not perfect. For example,
certain events with extensive, welldocumented planning phases such as the
Oklahoma City bombing could throw off
calculations involving the use of antecedent
activity data when trying to control for law
enforcement pre-emption of terrorist activity.
Finally, it may be possible to do the same
analysis I have conducted here but for other
countries so long as 1) the data is available
and 2) the issues prominent domestic
extremists care about are in some way
addressed by a corresponding political party
in the country in question (i.e., the extremist
groups analyzed must have legitimate
domestic political counterparts that they both
oppose and support).
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Data Appendix and Glossary

population data set as it is a clear outlier and
would wrongly affect the analysis.lxvii

Piazza Model Variables (Note: These
definitions are taken from the data appendix
of Piazza’s study)

Ethno-Religious Diversity: Measure of the
diversity or homogeneity of the largest ethnic
and religious groups in a country (100-largest
ethnic group) * (100-largest religious group),
1970–2016, as reported in the CIA World
Factbook.lxviii

HDI: Human Development Index each year
for which data is available (HDI is only
reported by the UN every 4 years). lx
GINI Coefficient: GINI Coefficient by year,
1979–2016.lxi

Repression: Measure of civil and political
freedom in the United States as reported by
Freedom House, 1970–2016.lxix

GDP Growth: Rate of growth of gross
domestic product per capita, 1970–2016.lxii

ΔRepression: Measure of change of civil and
political freedom, 1970–2016, where a
negative score indicates a movement towards
greater freedom and a positive score indicates
a movement away from freedom, as reported
by Freedom House.lxx

Inflation: Annual rate of consumer price
index inflation as reported by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, 1970–2016.lxiii
Unemployment: Percentage of national
workforce that is unemployed by year as
reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
1970–2016.lxiv

# of Parties: Number of political parties with
seats in lower house of national legislature. In
the case of the United States, this is the House
of Representatives.lxxi

Calories: Daily per capita caloric intake as
reported by the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations, 1970–
2013.lxv

Variables and terms introduced in this study
House majority: Dummy variable consisting
of a “0” for each year that Republicans held a
majority of seats in the United States House
of Representatives and a “1” for each year
that Democrats held a majority.

Population: Number of people living in the
United States as reported in the US Census,
1970–2016.lxvi
Population Growth: Amount the US Census
population report grew between the start of
the year and the start of the next. These values
were derived by simply subtracting the next
year’s Census number from the current year’s
to determine population growth. 1970–2016.
Note: There is an abnormally large increase
in population between 1999 and 2000, when
the Census began including citizens stationed
overseas in the armed services and other
government agencies. This large population
increase was not included in the delta

Senate majority: Dummy variable consisting
of a “0” for each year that Republicans held a
majority of seats in the United States Senate
and a “1” for each year that Democrats held a
majority.
Presidency: Dummy variable consisting of a
“0” for each year that a Republican held the
office of President of the United States and a
“1” for each year that a Democrat held the
office.
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Total Political Representation: Sum of the
House, Senate, and presidency variables
mentioned above for a given year. This
variable should capture overall electoral
success of each party. Values closer to 3
indicate Democratic dominance, while values
closer to 0 indicate Republican dominance.

individual as a terrorist or extremist in
TEVUS. Further, perpetrators in TEVUS
engaged in or supported criminal violence in
order to advance these beliefs or goals. lxxiv
Violent Extremists: Groups or individuals
that engage in or facilitate the use of illegal
violence to advance ideological goals.
Extremists may adhere to multiple extremist
ideologies.lxxv

Terrorism: The threatened or actual use of
force and violence by a non-state actor to
attain a political, economic, religious, or
social goal through fear, coercion or
intimidationlxxii (Important work has also
been done on the similarities between two
types of crimes that are typically studied in
tandem but which the scholarly community
cannot agree to classify in the same category:
hate crimes and domestic terrorism. One
study that examined the relationship between
these two crimes by analyzing the rate at
which each occurred between 1992 and 2012
found that the two seemed to increase in
tandem, possibly indicating that the two are
driven by the same environmental factors.lxxiii
This is a very important finding, as the
definition of terrorism that TEVUS uses
permits the inclusion of hate crimes, meaning
the analysis in this paper will include them,
too).

Left Wing Ideology: Includes groups and
individuals that have or espouse a
revolutionary socialist agenda and see
themselves as protectors of the populace.
They share a disdain for U.S. capitalism and
its “imperialism” and “colonialism.” They
commonly have Marxist political focus and
procommunist, socialist beliefs. Much more
rarely they support a decentralized, nonhierarchical sociopolitical system (i.e.,
anarchism).lxxvi
Right Wing Ideology: Includes groups and
individuals that subscribe to aspects of the
following ideals: they are fiercely
nationalistic (as opposed to universal and
international in orientation); anti-global;
suspicious of centralized federal authority;
reverent of individual liberty (especially their
right to own guns, be free of taxes); believe
in conspiracy theories that involve a grave
threat to national sovereignty and/or personal
liberty and a belief that one’s personal and/or,
national “way of life” is under attack and is
either already lost or that the threat is
imminent (sometimes such beliefs are
amorphous and vague, but for some the threat
is from a specific ethnic, racial, or religious
group); and a belief in the need to be prepared
for an attack either by participating in or
supporting the need for paramilitary
preparations and training or survivalism. lxxvii

Extremist Ideology: A belief system adopted
by groups or individuals which supports the
use of illegal violence to achieve political or
social objectives. Groups or individuals may
adhere to multiple ideologies. Those
committing acts of terrorism and extremist
violence often claim to fight for the very
same or very similar beliefs and goals that
other peaceful and law-abiding individuals
also believe in. It is not the stated worldview
which makes someone a terrorist or
extremist—nor the grievance which they say
they are fighting against or the goal they are
fighting for. Instead, it is their criminal
support of or participation in illegal violence
to advance those beliefs which qualifies an

Extremist Crime: An extremist crime is (1) a
criminal act (2) conducted by an offender
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who adheres to an extremist ideology and (3)
their motivation for that crime is, at least in
part, connected to that ideology. lxxviii

had planned to commit an attack but changed
their mind before arriving at the intended
crime scene or embarking upon the final
planned acts of the crime. At least one of the
suspects must be a violent extremist in order
for a foiled plot to be included in the
database.lxxxiii

Antecedent Activity: Also, known as precursor events, these activities occur prior to a
failed, foiled, or completed terrorist incident.
These events are made up of activities that are
further divided into preparatory and ancillary
events.lxxix

Total Events: Combined number of extremist
crimes, preparatory incidents, and ancillary
incidents across all ideologies as reported by
TEVUS.

Preparatory Activity: Activities that can be
tied directly to the preparation of at least one
failed, foiled, or completed terrorist incident
in a case study. These activities are
committed by one or more perpetrators and
are a subcategory of antecedent activities.lxxx
Ancillary Activity: Identified activities that
could not be tied directly to the planning or
preparation of a specific failed, foiled, or
completed incident during the coding
process. Ancillary events are usually related
to order maintenance, internal security, or
personnel activities. These activities are
committed by one or more perpetrators and
are a subcategory of antecedent activities. lxxxi
Failed Plot: A violent incident that was set
into motion and stopped either through
suspect failure or law enforcement action
during the final stages of the planned
incident. Examples include as assassin firing
at his target and missing, a bomb exploding
prematurely, a police officer tackling a
gunman before shooting, or the arrests of the
attackers at the scene of their intended
targets.lxxxii
Foiled Plot: A violent incident that is stopped
before the final stages of the planned incident
either through suspect desistance or law
enforcement action. Examples include the
arrest of individuals (who were planning an
attack) before they left for the attack; a plotter
(suicide bomber or any other attacker) who
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